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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores how Veteran reintegration is a process of identity
transformation. Written as a first-person narrative and weaving my own story of Veteran
reintegration and identity into the chapters, this purpose of this project is to address two
questions: RQ1: Examining my own experiences of separating from the U.S. Military
institution, what are some possible Veteran identity tensions that exist in the liminal
space of reintegration? And, RQ2: How might the experiences of U.S. Military Veteran
reintegration be shaped by an individual’s sacred liminal experience of military initial
entry training as well as their institutionalized liminal experience of belonging to the
Military institution?
The overarching professional goals for this dissertation are 1) to argue that the
current ways we are researching reintegration is exclusive and inhibiting; it has led to
conceptualizations and understandings of reintegration to be solely about post-war and
more explicitly, post-combat difficulties; 2) to illustrate the nature of liminality in
military Initial Entry Training (IET) and Time in Service (TIS) and to shift our thinking
towards identity; 3) to illuminate social struggles and challenges of [the] Veteran identity
during [my] reintegration experiences; 4) to highlight how Veteran identity dissonance is
rooted in the conditioning that happens during military IET and TIS and; 5) to propose
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and advocate a new term and subsequent conceptualization for reintegration that is
comprehensive, inclusive, and centers the social manifestations of the Veteran identity.
In the final chapter, I propose new language and a new framework for experiences
of Veteran reintegration and identity; I aim for this new framework to influence
transdisciplinary research on Military/Veteran reintegration and identity in a way that
leads to more comprehensive, inclusive, and effective program and policy development.
The flow of this dissertation is organized according to these goals. My personal aim for
this dissertation was to claim my own space to heal—to write through my lived
experiences of IET, TIS, and reintegration so I can understand how my struggles are
connected. I write to speak my truth and though I realize that all our truths are different, I
intend for my stories to also illuminate some realities of my brothers and sisters in
arms—because all of you are part of me, this story is both for and about you too.
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CHAPTER 1: [THE] U.S. MILITARY VETERAN: [MY] EXAMINATION OF
IDENTITY
I am a Veteran of the United States Military. I served my country and I have
gained and continue to gain so much through doing so. The military is intricately a part
of who I am. Yet, sometimes I feel like the time I spent in the military didn’t really
matter, didn’t make any difference anywhere for anyone. I’ve been directly asked, “Can
you really feel right calling yourself a ‘Veteran’?” I don’t qualify for most Veteran
services, like Veterans Health Administration (VA) healthcare, and I can’t even check the
box in most job applications when it asks, “Did you ever serve in the military?” I often
feel like a phony, a fake, an imposter when I call myself a “Veteran.”
My narrative of military service doesn’t fit the dominant narrative for Veteran. I
never served in combat and I have never been to war. I did not serve active duty; I was a
National Guard soldier. I was never physically or emotionally wounded or traumatized
during my time in service. Yet, I was still a soldier. For eight years, I was under legal
contract that I belonged to the United States Army. I trained regularly and I was on a
“deployable” status my entire time in service; my unit just never got called up while I
was in. Now that I am out of the military, I often feel that because I did not go to war and
served National Guard instead of active duty, my service doesn’t matter and I don’t get to
view or call myself a “Veteran.” I feel like I don’t get permission to be affected or
changed by my service. It’s as if spending half a year engrossed in military culture being
1

assimilated into the institution did not shape me. As if training every single month for six
years to fight in war did not seep into my psyche. As if the community I formed serving
with my brothers and sisters in arms did not influence my life path and my relational self.
As if separating from an institution that was more like a family—like an omnipresent
Uncle [Sam], did not weigh heavy on my mind, body, and soul.
No matter who you are or where you are, the United States Military has in some
way, shape, or form, influenced the life you live. For those who signed on the dotted line,
raised your right hand and swore the oath, it’s part of you. It’s an intricate, delicate,
complicated, infuriating, and exhilarating part of who we are. In a large way, I’m writing
this story to heal. I’m writing to make sense of what my own military service meant and
how it changed me. I’m writing to carve out a space for my own voice as a Veteran. I’m
writing to make sense of and to illuminate how my social, cultural, political, and personal
lives have all been shaped through serving in the military (Calafell).
Like most households in Appalachia, I grew up in a low-income family with
conservative values and strong allegiance to evangelical Christian doctrine. Neither of my
parents (or maternal grandparents, for that matter) graduated from high school. My home
town was tucked neatly in the middle of Central Appalachia where drug abuse and mental
health disorders are significantly higher than the national average (“ARC Study”). My
family was no exception; a loved one of mine has battled chronic clinical depression my
entire life, and in recent years, opium addiction. After the decline of the coal industry, my
home town that runs close to the edge of the Cherokee National Forest surrounded by the
blue-ridge mountains, inched closer and closer to becoming an abandoned ghost town.
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This largely is leading to the increasingly concerning migration pattern of young adults
moving away from the region for more opportunities and upward mobility.
There’s a saying where I’m from that goes, “You can stand on any street corner
and throw a rock and you’ll hit a church.” Culturally, my hometown epitomized
stereotypes of “the south,” with confederate flags waving in front yards, 9mm pistols
strapped casually through belt loops, secret KKK gatherings in the woods behind that
barn in the pasture, and gossip that’s whispered around salon chairs and into the ears of
preachers’ wives. Local high school students swap dreams about “getting out” of the area
but with poverty rates so high, drug addiction so prevalent, and hegemonic cultural
discourses of “family is thicker than blood,” many never do.
I grew up in rural Central Appalachia and as a white girl growing up in a white
family in a region that is 90% white (“ARC Study”); my exposure and relationship to
diversity, of any form, was minimal. The first time I remember ever thinking about race
was in my early teenage years when my older cousin gave birth to a biracial baby boy
with an African American man—my grandfather was so infuriated that she conceived
“out of yolk” (a term my family used to use to describe anyone of a different race or
religion) that she and her child stopped attending family gatherings for years. The second
time was when a biracial student enrolled in my entirely white high school—I remember
feeling sorry for him and being silent and therefore complicit in the overt racism I
witnessed him experience. The third time was at Army basic training, when for the first
time in my life, I was among and with people of racial, ethnic, religious, and sexual
identities different than my own. Unlike at home where I was mostly surrounded by and
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interacted with people just like me, Army basic training was the first organized setting I
was ever in where my success depended on my ability to communicate across difference.
When I look back on my 19-year-old self of that time, I see a young girl who used
to describe life as “living in a box.” I see a young girl who grew up in a desolate area
dominated by ideologies of patriarchy, white supremacy, heterosexism, and
conservatism. I see a young girl who was ignorant of and resistant to ideas of privilege,
infected by generational abuse, and was up against a high likelihood of developing
mental illness and drug dependency. A girl that with multiple, intersecting identities
(Crenshaw), was simultaneously privileged and oppressed. Mostly, I see a girl that was
broken—a girl that needed a way out, a way up.
Nearly a decade later, I am in awe reflecting on the ways in which my life now
was directed by the lived experiences of that girl. I am in awe when I think about where I
was then (socially, culturally, politically, and personally), where I am now, and how the
military was my bridge. Recently I made a pivotal life decision and accepted a job offer
working in a Veteran Center at a Midwestern university. I’m only months away from
earning my doctorate degree from the University of Denver; I will be the first person on
either side of my family to earn an education of this caliber. Upon sharing the news of my
new job on social media, two of my close friends from home (that both still live there)
sent me messages that hit close to home: “You’re the only one that pushed past what they
can do, what they were born into.” And the other was in the form of a hashtag,
#startedfromthebottomnowhere. Reflecting on what those messages mean, the military
rises to attention. For it was, without a single doubt, the structure and community of the
U.S. Army that led me out of “what I was born into.”
4

This dissertation is a story and it’s intended to do several things. This story is
about how the military transformed my life. This story is about challenging the dominant
narrative of the Veteran identity through narrating my Veteran identity. This story is my
form of resistance again Uncle Sam. This story is for all my brothers and sisters who, no
matter how similar or different your military experience is to mine, hesitate to call
yourself a Veteran. It’s for all of you who are in some way different, changed, or broken
because of the military, whether you’re currently serving, have long been out, or are a
family member absorbing all the hardship and pain from the sidelines. I write this story
for my own healing and my hope is that as you witness my story (Iseke), your own
conceptions of military service and of the Veteran identity will disrupt, shift, and evolve.
I am writing this dissertation with two audiences in mind: scholars and Veterans.
Hopefully, there are scholars who are also Veterans that will read this and find both the
motivation and the courage to do similar work—to speak your truth in a way that’s
accessible and leads to change. Unfortunately, I know how rare that is with less than 1%
of the U.S. population serving in the military (Chalabi) and only 2% of the U.S.
population holding doctorate degrees (Wilson). So then, I choose to write this dissertation
where I am theorizing about the Veteran identity and concept of reintegration as a story,
so scholars can feel the truth in my experiences as I reveal them and so Veterans can
expand new ways to think about and critically reflect on their own experiences related to
our military. My professional goals for this dissertation are:
1) To argue that the current ways we are researching reintegration is exclusive
and inhibiting; it has led to conceptualizations and understandings of
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reintegration to be solely about post-war and more explicitly, post-combat
difficulties;
2) To illustrate the nature of liminality in military Initial Entry Training (IET)
and Time in Service (TIS) and to shift our thinking towards identity;
3) To illuminate social struggles and challenges of [the] Veteran identity during
[my] reintegration experiences;
4) To highlight how Veteran identity dissonance is rooted in the conditioning
that happens during military IET and TIS and;
5) To propose and advocate a new term and subsequent conceptualization for
reintegration that is comprehensive, inclusive, and centers the social
manifestations of the Veteran identity.
I aim for this new framework to influence transdisciplinary research on
Military/Veteran reintegration and identity in a way that leads to more comprehensive,
inclusive, and effective program and policy development. The flow of this dissertation is
organized according to these goals. My personal aim for this dissertation is to claim my
own space to heal—to write through my lived experiences of IET, TIS, and reintegration
so I can understand how my struggles are connected. I write to speak my truth and though
I realize that all our truths are different, I intend for my stories to also illuminate some
realities of my brothers and sisters in arms—because all of you are part of me, this story
is both for and about you too.
This first chapter lays a foundation both for my story and to assess what we know
about the Veteran identity and Veteran reintegration. In this, I articulate how
reintegration is currently viewed exclusively as being about post-war and combat
6

experiences and what that is problematic. In the following pages, I simultaneously tell
you parts of my story of military service and separation while also framing my story in
the context of literature. In other words, I both explain how the research is exclusive
while also showing you how I am excluded. My identity as a scholar is woven closely to
my identity as a Veteran; it was through access to higher education (made accessible
through the military), where I learned tools to critically reflect on my own lived
experiences and identities. Thus, this chapter begins with an introduction of my military
service and separation, highlighting why I joined and the hardship I experienced during
my transition out. I then outline how amidst my reintegration struggles, I began a quest
for answers and truth, starting with research on Veteran suicides. After being left with
more questions than answers when diving into Veteran suicide research, I shift gears to
understand what could be causing such a high rate of suicides amongst my brothers and
sisters. This inquiry led me to Veteran reintegration. I review how Veteran reintegration
is conceptualized in research and outline why thinking of reintegration in the current
framework is exclusive and problematic. In this, I cover essential areas of Veteran
reintegration that are often missed in current research, including military assimilation,
military culture, and the military/civilian societal divide.
Introduction: My military service and separation
I served for six years, from the ages of 19 to 25, in the Virginia Army National
Guard (NG) with a Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) of 92Y: Unit Supply, with the
1030th HHD Transportation Battalion in Gate City, Virginia from 2008 to 2014. I served
all six years with the same unit and during those years, we were never federally activated
for a deployment to war. I attended drill once a month and annual training two weeks of
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every year, with some random specialized training schools and temporary activations on
state orders (snow duty, hurricane evacuations, states of emergency) mixed in throughout.
Mostly, I was a civilian who transitioned in and out of military life on a scheduled,
monthly basis. I separated from the Army NG in August of 2014 and transitioned into the
IRR for my final two years (Inactive Ready Reserve—which means I’m on a list and
could be called on to deploy as a last resort, but was essentially finished with service and
was in an inactive status). I did my time, got what I needed out of it, and chose to get out.
When I separated, I did so confident the decision would not have any meaningful or
lasting effects for me. As I never deployed to war, experienced trauma, or sustained any
physical injuries while in the military—I assumed my exit out would be a smooth, even
barely noticeable, transition.
Shortly after my separation, I found myself amidst a whirlwind of changes, as a
couple weeks after my final drill with my NG unit in Virginia, I moved myself and my
romantic partner at the time across the country to Colorado for me to start a new Ph.D.
program. Many Veterans make big life decisions in conjunction with separating from
service (Segal et al.), as separation from this institution brings with it a newfound
freedom over life direction, such as employment, geographic location, and lifestyle
choices. When you leave the military, you become free to work where you want, live
where you want, and live how you want. This was true for me, as I had chosen to take a
gap year between completing my Master’s degree and beginning my Ph.D. program, just
so I could finish my last contracted year with my unit in Virginia. Ending my service and
completing my contract meant I could go anywhere and do anything I wanted next. I
chose to move across the country from Virginia to Colorado to continue my pursuit of
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higher education—a pursuit that had become financially viable to me because of the
military.
It was not particularly hard for me to make the decision to separate from service.
When I joined the Army, I only planned to do one enlistment. I just needed my college
paid for, needed the health insurance, and needed a way to be less financially reliant on
my parents. Like many others in the U.S. Military, I joined for increased access to
education and to escape from aversive life circumstances (Ditcher and True). When
people ask me why I joined the military I always answer, “the education benefits.” This is
true, but admittedly, this is only part of my truth. What I don’t often disclose, is that the
education benefits (and the health insurance) allowed me to refuse financial support from
my parents, which allowed me to “escape from aversive life circumstances” within my
family system. The weight of my loved one’s depression was a perpetual dark cloud in
my sky and led to an unhealthy co-dependency that thrust me into a coming of age role
early on—I remember being 9 years old when I began physically and emotionally
working to care for others in my family. The military helped give me an “out.” I am not
alone in that many people choose the military as a pathway to lead them out of unhealthy
and abusive familial environments (Hall). As Lynn Hall explains, the military sometimes
“satisfies a need for some young people to escape from painful life experiences” (7). It
gives us upward mobility (Lutz). The Army served a purpose for me—it granted me
access to higher education and allowed me to escape aversive family situations. It paid
off student loans from my private undergraduate education and provided me with tuition
assistance and a stipend all through my Master’s program. I earned my way into a Ph.D.
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program at the University of Denver the Spring before my contract with the military was
up in August of 2014.
The Army wouldn’t pay for my Ph.D. and I had used up all my other education
benefits, so I chose to get out. It was a matter of weighing costs and benefits for me and I
reached a point where I felt the costs of continuing outweighed the benefits because I had
already used up the benefits I joined to get. I could have stayed in to hold onto the overall
financial security the military provided (and the great health insurance!), but that would
have meant transferring to a different unit in another state. I didn’t want to transfer
because I was comfortable in my unit I had served in for six years and my brothers and
sisters there were like family. It would be too much of a hassle to transfer units from
Virginia to Colorado and start from scratch establishing trust and comradery with a new
unit, and I was starting a 4-year Ph.D. program and couldn’t risk being deployed in the
middle of that (although for the first two years of that I was still in the IRR so that fear
wasn’t completely gone). Like many women, I ultimately chose to separate from service
because of circumstances extraneous to military service that were incompatible with the
demands or requirements of service (Dichter and True 191). Though the decision wasn’t
hard to make as only serving one enlistment had been my plan all along, it wasn’t the
easiest decision to execute. I worried, what if my unit gets orders to deploy right when I
leave? How could I live with the guilt of them going to war with me staying here? I
wondered, will I miss it? Will I notice much of a difference in my life? I assumed, I’ll
barely notice, it’s only drills once a month and camp a few weeks each year. I knew, I’m
not broken—I never deployed, I never experienced trauma in the military, I don’t have
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any injuries—life can’t possibly be that different as a civilian instead of a civiliansoldier.
My veteran identity [crisis]
During my six years in service, occasionally I would miss a drill or one would be
canceled on a certain month, which meant that it wasn’t an uncommon experience for
two or even three months to pass without me wearing the uniform or being in any
military settings. This helped make my first couple months out and not attending drill
seem easy and normal—I didn’t really notice it because I had gone 2-3 months at a time
without drilling before. Plus, I was too busy scrambling to find housing, secure financing,
adjust to my new living situation, and situate myself as a new student and teaching
instructor to dedicate much time to processing what my separation meant yet. All I knew
was that my life felt chaotic, unstable, and uncertain—and I felt alone, disoriented, and
stressed beyond measure. I was struggling to keep my head above water.
It was towards the end of that first academic quarter in November of 2014 when I
had my first anxiety attack. It came on as I struggled to complete a research paper before
the deadline, and lasted roughly 12 hours through the night and into morning. As days
and weeks passed, the attacks became more and more common. The anxiety I developed
then drastically impacted my gastrointestinal health and my relationship with food,
causing me to lose a significant amount of weight in a short amount of time. What started
as a loss of appetite when feeling nervous, quickly turned into a battle with disordered
eating as the anxiety (that manifested physically in my stomach) drastically changed my
relationship to and with food. This then led to gastrointestinal health complications,
resulting in a lot of medical procedures, expenses, and overall pain and discomfort. To
11

cope with all of this stress, I relied on substances: caffeine to wake me up, cannabis to
treat my stomach pain and stimulate appetite, and sleeping aids for rest. I was struggling
to adjust to my new environment, struggling to financially sustain myself on my student
stipend, and I was in an unhealthy and emotionally abusive romantic relationship with my
partner I was cohabitating with (and we had a roommate). I was battling daily with
mental health—all while juggling teaching and taking classes in the first quarter of my
Ph.D. program. November of 2014, within three months of ending my six-year enlistment
with the Virginia Army National Guard, I found myself suffering with clinical anxiety,
depression, disordered eating, substance dependency, and dysfunctional family and
romantic relationships. Yet still, the military was far from my mind; it felt like another
life I had just smoothly stepped out of and left frozen in another place and time. When I
would think of it, it was always fleeting and I didn’t pay it much mind. I didn’t contribute
any of my struggles or challenges of that time to my service or my decision to separate
from service, in any way. Again, I did not deploy to war, experience trauma, or physical
injury—my experiences in the military did not align with the dominant narrative of
military service. I was not wounded, and I was no hero (Purtle).
A handful of scholars claim that some Veterans experience crises of identity
during periods of transition (Demers “When veterans return”; Demers “From death to
life”; Mascarenhas; Smith and True). Tyson Smith and Gala True explain that upon
ending military service, Veterans often confront identity questions such as: “How have I
changed?” and “Who is my new self?” (149). Anne Demers finds, Veterans “used a
variety of metaphors to describe the crisis of identity they experienced, each of which
illustrated either psychological darkness or death” (“When veterans return” 171).
12

Research tells us that Veterans experience above average rates of mental health
challenges and disorders, such as anxiety, depression (Caan), drug and alcohol abuse
(Golub and Bennett), disordered eating (Breland et al.), impaired functioning (Smith et
al.), and suicide (“Department of Veterans Affairs”). Within three months of ending my
time in service with the military, I was experiencing anxiety, depression, substance
misuse, disordered eating, and impairing relational and vocational functioning. However,
in all these studies highlighting mental health challenges Veterans experience, the
research participants were war Veterans. I am not a war Veteran. These are things a
person who reintegrates home from war is likely to experience, not someone who
reintegrates out of the National Guard with no deployment experience.
The “psychological darkness” I experienced as I was transitioning out of service
aligned with the dominant narrative—I was struggling in the ways articulated; I was
amidst an identity crisis. But my experience of military service did not align with the
dominant narrative—I didn’t have the military service experiences of war, PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), or Military Sexual
Trauma (MST). I never thought my struggles were about transitioning out of military
service, because I did not have the military experience that dominant narratives tell us
makes one susceptible to these challenges. My struggles were about everything but
military service. So, I didn’t identify. I rarely ever used the word “Veteran” to describe
myself or my experiences. I didn’t fit, so I didn’t acknowledge it.
Yet, even though I couldn’t yet see how intricately a part of me the military
institution was, my behavior exhibited this truth. Amidst all the struggle, I was resilient,
as most Veterans are (Green et al.). I did not accept defeat. I coasted my way through
13

winter that year, doing what I could to keep my head above water. I pushed through and I
chose to drive on as I worked to gather healthier tools to cope: I attended regular
psychotherapy, practiced yoga, and learned meditation. I made it through the end of my
first quarter (passing all my classes), ended my unhealthy romantic relationship (though
continued to cohabitate for a few more months before I was finally able to afford my own
place), and spent a month at home in Virginia with my family for the holidays. While I
was home, I attended the annual unit Christmas dinner with my military family I served
with in Gate City—my date was one of my close female Veteran friends who had
transitioned out of our unit and service a year before I did. Attending this dinner and
being around my military family I had spent six years with caused me to realize how
much I missed that sense of community. I was struggling to fit into my new cohort of
classmates at school and longed for a sense of community and belonging again. So, upon
returning to campus from break that winter, I looked up Veteran groups on campus,
thinking maybe I would go to a meeting or event to see what it was like. To my
disappointment, I didn’t find anything on campus for Veterans or current Service
Members (SMs). There was not an active Student Veteran Association, nor was there
even a Veteran Services Representative on campus. I found some list in a database where
I could at least sign up and indicate I was a student with prior military service, so I did. A
month or so later I received an invitation to a dinner off campus, hosted by a university
alumnus, for DU student-Veterans to come network. I left the invitation in my inbox and
spent a couple weeks tossing around the idea of going before I finally, with much
hesitation and anxiety, decided to attend.
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By this time, it was spring quarter on campus and I was taking an ethnographic
research methods class with a professor who was teaching his final course before
retirement. One day, about midway through the quarter, and only a couple of weeks
before this student-Veteran dinner, I proposed two ideas for my final class research
paper. I was considering doing an analysis on the recently released 50 Shades of Grey
movie, as my research agenda entering my Ph.D. program was on constructs of
“alternative” forms of sexual relations. My other idea was a project on Veteran
reintegration, as my recent desire to find community and the invitation to the studentVeteran dinner had me thinking more and more about my identity as a Veteran and my
experiences of military service. My professor responded quickly with a wave of his hand,
“No, none of that 50 Shades stuff. You need to study the military. You light up when you
talk about it. There’s so much more there, that’s your research.” It was with these
directions and this class that I first began thinking about military research inquiries, and
by the end of that ten-week quarter, ended up officially switching my entire research
agenda to studying military experiences and identities. This decision was a turning point.
I started out by looking at Veteran reintegration, as I knew I was struggling, and I knew I
had recently separated from service—I wanted to understand more about if and how these
things were connected. Prompted and encouraged by my professor, my final paper for
this class was a personal narrative where I began to tentatively start questioning my
service and what it meant. For the first time, I began to ask myself “How have I changed
since I left the guard?” and “Who is my new self without the military?”
Though I was slowly beginning to acknowledge that my life was different out of
the military and after service, I had nothing to attribute it to. When I narrated my
15

experiences of reintegration in my paper for my ethnography class, I kept questioning the
why. Why do I feel differently? Why do I care so much about these topics? I never
deployed to war, I don’t have PTSD, TBI, or MST. My narrative doesn’t align. My
experiences don’t count. Can I really call myself a “Veteran” and claim that I’m
reintegrating? Reintegrating from what?
So instead, I focused on the experiences of others. I was an ethnographer looking
for field sites to collect data. I went to the student Veteran dinner and I sought out and
joined Veteran Service Organizations (VSOs) in the Denver community. I started
meeting new people—Veterans whose military experiences fit the narrative that I kept
bumping up against. I wrote about the reintegration they were going through. My life is
full of people who had experiences that fit the narrative. I knew Veterans who came
home from war and committed suicide, and others who attempted it. I know families
whose lives have been shattered because of someone’s PTSD or trauma stemming from
service. I was surrounded by people who had these experiences that I had never had.
Though I knew I was going through something myself and felt a renewed sense of
purpose and mission when I made the decision to switch my research trajectory, it still
wasn’t about me. I still didn’t fit. I was walking a line—doing this work and surrounding
myself with people who had these experiences was healing. At the same time, it was
wounding, because I did not quite fit. I felt a common thread of experience, of Truth, with
the Veterans I surrounded myself with. I also felt I did not belong and my experiences of
military service were not validated and did not count when talking about things like
Veteran identity, reintegration, and suicides.
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It was the following quarter when I really dove into bodies of literature
representing military experiences. I started with suicide, as it was around this time when
another student-Veteran on my campus attempted suicide—this person was a new friend
and I was motivated to learn more about their experience. What I found planted a seed,
providing me with a sense of validation and justification—not just to do this work for
others, but for myself and what I was also going through.
Searching for answers: Veteran suicides
I found out research about Veteran suicides is both exclusive and contradictory. In
2012, the Veterans Administration (VA) published a Suicide Data Report that showed 22
Veterans died by suicide each day (Kemp and Bossarte). This number: “22 a day,”
became a common battle cry for combating suicide and mental health struggles Veterans
experienced. Videos started popping up on my Facebook timeline around this time, of a
Veteran doing 22 pushups and then issuing a virtual challenge for another to post a video
doing the same, with intent to raise awareness of “22 Veterans claiming their life each
day.” This data was exclusive and inaccurate, however, as research participants in this
study included only Veterans receiving care at the VA (Veterans Health Administration)
(Kemp and Bossarte). Of about 21.6 million Veterans across the country, just over 8.5
million are enrolled for care from a VA provider (“Department of Veterans Affairs”). Not
only that, but data was only collected from VA’s in 21 states, missing states with large,
concentrated Veteran populations such as California and Texas. What this report
revealed, was that there was no national system in place for tracking deaths, especially
suicides, across the general population of Veterans—namely, those who do not receive
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VA services. Subgroups of Veterans were being missed and not accounted for. As Janet
Kemp and Robert Bossarte explain:
The ability of death certificates to fully capture female Veterans was particularly
low; only 67% of true female Veterans were identified. Younger or unmarried
Veterans and those with lower levels of education were also more likely to be
missed on the death certificate. This decreased sensitivity in specific subgroups
can affect both suicide surveillance and research efforts that utilize Veteran status
on the death certificate. From a surveillance standpoint, the rate of Veteran
suicides will be underestimated in these groups. From a research standpoint, the
generalizability of study findings for specific subgroups may be limited . . .
Currently available data include information on suicide mortality among the
population of residents in 21 states. Veteran status in each of these areas is
determined by a single question asking about history of U.S. military service.
Information about history of military service is routinely obtained from family
members and collected by funeral home staff and has not been validated using
information from the DoD or VA . . . Further, this report contains information
from the first 21 states to contribute data for this project and does not include
some states, such as California and Texas, with larger Veteran populations. (p. 14)
The finding of 22 Veteran suicides a day was by no means representative of all
Veteran identities and experiences. This report did trigger a multitude of studies
examining Veteran suicides though—it was a national epidemic that 22 Veterans a day
were taking their own lives—this was the highest Veteran suicide rate our nation had ever
seen (Kemp and Bossarte). Most research following this report examined suicide
susceptibility as it related to war, and more specifically, combat experience and exposure
(Kessler et al.; Street et al.; York et al.). Up to this point, the dominant narrative
surrounding Veteran suicides was that it stemmed from traumatic war experiences.
Then, in 2015, Mark Reger et al. published a groundbreaking study that
challenged this narrative. Reger et al. surveyed SMs of all branches, both active and
reserve components, and included and compared participants both with and without
deployment experience in their study. They examined the association between
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deployment and suicide, including suicides that occurred after military separation from
service. Their findings did not support an association between deployment and suicide
mortality. Rather, they found general military separation, early military separation (<4
years), and discharge that is not honorable as suicide risk factors for this population.
Notably, they found those who separated from service had a 63% higher suicide rate
overall. This study was the first to date that examined Veteran suicides with a more
inclusive and accurately representative participant sample. The results shattered the
narrative of what we thought we knew about Veteran suicides.
In this study, I saw myself for the first time in all the Veteran reintegration and
suicide research I had read through. I could have been a participant in that study. My
experience counted. Learning that struggling with mental health is common when you
separate from service, even if you didn’t deploy, felt validating. If it is not directly about
deployment, maybe what I was going through at the time was, in same way, connected to
my transition out of service. Maybe I was somehow impacted and affected from leaving
an institution that I had intricately belonged to for six years. As research on Veteran
suicides started to reveal the prevalence of military separation on mental health, I dove
into the Veteran reintegration research seeking to understand why.
Though the suicide research was contradictory, with some research linking it to
deployment and other research claiming it’s not about deployment but general separation
instead, both these bodies of research have an important commonality: they are both
about experiences of transition. Whether the transition was about coming home from war
or ending your time in service and separating from the military institution completely,
these were both forms of Veteran reintegration. I started to look up and read research on
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military separation from service—research on reintegration. I began to question why
Veteran suicide was a risk factor for reintegrating out of service. I knew I was
experiencing my own form of “psychological darkness”—my own identity crisis of sorts.
I knew that separation from military service was a factor for suicide risk—despite not
deploying. I knew I had separated from the military only a few months before my life
began spiraling downward. But I didn’t understand what about my experiences during
service—if not deploying did not matter—could mean I was at a heightened risk for
suicide after my separation. I looked to Veteran reintegration literature for answers.
Conceptualizing veteran reintegration
I was once again disappointed to see that my experience was not represented in
research on Veteran reintegration. Research on this topic exclusively focuses on
reintegration experiences of transitioning back from war. Overall, Veteran reintegration
research covers: transitioning home from war into the family (Collinge et al.; Demers;
“When Veterans Return”; Di Leone et al.; Hinojosa and Hinojosa; Knobloch et al.;
Pfeiffer et al.; Theiss & Knobloch), transitioning home from war into the community
(Collinge et al.; Pfeiffer et al.), and a small body of research looks at transitioning out of
military service (after returning from war) into higher education (Kirchner). Research
inquiring experiences of reintegration post deployment (hereafter referred to as “RPD”)
look primarily at the experiences of active duty SMs transitioning home from war back
into their family and NG and Reservist SMs transitioning home from war back into their
communities. The only bodies of research I identified that examined reintegration post
separating from military service (hereafter referred to as “RPS”), focused on the
experiences of student Veterans as they transitioned from the military institution into
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higher education. Albeit, the RPS research on student Veterans still focused exclusively
on the experiences of war Veterans.
Christine Elnitsky, Michael Fisher, and Cara Blevins published an article in 2017
that systemically analyzed all research published on Veteran reintegration between 1990
and 2015, reviewing a total of 117 articles, all of which focused on RPD; not a single
article reviewed in this study examined RPS without it still being within the context of
after a deployment to war. This is troubling, given the prominent finding that suicide risk
for Veterans increases during RPS and is not associated with deployment to war (Reger et
al.). Reger et al.’s finding suggests Veteran suicidality may be more related to the
separation from the military institution (RPS) than anything else (Reger et al.). However,
as articulated, all research on reintegration focuses on transitioning back from
deployment (Elnitsky, Fisher, and Blevins, 2107). It is important to know and understand
the struggles and challenges associated with reintegrating back from war, as roughly 2.7
million SMs have been to war in the Middle East since September 11, 2001 (Zogas). Still,
because we know Veteran suicidality is not directly linked to deployment (Reger et al.),
it’s also important to question what we are missing by focusing exclusively on one type
of military experience (returning from war). To progress, it is paramount to understand
how focusing only on war Veterans in the context of reintegration creates and contributes
to a dominant narrative and conceptualization that leaves little room for understanding
experiences that do not fit within this narrative. Focusing exclusively on reintegration
after deployment creates a mentality that reintegration struggles and challenges are
directly related to and mediated by deployment experience. This line of thought causes us
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to underestimate the overall impact of belonging to the military institution on our sense of
self, our communication patterns and norms, and our relationships with others.
Erin Finley argues the military, the VA, and veterans’ advocates have publicized
“transition” (or “readjustment”) as a language for talking about post-combat social
difficulties (2011). When I separated from service, I underwent a drastic transition in my
life, despite never having deployed. Conceptualizations of reintegration—both in
research and in media—publicizes reintegration as being about post-war and specifically,
post-combat difficulties, causing us to focus mostly on war, combat, and PTSD rather
than on other variables and components of military service and the military institution
that may cause social difficulties in interactions when transitioning out of service. Of
relevance, only between 11-20% of post 9/11 Veterans suffer from PTSD, about 12% of
Gulf War Veterans suffer from PTSD, and an estimated 30% of Vietnam Veterans have
had PTSD in their lifetime (“How Common is PTSD?”). Not all military Veterans went
to war. And not all Veterans who went to war have PTSD or mental health struggles. By
conceptualizing Veteran reintegration as being about war, and specifically combat
difficulties, we are failing to get an accurate and comprehensive representation of the
problem and of the lived realities of all types of military transitions and forms of
reintegration. Anna Zogas writes,
These dramatic portrayals of the physical and mental health consequences of war
for American troops are an important part of a larger picture but focusing
primarily on the physical and emotional wounds of war survivors overshadows
some of the other significant consequences of participating in—and then
exiting—the military during these war years. (1)
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As Zogas further explains,
Although combat violence and its immediate effects draws our attention, not all of
veterans’ post-military experiences are caused by combat-related trauma or health
problems. Veterans surveyed in 2008, for instance, reported strained social
relations, such as difficulty confiding in others and getting along with their
spouses, children, and friends, and productivity problems, such as difficulty
keeping a job and completing tasks at home, work, or school. Veterans also
reported feelings as if they were starting over with their career and social
relationships, and feeling disconnected from the world around them, or as if they
do not belong. Certainly, it is possible to attribute strained relationships to
unaddressed mental health concerns or drug and alcohol use, but to assume a
causal connection between combat experiences and post-military stressors without
also considering the experience of undergoing a disorienting shift in social
identity is too narrow a view. (7)
Zogas’ claim that not all of veterans’ post-military experiences are caused by
combat-related trauma or health problems resonates with me in a powerful way. It’s
important for us to consider and question what factors other than deployment and direct
combat exposure contribute to post-military struggles and challenges. We must consider
the social implications of belonging to and separating from the military institution. For
instance, within research on RPD, the relevance of social relationships and interactions
stands out as an integral factor shaping reintegration experiences. Michael Kirchner
informs us that Veterans experience a loss of both structure and community upon
transitioning out of military service. Steven Danish and Bradley Antonides argue that
reintegration difficulties are more closely tied to challenges of transitioning to a war
environment and then back into the family rather than psychological or physical injuries
from the war experience itself. They claim, “being at home requires an unlearning
process to successfully acclimate” (552). They further write, “The family, be it the family
of origin or a spouse and their children or even the service member’s girlfriend or
boyfriend, are really the key to reintegration” (Danish and Antonides 554). Likewise, in
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their study examining occupation performance issues of war Veterans, Heidi Plach and
Carol Sells report “The occupation of socializing and participating in relationships was
identified as the most significant challenge. . . The emerging theme centered around
difficulty relating to others outside of one’s military peer network, resulting in isolation”
(3). Finally, Jennifer Theiss and Leanne Knobloch examined communicative interactions
between SMs and relational partners during RPD and found that relational uncertainty
and interference from partners “may make it more difficult for SMs to produce positive
relational messages and draw constructive inferences” (1121). How Veterans engage in
relational communication during reintegration and how those relationships shape
reintegration experiences are paramount. Through associating reintegration challenges as
being predominately about post-war/combat difficulties, we are failing to grasp the ways
in which relationships and communication styles are shaped and influenced by military
service as a whole; we are not accounting for a shift in identity. Thus, we miss
opportunities for understanding how relationships and communication styles shaped by
belonging to the military institution impact Veterans’ lives when they separate from then
live outside of that institution.
Overall, reintegration is a difficult concept to conceptualize and define, which
makes it a difficult concept to study and understand. Christine Elnitsky et al. find in their
systemic review of 117 empirical articles on Veteran reintegration, that the term
“reintegration referred to any number of issues related to successful functioning in
various facets of life,” including: psychological health, social interactions, physical
health, employment, housing, financial, education, legal, and spiritual (5). They also
articulated an important finding in their review:
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After analyzing the literature, we determined, importantly, that no single article in
the literature included a comprehensive conceptualization of reintegration across
various levels of an ecological model (i.e. individual, interpersonal, community
systems, and societal), which is a core theme that emerged from this work. (5)
Likewise, in their work on reintegration, Raun Lazier and colleagues articulated “there is
no ‘gold standard’ of elements of life which could be incorporated into the assessment of
reintegration that is applicable to all persons” (50) and further, went on to articulate that
a review of the United States Code and Code of Federal Regulations finds no
common legislative language that defines “veteran reintegration” or which
governs all federal veteran reintegration support programs and strategies across
multiple agencies. (Lazier et al. 51)
Virginia Gil-Rivas and colleagues explain the reintegration process has an undetermined
length and differs based on each family member and the family unit as a whole.
Clearly, reintegration in research is primarily associated with deployment to war
and combat exposure. This conceptualization is not working to address the problems
associated with reintegration in a holistic and comprehensive way. Veteran suicide risk is
not related to deployment but it is related to separating from the military institution
(RPS). What then, about belonging to and participating in the U.S. Military institution—
apart from deployment and combat experience—creates dissonance during and after
separating from this institution? I assert viewing reintegration both a process and product
of the Veteran identity will foster a more comprehensive conceptualization of
reintegration and allow for more inclusion of varying types of military reintegration
experiences.
Military assimilation
As Anna Zogas says—there is a disorienting shift in social identity related to
post-military service. In my experience, this shift has little to do with deployment and
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combat experience, and more to do with transitioning out of a total institution such as the
U.S. Military. To fully grasp and understand Veteran reintegration in a more inclusive
and encompassing way, we need to first understand the organizational culture in which
the Veteran is separating from. This includes both understanding more about the process
of organizational assimilation, which is known in the military as Initial Entry Training
(IET), as well as learning more about military organizational culture. We need to
understand more about how we are socialized and what we are socialized into before we
can understand what it truly means to separate from this institution and what challenges
associate this experience. Bernadette Gailliard and colleagues explain organizational
assimilation as consisting of complex constructs
that includes many interrelated facets of employees’ organizational life, such as
getting to know coworkers and supervisors, participating in organizational
activities, developing job competence, and learning organizational norms and
standards. (554)
In the military, organizational assimilation occurs foremost through IET, which consists
of Basic Combat Training (boot camp), and Advanced Individual Training (job training).
IET is where civilians are transformed into warriors. As Anne Demers explains, “One of
the primary goals of boot camp, the training ground for all military personnel, is to
socialize recruits by stripping them of their civilian identity and replacing it with military
identity” (“From Death to Life” 492). The military identity is collective.
Guy Siebold tells us two forms of social bonding occur in the military to create
cohesion: primary and secondary bonding. Primary group cohesion consists of peer
(those within the same military hierarchical level) and leader (military chain of
command) bonding, in which “social control is especially based on norms and habits,
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with expectations of loyalty and ready assistance to other members of the primary group”
(289). Secondary group cohesion consists of organizational (between personnel and their
next higher organization such as company or battalion) and institutional (between
personnel and their military branch) bonding, whereby “social control tends to be more
formal and based on regulation, law, reward, and punishment” (287). Siebold teaches us
each type of bonding has two aspects: affective (an emotional/reactive side) and
instrumental (an action/proactive side). Bonding refers to social relationships:
The locus of bonding is in the relationship, not the actions or interactions between
the service member and the group, organization, or institution, although such
actions or interactions are influenced by and feed back into the relationship.
(Siebold 287)
The essence of strong primary group cohesion is about trust among group members; the
essence of strong secondary group cohesion regards the trustworthiness of the
organization and the institution. “As the primary group operates to prevent normlessness,
the secondary group operates to prevent meaninglessness” (Siebold 288). The
organization and institution provide purpose, meaning, direct specific missions and
information, prioritize duties, and provide necessary resources. They also set the tone for
the unit culture and climate under which Service Members and their families live their
lives both on and off duty. SMs are assimilated into this culture and climate:
Generally in the military, the bonding process over time starts with institutional
bonding (before entry), then leader bonding (at the start of basic training) and peer
bonding within a stable group, and finally, organizational bonding as a service
member’s social horizon expands. Primary group cohesion generates the fighter
while secondary group cohesion creates the professional service member.
(Siebold 287)
During military IET, we are conditioned and taught how to interact, behave, and present
ourselves in ways that generate and foster military group cohesion.
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After an in-depth review, I failed to find a single academic article or book chapter
on how the U.S. Military assimilates and conditions recruits. However, in a chapter
entitled “Preparing and resisting the war body,” Emma Newlands writes of training
tactics the British Army used to socialize new recruits between 1939 and 1945. Perhaps
not so surprisingly, when reading this chapter, I easily drew many parallels between the
experiences of male recruits socializing into the British Army in the 1940s and my own
experience socializing in the U.S. Army in 2008. The premise of Newlands’ chapter was
to illustrate the ways in which the military executed both control over and transformation
of recruits’ bodies during IET. Tactics of control and transformation included specified
and mandated grooming, dress, movements such as walking, marching, and sitting as
well as internal control over the body through food and substance intake regulation.
Routines and rituals were also pivotal in such control and transformation and included
things such as routine inspections (of both self and equipment) and rituals like chanting
cadences, marching, and reciting creeds. Victor Turner claims rituals are key to
understanding social structures and processes. Rituals, Turner argues, are instances that
create potential for social change to manifest and be absorbed into social practices. IET is
the organizational assimilation process whereby the U.S. Military institution comes to
transform and control institutional members. This type of assimilation is necessary due to
the nature of the military institution.
Military culture
The U.S. Military is a “total institution,” like that of “prisons or religious orders”
in that members often live together in closer quarters for long periods of time and share
group experiences exclusive to organizational membership (Smith and True 149). The
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military may also be viewed and conceptualized as a family. Leslie Baxter and Dawn
Braithwaite explain whereas definitions and conceptualizations of “family” vary, there
are common and core characteristics that comprise a family unit: long-term commitment,
relations created through biology, law, or affection, enmeshment in a kinship
organization, ongoing interdependence, and institutionalization. They explain, “’family’
is a social group of two or more persons, characterized by ongoing interdependence with
long-term commitments that stem from blood, law, or affection” (3). Joining the military
involves signing a long-term, legally-binding contract, and the military organization
relies heavily on interdependence between members.
Further, the military a collectivist society that values hierarchy, rigidity, and
same-ness. It functions as a sort of secret club, only sharing valuable cultural knowledge
with insiders deeply embedded within the organization. It has its owns laws, codes of
conduct, communicative patterns, norms, and behaviors. It is also a “greedy institution,”
in that it demands above and beyond from its members than that of most other
organizations (Segal). In their examination of military culture, Craig Bryan and
colleagues identify mental toughness, collectivism, self-reliance, self-sacrifice, and
fearlessness about death as being core cultural elements of the military organization. To
put it into perspective, “The military is unique in that it is the only organization
sanctioned by U.S. society for members to be explicitly trained to kill other people”
(Bryan et al. 98). It is important for us to acknowledge, “The unique culture of the
military is, indeed, a diverse group of people in American society that must be
understood as uniquely different from the civilian world” (Hall 4). As Anna Zogas
explains,
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When service members become veterans, they exit an institution which trained
them in very specific skills, behaviors, and values: they have learned the technical
skills necessary to operate weapons, technology, and machinery; they have
learned to act in extremely high stakes situations; they have learned how to
operate within an institutional hierarchy. Importantly, service members have
learned all of these skills using an institutional language that is so specialized that
it sometimes fails to translate even between different branches of the military. (4)
As Demers articulated, “Military training is rooted in the ideal of the warrior, celebrating
the group rather than the individual, fostering an intimacy based on sameness, and
facilitating the creation of loyal teams” (“When Veterans Return” 162). Collective
community and hierarchical structure are key components of military service (Kirchner).
Cultural insiders of the military institution are trained to keep our realities,
challenges, and lived experiences to ourselves. Lynn Hall identified three primary
psychological traits of military personnel as being secrecy, stoicism, and denial. Secrecy
in that we must keep what happens at work separate from what happens at home—this is
particularly relevant depending on what your military occupational specialty is and what
type of experiences you have during your service. Stoicism- keeping up a constant
appearance; in the military, we call this keeping your “military bearing.” And denial—
deny your questions to know more, deny the worry, fears, and anxieties—keep it all
under wraps and no matter the cost, accomplish the mission. When you consider how
recruits are assimilated into the military organization and then understand how being part
of the military means belonging to an organization that has a distinct culture, it makes
sense to think that a separation from this institution could create dissonance.
Military/civilian divide
When SMs transition either home from war or out of the military, they take with
them all their military conditioning and experiences into their new roles, settings, and
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communities. As secrecy, stoicism, and denial are key characteristics of SMs—that also
means these same characteristics are part of you when you transition from a SM to a
Veteran. I question, what military experiences have we had, that we keep secret, pretend
don’t bother us because we’re stoic, and deny they have an impact on who we are and
how we interact in the world? What are the consequences of such secrecy, stoicism, and
denial? Mridula Mascarenhas explains, “A culture of militarism prefers the stoic veteran
who is tight-lipped about the ravages of war but remains enduringly loyal to the military”
(84). We are trained to not talk about it, pretend it did not negatively impact or affect us,
and deny it if we feel like it did. When I was experiencing psychological darkness and
my own crisis of identity my first few months out of the guard, I did not talk about it. I
pretended separating from service was not impacting me, and I denied myself time and
space to mourn the loss of structure and community I was undoubtedly experiencing at
that time.
After SMs assimilate into military culture and become part of that institution, we
become intricately tied to a social system, even if (such as in my case), we’re not able to
specifically articulate how. When we leave that institution, we find ourselves between
two worlds (military/civilian) with distinctly different norms, values, structures,
communicative styles, and patterns of behaviors. As Demers explains,
It is often the case that [Veterans] find themselves living between two social
contexts that offer incompatible cultural narratives and are unable to articulate an
integrated personal narrative that avoids a crisis of identity. (“From death to life”
495)
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Alison Lighthall painted an accurate picture of challenges Veterans (though their
participants were war Veterans, this description still applies) face and how we feel once
we separate from the military completely:
When a service member is discharged from the military, it’s aptly termed
“separation” and it comes with all the heartbreak and disorientation that being
torn from one’s tribe brings. [We] just spent the last several years inextricably tied
to some type of social system, whether it was a brigade, battalion, company,
platoon, squad, team, or just one on one with a battle buddy. During those years,
solitude was rare. Now, suddenly [we’re] no longer attached to those systems, and
the feeling of vulnerability can be terrifying. (82).
Reintegration is about more than reconciling post-war difficulties; it’s about the merging
of experiences; it is about being and feeling understood by those who do not have your
experience. We know a lot about the process and outcomes of reintegrating after a
deployment, but we know little, if any, about reintegrating after other military
experiences and military service completely. The process is relevant for us to better
understand the outcomes, especially if we are to understand why reintegration after
service is a risk factor for Veteran suicide. We must question, what is the process like to
resume roles in families, communities, and workplaces that are situated outside of the
military institution? This question necessitates a need to understand the military/civilian
divide in U.S. society—we must understand that dissonance surrounding the Veteran
identity and experiences of reintegration are rooted in having military organizational
experiences that those outside of this organization do not understand and are unable to
relate to.
The “military/civilian divide” in U.S. society may be understood as the
differences that emerge not just between the military institution and most civilian
structures and organizations, but as a lack of understanding from individuals who never
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served in the military about the realities, challenges, and lived experiences of us who
have. Many of these realities, challenges, and lived experiences go unnoticed by civilian
peers and in fact, “84% of post 9/11 Veterans reported the public does not understand the
problems they and their families face and 71% of the general public agrees” (Kirchner
117). This divide can be characterized by a general lack of understanding of military
culture and is illustrated by media headlines that focus heavily on PTSD, TBI, and violent
behavior, making Veterans susceptible to inaccurate stereotypes about our wellbeing and
our abilities to smoothly integrate back into civilian society (Osborne). Nicholas Osborne
asked student Veteran participants to provide examples of what they believed their
professors and non-Veteran peers thought of when they heard the word “Veteran.” He
found student Veterans reported “images of homeless Vietnam veterans in tattered army
jackets, elderly white men who served in World War II, individuals who enlisted because
they were not ‘college material,’ and young men who are contending with post-traumatic
stress” (253). Veterans are susceptible to rhetoric and narratives created in the media that
produce and circulate stereotypes and archetypes about our identity (Hunniecutt). These
stereotypes and archetypes shape how civilian others outside of the military institution
perceive us and can negatively affect our overall mental health and perception of self.
The military/civilian divide precipitates feelings of isolation among Veterans as well as
civilians who seek to understand our military experiences.
Research on Veteran suicides and Veteran reintegration as is, further contributes
to the military/civilian divide in U.S. society. Though the research on suicide is
progressing since the groundbreaking study in 2015 showed there is not a direct link to
war deployment, the ramifications of research on Veteran reintegration exclusively
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examining RPD are concerning. This conceptualization of Veteran reintegration in
research has resulted in the military, the VA, and Veterans’ advocates as publicizing and
framing reintegration as language for talking about post-war/combat social difficulties. If
reintegration is predominantly thought of as being about war or combat, how many
people hold secret their struggles of transitioning out of service, remain stoic and pretend
their separation doesn’t have a negative impact on them because they didn’t go to war (or
more likely, did not experience combat while at war), and deny feelings of dissonance
they may be experiencing because their personal narrative is obscured by the larger
master narrative? How many people struggle with or resist the Veteran identity because
they feel their service was not enough, did not matter, and does not fit the dominant
narrative of military service? How many of us are struggling socially but don’t have
language or conceptualizations to understand why if we don’t have war, combat, or
trauma experiences to associate it with?
My experiences of Veteran reintegration have been full of dissonance as I
struggled (and continue to struggle) with embodying the Veteran identity in a way that
feels honest, right, and true. I walk a constant line between recognizing and
acknowledging that being in the military drastically changed my life, for the better, and
feeling invalidated that my service had any meaning and worth at all, because my service
doesn’t align with the dominant narrative of what military service looks like. I question
how I was and am wounded through leaving the military institution—an institution that
redeemed me and impacted my life in such a profound way—an institution that brought
me out and up of what I was born into. Even more than that, I question how I’m wounded
through constantly feeling like I don’t quite fit into Veteran communities, yet also don’t
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always feel completely understood around civilians with no military experiences or
connections. The more time I spend with research on topics like Veteran identity, suicide,
and reintegration, the more I am motivated to understand the process of moving between
and living in the middle of military and civilian worlds. In the next chapter I introduce an
identity theory of liminality (Turner) as my guiding framework for understanding how
assimilating into and serving in the military (regardless of what service may have
entailed) shaped my Veteran experiences of RPS.
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CHAPTER 2: WRITING THROUGH LAYERS OF VETERAN LIMINALITY
Through my simultaneous journey of becoming both a Veteran and a scholar, I
realize several truths: the military paved my path—I literally would not be sitting here
writing these very words had I not enlisted in the Army when I was 19 years old. The
military redeemed me from what I was born into. The military changed me in ways I still
can’t fully identify—ways that are both good and bad. My truth is that the military
changed my life in a powerful way and when I separated from service I experienced a
crisis and continue to experience dissonance around the embodiment of my identity as a
Veteran and what it means for how I interact in the world presently. The purpose of this
chapter is to establish a theoretical framework for understanding the intricacies and
nuances of my reintegration experience in a way that speaks to and shines light on the
Veteran identity. I first define and explain the concept of liminality before further
elaborating on two distinct conceptions: sacred liminality and institutionalized liminality
(Turner). After articulating how liminality is a comprehensive and inclusive framework
for contextualizing reintegration, I propose two research questions for this dissertation
project. Following this, I outline my methodological tools for answering the RQ’s, where
I illuminate the importance of critical narrative inquiry within the context of Veteran
identity and reintegration. I articulate why autoethnography in the form of performance
writing is the best method for my proposed RQ’s and explain how I will use
autoarcheology as a form of autoethnography to guide my writing, which highlights the
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relevance and representation of symbols during states of transition, such as reintegration.
Finally, I conclude this chapter with a preview of the following analysis chapters.
Theoretical framework: Liminality
The concept of liminality speaks to the experience of living between two different
worlds, cultures, and experiences. A liminal identity is an identity of in-betweenness
(Turner); it’s a time, place, and space of being between cultures and social structures.
Victor Turner explains, “liminal entities are neither here nor there; they are betwixt and
between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial”
(95). Liminality is about transition; about shifting between states of being. As Veteran
identity emerges through transitions of reintegration, liminality is a relevant and useful
theoretical framework for exploring the nuances of this identity. The term “liminality”
was first employed by A. van Gennep and then later expanded upon by Victor Turner. A.
van Gennep explores rites of passage in terms of identity phases and development and
identifies three phases indicative of rites of passage as being separation, liminality, and
aggregation. Separation is “characterized by symbols of detachment from a certain point
in the social structure or from a set of cultural conditions” (Wu and Buzzanell 17),
liminality is the phase of ambiguity that aligns with neither a “before” or “after,” and
aggregation is the summation of a newly developed, stable sense of self and belonging.
Drawing from the work of van Gennep, Victor Turner expands on the concept of
liminality as the second phase in a rite of passage. Proposing two major models for
human interacting, Turner explains juxtaposing as a human model of structured social
positions and alternating as the process of shifting in and out of structured positions,
which Turner refers to as “communitas” (98).
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Communitas emerge within the liminal period of transitioning between social
structures; they are ignited through a sacred ritual process. Whereas positions of structure
can have the sacredness of communitas, they are not always achieved through a sacred
rite of passage in the form of a ritual. Following these two models of human interacting,
Turner discusses liminality in two ways: liminality as a phase during a rite of passage
whereby sacred ritual is the catalyst for entering into a temporary liminal state
(“communitas”), and institutionalized liminality that is void of sacred ritual and of a final
phase of aggregation. This second conceptualization can be seen as a perpetual state of
liminality that has no finite aggregation of a new state of being after undergoing a liminal
transition of the self. The main distinctions between the two are that sacred liminality is
temporary with a specific purpose and state of aggregation and institutionalized liminality
is perpetual, ongoing, is not entered through a sacred rite of passage, and is not always an
agentic choice. I will now expand upon each of these conceptualizations of liminality in
more detail.
Sacred liminality: “Communitas”
Working among the Ndembu tribe in northwestern Zambia, Turner first focused
his exploration of liminality in the context of ritual symbolism, also referred to as “sacred
liminality.” Turners describes taking off his “theoretical blinders” to understand aspects
of culture that had previously been invisible and void of study within his anthropological
work. His goal here was to explore the
semantics of ritual symbols in Isoma, a ritual of the Ndembu, and to construct
from the observational and exegetical data a model of the semantic structure of
this symbolism. The first step in such a task is to pay close attention to the way
the Ndembu explain their own symbols. (p. 12)
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Like Turner, we must pay close attention to how Veterans explain our own symbols.
Turner focused on the process of ritual, as practiced and described by the Ndembu, in
terms of how rituals as rites of passage served as sacred entry points into states of
liminality.
Both states of liminality described by Turner are similar in terms of their
characteristics. Turner explains the ambiguity of liminal states when he writes, “The
attributes of liminality or oflimalpmona* (‘threshold people’) are necessarily ambiguous,
since this condition and these people elude or slip through the network of classifications
that normally locate states and positions in a cultural space” (p. 96). He goes on to note,
“Thus, liminality is frequently liked to death, to being in the womb, to invisibility, to
darkness, to bisexuality, to the wilderness, and to an eclipse of the sun or moon” (Turner
97). In the context of sacred liminality, one is cast into this liminal state of being through
the act and performance of sacred ritual; it is “a symbolic milieu that represents both a
grave and a womb” (97). There is a beginning and an end. Turner explains how within
this context, communitas emerge in the liminal period whereby one must go low first in
order to go higher. Sacred liminality has a purpose—it is a temporary phase one must
endure to transition one into a higher structure.
Liminality as a phase of transition during a rite of passage is characterized by
cultural symbols that represent statuslessness, homogeny, reduction of self, passively
obeying, and long periods of seclusion. During sacred liminality, “speech is not merely
communication but also power and wisdom. The wisdom that is imparted in sacred
liminality is not just an aggregation of words and sentences; it has ontological value, it
refashions the very being of the neophyte” (105). This happens through both verbal and
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nonverbal instruction and is received in both precept and symbol. In sacred liminality,
individuals go through both psychological and physiological changes; liminality is an
embodied experience. Turner articulates,
The neophyte in liminality must be a tabula rasa, a blank slate, on which is
inscribed the knowledge and wisdom of the group, in those respects that pertain to
the new status. The ordeals and humiliations, often of a grossly physiological
character, to which neophytes are submitted represent partly a destruction of the
previous status and partly a tempering of their essence in order to prepare them to
cope with their new responsibilities and restrain them in advance from abusing
their new privileges. They have to be shown that in themselves they are clary or
dust, mere matter, whose form is impressed upon them by society (105).
In the context of Veteran identity and reintegration, military recruits undergo a period of
sacred liminality through a rite of passage, which is the Initial Entry Training (IET) all
military recruits go through during their assimilation and conditioning into the military
institution. IET consists of both Basic Combat Training (BCT), or “boot camp,” and
Advanced Individual Training (AIT), which is training for your Military Occupational
Specialty (MOS), or job. As I explained in Chapter 1, Emma Newlands writes of training
tactics the British Army used to socialize new recruits between 1939 and 1945 and
illustrates the ways in which the military executed both control over and transformation
of recruits’ bodies during IET. Tactics of control and transformation included specified
and mandated grooming, dress, movements such as walking, marching, and sitting as
well as internal control over the body through food and substance intake regulation. The
way Victor Turner describes liminality as a process of a sacred rite of passage is akin to
undergoing IET in the military in terms of psychological and physiological
characteristics. Turner explains:
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Liminal entities, such as neophytes in initiation of puberty rites, may be
represented as possessing nothing. They may be disguised as monsters, wear only a strip
of clothing, or even go naked, to demonstrate that as liminal beings they have no status,
property, insignia, secular clothing indicating rank or role, position in a kinship system—
in short, nothing that may distinguish them from their fellow neophytes or initiands.
Their behavior is normally passive or humble; they must obey their instructors implicitly,
and accept arbitrary punishment without complaint. It is as though they are being reduced
or ground down to a uniform condition to be fashioned anew and endowed with
additional powers to enable them to cope with their new station in life. Among
themselves, neophytes tend to develop an intense comradeship and egalitarianism.
Secular distinctions of rank and status disappear or are homogenized (96).
In boot camp, we could possess almost nothing personal. The one item I had that
was my own during those 11 weeks of isolated intensive training, was a journal. Even
then, the journal was not allowed to be kept private. It was examined on several
occasions by my Drill Sergeants during barracks and locker inspections. As recruits in
BCT, we were sometimes “disguised as monsters” to demonstrate our lack of status. In
other words, we were often humiliated by being made to do and act in ways that
demonstrated our lack of status—our lack of humanity. I remember a time my Drill
Sergeant in BCT made two recruits in my platoon bear crawl in circles around our entire
platoon on all fours while they howled like wolves (they were being punished for
something I don’t recall). All our civilian clothing and belongings were taken away upon
arrival, including things like undergarments and even our own shampoos and bathing
products (even our scent was monitored). Our first few days at BCT we were given
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uniforms and taught how to dress, groom, shave, style our hair, walk, and speak. Every
single thing was uniform and homogenous. I recall a phrase my Drill Sergeant used to
chant when someone showed up to formation with any fragment of difference (wearing
the wrong hat, not having dog tags on, a shoe lace tucked the wrong way), “Who here is
nooooot like the ooooother…” There is another saying in the Army that goes, “We are all
green.” Green represents Army green—the color of our uniform—and the saying packs a
powerful ideology that dismisses and silences any identities of difference, including race,
gender, class, and sexual orientation. We were subjected to routine and regular
inspections of our appearances, both in uniform and even in undergarments in our
barracks (females were not allowed to shave any body hair during BCT and our legs and
underarms were routinely inspected for this). As the nature of the military institution is
rooted in and sustained by discourses of hyper-masculinity, cisgender women in the
military must also learn to adapt and mask characteristics and performances of femininity
in order to embody the warrior identity. In IET, I was literally taught how to dis-identify
with femininity and occasionally punished for my performance of it (i.e. my voice being
too “high pitched” when yelling cadences, my hair not being slicked back tight enough
into a bun, me moving my hips too much when I marched).
Recruits in BCT and AIT must always accept punishment without complaint, for
when one person made a mistake, the entire group was punished for it. The military is a
collectivist and homogenous organization. As Demers articulated, “Military training is
rooted in the ideal of the warrior, celebrating the group rather than the individual,
fostering an intimacy based on sameness, and facilitating the creation of loyal teams”
(“When Veterans Return” 162). I formed close bonds and comradeship with the other
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recruits I attended IET with—still to this day, a decade later, I am friends with many of
them and refer to them as my “brothers and sisters” and as “battle buddies.” We are
assigned what is called “battle buddies” during IET; battle buddies are pairs of two and
are held as accountability partners through all of training. Battle buddies must always be
together (you are never allowed to be alone in any capacity during IET) and are treated as
a collective; if one of you messes up, both (and sometimes everyone within the team,
squad, platoon, or unit those battle buddies belong to) get punished. I remember a time in
BCT when my battle buddy and I were running late for a formation; we were given 5
minutes to change uniforms and return to formation and my battle buddy was taking
longer than me to get dressed. I became frustrated when we were the last ones left in the
barracks and so I left her to finish changing and rushed to formation alone so I wouldn’t
be late. Because I left her alone, I was humiliated by being made to stand in front of my
entire platoon while they all were put in the “front leaning rest position” (the starting
position for a push up, otherwise known as a “plank”). I had to hold my weapon (a M16
rifle) over my head and yell “I am a blue falcon” for what felt like the longest five
minutes of my life. “Blue falcon” is a military phrase that translates into “buddy fucker.”
During the sacred liminality of IET, recruits are punished collectively, as this conditions
a sense of collectivism, accountability, and homogeny.
Basic Training lasted for 11 weeks, I got to spend one night at home in Virginia
after BCT graduation, then I shipped off to my AIT (job training) for another 6 weeks. I
have never experienced anything in my life quite like Army boot camp; it was one of the
hardest things I have ever experienced and one of the accomplishments in my life I am
most proud of. Thankfully, however, it did not last forever. The liminality I experienced
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through IET had a point of finality and aggregation. Turner explains how within this
context of liminality, the
“sacred” component is acquired by the incumbents of positions during the rites de
passage, through which they changed positions. Something of the sacredness of
that transient humility and modelessness goes over, and tempers the pride of the
incumbent of a higher position or office. (98)
Sacred liminality is a necessary state of being that precipitates growth, advancement, and
evolution. In IET, I was reduced to a sense of nothing so I could be rebuilt into a higher
position or office—a soldier. At the completion of both BCT and AIT, there was a
ceremony and a graduation.
In BCT, the week before graduation, all recruits that had made it through the
grueling ten weeks of boot camp underwent a week-long ritual, which took the form of a
journey to “Victory Forge.” This week including a 10-mile ruck march to a camp where
we slept outside, engaged in war fighting games, and underwent hazing rituals (I recall
being forced to stand still in a formation without gas masks while our Drill Sergeants
threw tear gas grenades through our formation ranks and forbade us from moving). It was
during the final ceremony of Victory Forge when we aggregated from recruits to soldiers.
There was a fire, we chanted songs and cadences, and for the first time during boot camp,
our Drill Sergeants looked us in the eyes and shook our hands as full members of the U.S.
Military. The process of IET endowed me with “additional powers that enabled me to
cope” (Turner 97) within my new social structure as a soldier in the U.S. Army. Once I
transitioned out of the sacred liminal state of IET, I became a full participant in the
military organization. Military recruits undergo sacred liminality and experience
communitas during IET. Once recruits achieve aggregation from the sacred liminality of
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IET, however, we then experience the other state of liminality—institutionalized
liminality through belonging to and participating in the total military institution.
Institutionalized liminality: Belonging to a total institution
Victor Turner teaches us that all social life is a “dialectical process that involves
successive experience of high and low, communitas and structure, homogeneity and
differentiation, equality and inequality” (98). He goes on to explain how “each
individual’s life experience contains alternating exposure to structure and communitas,
and to states and transitions” (100). The U.S. Military experience encompasses
characteristics of both structure and communitas, moving back in forth in a constant ebb
and flow between the two. Turner contrasts characteristics of liminality with status
systems, illustrating the difference between communitas and structures. He then moves
on to discuss institutions in which characteristics of both states of liminality are present
and uses the institution of religion as a primary example. He explains,
What appears to have happened is that with the increasing specialization of
society and culture, with progressive complexity in the social division of labor,
what was in tribal society principally a set of transitional qualities “betwixt and
between” defined states of culture and society has become itself an
institutionalized state. (109)
Turner articulates how within institutionalized liminality (structure), “transition has
become a permanent condition” (109). Institutionalized liminality as a permanent state
within an organization can be seen in what Erving Goffman calls “total institutions.”
Goffman identifies five types of total institutions: institutions established to care
for people thought to be incapable and harmless (ex: senior home), institutions that care
for those who are thought to be both incapable and a threat to the community (ex: mental
hospital), institutions that are organized to protect the community against dangers (ex:
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prison), institutions established to pursue some technical task (ex: military), and
establishments designed as retreats from the world or as training stations for the religious
(ex: monasteries). When elaborating on the attributes of total institutions, Goffman
explains,
A basic social arrangement in modern society is that we tend to sleep, play, and
work in different places, in each case with a different set of coparticipants, under
a different authority, and without an over-all rational plan. The central feature of
total institutions can be described as a breakdown of the kinds of barriers
ordinarily separating these three spheres of life. First, all aspects of life are
conducted in the same place and under the same single authority. Second, each
phase of the member’s daily activity will be carried out in the immediate
company of a large batch of others, all of whom are treated alike and required to
do the same thing together. Third, all phases of the day’s activities are tightly
scheduled, with on activity leading at a prearranged time into the next, the whole
circle of activities being imposed from above through a system of explicit formal
rulings and a body of officials. Finally, the contents of the various enforced
activities are brought together as parts of a single over-all rational plan
purportedly designed to fulfill the official aims of the institution (314).
The U.S. Military is a total institution, like that of “prisons or religious orders” in that
members often live together in closer quarters for long periods of time and share group
experiences exclusive to organizational membership (Smith and True 149). Military
recruits undergo a temporary period of sacred liminality through the rite of passage of
IET. Once the recruit transforms into a soldier (“Soldier” is specific to the branch of the
Army), they then experience institutionalized liminality through belonging to the total
institution. The five characteristics Goffman articulates as being representative of a total
institution encompass the experiences of both the sacred liminal space of IET and the
institutionalized liminal space of being a soldier.
Gloria Anzaldúa writes of the liminality of her own identity as a Chicana living
between two racially (and sexually) divergent cultures between the U.S. and Mexico. In
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this, Anzaldúa, conceptualizes liminality as existing in what she calls a “borderland.” The
way she describes borderlands is in line with how Victor Turner conceptualizes
institutionalized liminality in that there is no end state, or sense of aggregation nor is
there a sacred rite of passage incorporating one into the liminal state. Gloria Anzaldúa
teaches us how “Borders are set up to define the places that are safe and unsafe, to
distinguish us from them” (25) and further articulates, “A borderland is a vague and
undetermined place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary. It is a
constant state of transition” (25). Note how Anzaldúa refers to this state of liminality as a
“constant state of transition”, which is akin to Turner’s conception of institutionalized
liminality as being ongoing with no sense of aggregation. Borrowing an Aztec word,
Anzaldúa names the identity of Chicanas who live in the borderlands as “mestizas,” and
teaches us how
la mestiza is a product of the transfer of the cultural and spiritual values of one
group to another . . . Cradled in one culture, sandwiched between two cultures,
straddling all three cultures and their value systems, la mestiza undergoes a
struggle of flesh, a struggle of borders, and inner war. (100)
It is important to briefly discuss the sense of agency within the context of borderlands, or
institutionalized liminality. In the case of Gloria Anzaldúa, she did not make an agentic
choice to enter into a perpetual state of liminality. She was born into a borderland—into
an institutionalized state of ongoing liminality.
Institutionalized liminality is existing in a “persistent societal structure” in which
you do not fit. In the context of the military, an example that highlights choosing
institutionalized liminality is the difference between the drafted and the all-volunteer U.S.
Military. From 1940 to 1973, able-bodied men were drafted into the U.S. Military to fill
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vacancies that were not filled from volunteers. Since the draft was lifted, the U.S. military
once-again is an all-volunteer force; the post 9/11 military generation is an all-volunteer
force. The men who were drafted into the military during these years experienced both
the rite of passage into sacred liminality through their military training as well as the
institutionalized state of liminality during their years in service that followed—without
choosing too. When you do not choose to enter into liminality and there is no state of
aggregation, then one exists in a state of liminality, suffering all the hardship of such
state, without the transition into a higher state of being to look forward to; this could be
seen as a perpetual state of psychological darkness.
Even within the context of choice, such as in the now all-volunteer force, reason
for joining matters, especially because reason for joining impacts how closely members
orient within the organizational identity (Hall). The dominant reasons people join the
military are for family legacy, service as an escape from painful or aversive life
experiences, patriotism, and citizenship (Hall). How one experiences both sacred
liminality into the military, as well as the institutionalized liminality of serving in the
military, is shaped by their reason for joining. Because of the U.S. Military’s long history
of colonization and systemic oppression and its hegemonic nature privileging
masculinity, white supremacy, and heterosexism (which is further unpacked in the next
two chapters), it is paramount to understand how intersectional identities (Crenshaw)
shape the liminal experiences of joining and serving in the U.S. Military. For example,
the experience of a black gay male recruit for joins for service as an escape will be
drastically different from the Mexican female recruit who joins for citizenship—both of
which will be even more distinct from the experience of the straight white male recruit
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who joins for patriotism or family legacy. They tell us we are “all green” in the Army. I
contend that yes, we all wear the same uniform, but no, it does not fit us all the same
way.
We are conditioned to fit, nonetheless. We go through a sacred rite of passage and
become part of the military organization. We train to fight in war. We are psychologically
and physiologically controlled and transformed into a higher state—into warriors. We go
through our military service existing in an institutionalized state of liminality through
belonging to this total institution. All of our experiences of serving are different—
depending if we’re active or NG/reserve, what our job is, if we deploy and to where, how
long, how many times, etc. There is a saying among Veteran communities in regard to
reintegration: “They train you to go to war, but they don’t train you to come home from
war.” After transitioning out of military service, we become Veterans and we reintegrate
into society, culture, and structures in the civilian world. We take our militarized selves
with us when we separate from the military. Our “form [was] impressed upon [us] by
society” (Turner 105) of the military total institution during our IET and it was then
confounded during our military service. Our psychology, physiology—our very
essence—was broke down then molded into a warrior self. We were transformed, trained,
and conditioned to fit into a uniformed and homogenized identity in order to belong and
fit into the total military institution.
As explained in Chapter 1, current conceptualizations of Veteran identity and
reintegration center narratives of war and more so, combat. Dominant narratives of the
military service and conceptualizations of reintegration focus exclusively on experiences
of war, combat, PTSD, and TBI. Stereotypes and dominant narratives of the Veteran
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identity illustrate straight, white, cisgender, able-bodied, patriotic, stoic American men.
My narrative does not neatly fit within these dominant narratives. In some ways I fit, and
in other ways I don’t. I fit because I’m white and from the south. I don’t fit because I’m a
woman and never went to war. To challenge, disrupt, and ultimately expand current
conceptualizations of Veteran reintegration and identity, I employ the theoretical
framework of liminality as a comprehensive and inclusive framework and propose the
following research questions:
RQ1: Examining my own experiences of separating from the U.S. Military
institution, what are some possible Veteran identity tensions that exist in the liminal
space of reintegration?
RQ2: How might the experiences of U.S. Military Veteran reintegration be
shaped by an individual’s sacred liminal experience of military initial entry training as
well as their institutionalized liminal experience of belonging to the Military institution?
The research and writing process
As a critical qualitative identity researcher, I am committed to reflexivity, and
thus, must approach these RQs first with an examination of own experiences and
assumptions. As this project is the first step in a larger and long-term research agenda, I
must first understand my own experiences before I enter a dialogue with others. Paul
Higate and Ailsa Cameron argue for the importance of military researchers writing
[our]selves into [our] work. Dominated by empirical, post-positivist, objective research,
there is an urgent, human need to pair story—to give face—to the quantitative research
that encompasses topics such as Veteran suicides and reintegration. Veteran-scholars like
Miranda Hicks give a face and a story to the complexities of gender in the military
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through writing about her own experiences as a woman in the U.S. Army. Warren Price
helps readers understand the experiential reality of living with combat-related PTSD in
his autoethnographic account of how leisure activities, such as fly fishing, can help
Veterans live in the present moment and cultivate hope to drive on. These works are
moving, emotive, affective, foster empathy, and help us to grasp the complexities of
military cultural discourses and narratives on an individual, experiential level. These
works serve to help unite the military/civilian divide.
My own military story that speaks to why I joined, what my experiences serving
were, and what it has meant for me to separate from the military is complex, layered, and
nonlinear. My identities are intersectional, I experience them all simultaneously and they
shape how I understand the world (Crenshaw). Thus, my identity as a Veteran cannot be
separated from my identity as a researcher. Throughout this dissertation process and
journey, my own military story will unfold, will fragment, will complement, and I hope,
will lead me to understand my own subjective questions of, “How have I changed and
who is my new self?” (Smith and True 149). To explore how Veteran suicides and
reintegration experiences relate to identity tensions of liminality as well as how these
identity tensions are shaped by IET and TIS, I combine theories of liminality with the
method of autoethnography in the form of performative writing, using military
institutional artifacts as my guide.
Autoethnography
Autoethnography is comprised of three parts: auto (experiences of the self), ethno
(cultural phenomenon and discourses), and graphy (systematic description and analysis—
the research process) (Ellis and Bochner; Ellis et al.). Autoethnography works to motivate
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readers to consider our “social, cultural, political, and personal lives” in a different light
(Jones 767). Autoethnography enables me to illustrate how my social, cultural, political,
and personal lives have all been shaped through belonging to the United States military.
“When researchers do autoethnography, they retrospectively and selectively write about
epiphanies that stem from, or are made possible by, being part of a culture and/or by
possessing a particular cultural identity” (Ellis et al. 4). Autoethnography values my
cultural insider positionality as a military Veteran and is a methodological tool that can
provide layered insight into the Veteran identity in a way empirical, objective,
quantitative research cannot. Arthur Bochner teaches us how “narrative is used as a
source of empowerment and a form of resistance to counter the domination of canonical
discourses” (271). Additionally, scholars, such as Boylorn and Orbe, argue for the
importance of a critical perspective in autoethnography so that we can understand how
our intersectional experiences are connected to power and larger social and cultural
institutions. Through narrating my individual experiences as a U.S. Military Veteran, I
will challenge dominant narratives that shape how you see me, and how I see myself.
Further, applying a critical theoretical perspective to my own narratives will allow me to
illuminate an experiential reality of a liminal Veteran identity that is shaped by systems
of power.
Guided by liminality and borderlands, autoethnography allows me to illustrate
how the military organizational identity (cultural/macro/political) intertwines with my
civilian/non-Veteran identity (individual/micro/personal) and shapes my experience of
living between these two worlds. Through autoethnography, I will provide a critical
qualitative and in-depth understanding into issues of Veteran suicides and reintegration,
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effectively answering multiple calls from the Veterans Health Administration (VA) and
the Department of Defense (DoD) to produce qualitative research in these domains
(Wands; Crocker et al.). Autoethnography will allow me to turn to my own challenges,
realities, and lived experiences of [my] Veteran identity to both complement and counter
pervasive cultural narratives about [the] Veteran identity. Autoethnography will allow me
to take complex issues like Veteran suicides and reintegration and offer you “a story to
think and live with rather than sterile facts and findings to think about” (Adams 190).
Not only does autoethnography provide me a way to make meaning around my
identity as a Veteran, but it also serves to “encourage compassion and promote dialogue”
(Ellis and Bochner 748) with others regarding this identity. As Tony Adams explains,
“Autoethnography thus embodies the concept of praxis—a melding of theory and
practice, form and content—and, in so doing, offers engaging and accessible texts for
others to easily comprehend and use” (189).
My goal of this dissertation project is to critically narrate liminal moments of
[my] Veteran identity —living between military and civilian cultures—in a way that
offers engaging and accessible insight into [the] Veteran identity. As I write myself into
this research, I am moved to “ask the readers to feel the truth of [my] stories and to
become coparticipants, engaging the story line morally, emotionally, aesthetically, and
intellectually” (Ellis and Bochner 745). Autoethnographies move the researcher to
understand the self as well as others better so that we may make more ethical decisions as
human beings and live together in a more compassionate world. To achieve this, I
recognize that “the goal is to write meaningfully and evocatively about topics that matter
and may make a difference, to include sensory and emotional experience, and to write
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from an ethic of care and concern” (Ellis and Bochner 742). To create research that
evokes connection and emotion, I turn to performative writing.
Writing autoethnography performatively
Autoethnography is the methodological tool I will use to critically narrate my own
challenges, realities, and lived experiences of the Veteran identity in a way that
illuminates how this identity is formed and shaped through both sacred and
institutionalized experiences of liminality. Performative writing is how I will narrate my
own challenges, realities, and lived experiences of the Veteran identity. “Performance is
the term used to describe a certain type of particularly involved and dramatized oral
narrative” (Langellier 127). As a tool of autoethnography, performative writing is
evocative, subjective, evokes perspective taking and empathy, and expands our
understandings of what constitutes knowledge (Pollock; Pelias). Performative writing
seeks to connect the reader and, in some way, implicate them. What are your perceptions
of military service? Of Veterans and of reintegration? I write performatively with the
intention that in some way my stories will cause your conceptions on topics like Veteran
reintegration and identity to evolve. I write my own stories of Veteran reintegration and
identity to inspire you to think consciously about the language and discourses you engage
surrounding these issues, especially with the Military Service Members, Veterans, and
family members in your own life.
Guided by theories of performativity (Langellier), performative writing moves us
beyond reflecting on our lived experiences to critically interrogating how power
manifests in and through our reflections of lived experiences. As Kristin Langellier
explains, “Personal narrative performance is situated not just within locally occasioned
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talk-a conversation, public speech, ritual—but also within the forces of discourse that
shape language, identity, and experience” (127). Performative writing as a tool of
autoethnography compels us to critically reflect on how the ways we write about our
experiences have been shaped by multiple, complex, intersecting identities. Langellier
argues,
Approaching personal narrative as performance requires theory which takes
context as serious as it does text, which takes the social relations of power as
seriously as it does individual reflexivity, and which therefore examines the
cultural production and reproduction of identities and experiences. (127)
Performative writing explicitly focuses on power and identity through critical reflection
of the self.
Considering the role of reflexivity in performative writing, Bernadette Marie
Calafell calls for a “more nuanced and power laden consideration of reflexivity” (7). In
writing through my own experiences of military entrance, military service, and military
separation, I am moved to question the ways in which I am simultaneously privileged and
oppressed across my multiple identity standpoints (Crenshaw). For example, how does
being white woman from the south who joined the military for upward mobility intersect
with my identity now as a scholar examining power relations in the U.S. military?
Calafell calls for me to consider “how does my story speak in relationship to larger
stories of cultural Others like myself? Where do the ‘I’ and the ‘we’ separate? Do they?”
(9). Through critical reflexivity in and through my research and writing process, I must
consider how the “I” in my stories represent a “we” of Veteran identity. I must consider
how the “I” both collides and fragments with the “we” and identify these tensions,
spaces, and moments of in-between sense-making. I must question, how “my personal
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narrative has qualities that reverberate across cultural, social, and political contexts”
(Calafell 9). Where is the macro in my micro and how did it get there?
Again, performativity is not just about where power is located, but about how it
shapes, guides, and forces lived experiences. Critical reflection throughout the research
and writing process is paramount to identify and interrogate power relations as it relates
to identity. Particularly as a cultural insider, tightly woven in and through the military
organization, I must remember, “there is no separation between mind and body, objective
and subjective, cognitive and affective” (Pelias 418). For example, I must question,
where is the military in me—how is my psyche and my physiology changed from my
service? How did spending six years in the Virginia Army National Guard shape my
present subjective self? How has my own transition of separating from a total institution
such as the military, impacted and shaped my affective interactions in the world outside
of the military organization? Bernadette Calafell suggests, “We theorize not simply
through experience, but through histories, and I would argue, the relations, that are
written in and through our bodies” (7).
Such as liminality as an embodied construct, performativity is a theoretical
construct that also urges us to consider the materiality of the body and how it
simultaneously both absorbs and produces cultural power-laden discourses (Pollock;
Fox). As Ronald Pelias explains, “It starts with the recognition that individual bodies
provide a potent database for understanding the political and that hegemonic systems
write on individual bodies” (420). I question, how is my body “a surface on which social
law, morality, and values are inscribed?” (Joyce 152). How, through narrating my liminal
experiences of identity tensions living between the military and civilian worlds, can I
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“performatively intervene on reductive understandings of my body” and thus, my identity
as a Veteran? (Fox 16). Nancy Krierger teaches us that bodies “bear the mark of both
conscious and unconscious processes” (351). How do I identify the ways in which my
militarized self has been shaped, formed, and controlled? What are the military stories
my now civilian body needs to tell? How does my militarized self experience liminality
between military and civilian cultures?
Autoarcheology: Military artifacts as symbols of liminality
Ragan Fox describes a process of “auto-archeology” as a form of
autoethnography that focuses on cultural, institutional artifacts to question and interpret
how organizational power relations affect and shape individual identity. Fox claims,
“artifacts play a generative role in autoethnographic practices” (124). Lacie Marie
Brogden tells us our autoethnographic selves are positioned between “art” and “act”
(858). Fox looks to Foucault’s studies on disciplinary structures to understand how
archaeologies demonstrate structure around constraining and enabling identity;
institutional artifacts may indicate “ordering and exclusion in discursive systems” (Fox
124). Like Fox, the artifacts I feature in this dissertation
are not meant to metonymically reference the experiences of all [Veterans], nor
do they completely represent my individual experiences. They do, however, say
something important and heuristically provocative about the culture from which
they were taken. (125)
In the context of liminality, artifacts are the symbols that are representative of
liminal states. The U.S. Military contains a goldmine of institutional artifacts and
symbols that serve to systematically regulate and control militarized selves and
experiences, and also mark liminal moments in my identity. For instance, the journal I
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kept during BCT, the rank I wore on my uniform, the “Army green” uniform, the dog tag
chain Veterans continue to wear years after service, the Army creed that is branded into
my memory, the concept of “Battle Buddies” . . . and the list goes on. Indeed, my
militarized body is representative of a cultural artifact of the U.S. Military. My body that
was effectively trained in how to dress, walk, groom, speak, and engage in warfighting—
is both a process and a product of militarization. Thus, “Embodiment is a verb-like noun
that expresses an abstract idea, a process, and concrete reality. Whether used literally or
figuratively, it insists on bodies as active and engaged entities” (Krieger 351). How then,
through examining my own artifacts and symbols representative of my liminal military
experiences, may I begin to identify and describe identity tensions of liminality between
cultures? How will examining my own body as an institutional artifact allow me to
articulate how the experience of reintegration is shaped and controlled by my military
entrance and service experiences? I will explore these questions through using
performative writing as a tool of autoethnography.
Furthermore, in the act of writing and crafting narratives, I am guided by Sandra
Faulkner and Shelia Squillante’s and Anne Harris and Stacy Holman Jones’ practical
strategies for writing about the self performatively. For personal writing, Faulkner and
Squillante suggest a set of questions to carry with you throughout the entire writing
process. They first highlight purpose, asking questions such as “What are your goals of
this writing?” and “What do you want your piece to do?” Considering audience, they
propose, “Whom do you want to reach?” and “What do you want the audience to do, feel,
and believe after experiencing your work?” For ethics, they ask, “Are you able to write
this piece now?” and “Who is implicated in the writing?” Around structure: “What
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structure will work and how can you include research in your writing to achieve your
purpose and establish veracity? Craft considers how your voice is working in this piece
and questions, “Have you paid attention to the line, the music in the piece, form,
aesthetics, voice, narrative truth?” Finally, considering criteria, they propose, “How
should your piece be evaluated?” and “How will you know if you have achieved your
goal(s) for the piece?” (4).
Applying these questions as my guide, chapter three serves as the first analysis
chapter and highlights some of my own Veteran identity tensions that exist in the liminal
space of reintegration. In chapter three I walk chronologically through my experiences of
reintegration post separation (RPS) from military service. As “artifacts play a generative
role in autoethnographic practices,” I rely on artifacts that represent experiences related
to my military service and experiences of RPS (Fox 124). In chapter four I move on to
address RQ2 and articulate how the identity tensions I narrate in chapter three are shaped
by my sacred liminal experience of military initial entry training as well as my
institutionalized liminal experience of belonging to the military institution. Chapter five
concludes this dissertation project with critical reflexivity about the research and writing
process, identifies limitations in this work as well as contributions to the field of
Communication Studies, and provides a new conceptualization and blueprint for future
research on Military/Veteran reintegration and identity.
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CHAPTER 3: DRIVE ON, SOLDIER, DRIVE ON
Michael Kirchner explains when Veterans separate from military service, we
experience both a loss of a community and a loss of structure. Alison Lighthall (2012)
painted an accurate picture of challenges Veterans face and how we feel once we separate
from the military completely:
When a service member is discharged from the military, it’s aptly termed
“separation” and it comes with all the heartbreak and disorientation that being
torn from one’s tribe brings. [We] just spent the last several years inextricably tied
to some type of social system, whether it was a brigade, battalion, company,
platoon, squad, team, or just one on one with a battle buddy. During those years,
solitude was rare. Now, suddenly [we’re] no longer attached to those systems, and
the feeling of vulnerability can be terrifying. (p. 82)
The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the social identity tensions I felt
surrounding both loss of community and loss of structure in the years following my
separation from military service. The tensions in my story highlight both the community
and the structure of the military system and show what it is like to navigate the loss of
each—existing in a perpetual state of liminality. I rely on autoarcheology (Fox)—the use
of institutional artifacts to guide my stories as it helps me to question and interpret how
organizational power relations affect and shape my Veteran identity. Artifacts can
represent “ordering and exclusion in discursive systems” (Fox 124). Like Ragan Fox, the
artifacts I feature in this dissertation
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are not meant to metonymically reference the experiences of all [Veterans], nor
do they completely represent my individual experiences. They do, however, say
something important and heuristically provocative about the culture from which
they were taken. (125)
The chapter flows in chronological order and includes artifacts from class assignments
and projects I completed related to my Veteran identity (a photo voice class assignment, a
digital story script, and a visual narrative of redemptive class assignment), the enlistment
oath I swore when I enlisted into the military, a nose ring, and poem I wrote almost one
year after my separation date from service. Chapter three is written to be evocative,
subjective, evoke perspective taking and empathy, and expand our understanding of what
constitutes knowledge (Pollock; Pelias). The purpose of Chapter three is to identify
Veteran identity tensions I experienced when I separated from service. Chapter three
identifies that what (identify identity tensions) and following this, chapter four then
explains the how (how IET and TIS creates identity tensions). Thus, chapter three relies
on institutional artifacts that emerged during my RPS to anchor the liminal identity
tensions I experienced during my reintegration whereas chapter four relies primarily on
institutional artifacts from my IET and TIS. In the following sections, I tell you my story
of Veteran identity and reintegration.
Loss of community: Searching for home
I wore a black dress, flat black boots that zipped up to my knees, and my hair
down. I always militarize my femininity when I go to any military-related events. Still
pull my hair back, wear less make up, and usually wear pants with a loose-fitting blouse
and minimal jewelry. This time I wouldn’t. I have been out long enough. If I don’t “look
like a Veteran,” I don’t care and will challenge someone on it. Thankfully, though, they
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had yellow ribbons for us to put on. I was hesitant to take one, but Damon, our new
Veteran Services Representative at DU, walked in with me and I felt like he was
watching to make sure I grabbed one. He knew I struggled to identify. I sat in a row that
was mostly empty. There was a guy in front of me and another in the row behind me that
both looked around my age. They were wearing yellow ribbons too. I wondered if they
were also student-Veterans at DU. I wished there was an easier way for us all to meet
each other. As the program started, the moderator began by asking Veterans to stand and
be recognized. I looked around to see who else was going to stand. The guy in front of
me looked back at me and then stood. I looked behind me and he was standing too. I
looked down at my yellow ribbon pinned to my black dress and then stood up and folded
my hands behind my back like how I would stand at the position of parade rest, only with
a little less rigidity.
It was that same Spring of 2015 when I was taking the ethnography class where I
switched my research agenda to study Military/Veteran experiences. This is when I first
started questioning my own service, what it meant, and how it impacted my life. The
Buchtel Tower Rededication Ceremony was the first event for student-Veterans held on
campus since I had been there. Buchtel Tower was a tall, brick, skinny tower with lots of
windows that stood next to the building where my ethnography class was held. It was
built in 1917 to honor students who had died serving in World War I. The tower caught
fire in 1983 and was destroyed; they began renovating it in 2011 and now, were hosting a
ceremony to rededicate it to current DU student-Veterans. After the ceremony, there was
to be a grand announcement at the reception about a new military-related program
opening on campus, The Sturm Specialty in Military Psychology. The Sturm family was
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even in attendance! “Sturm” is a well-known name on campus as this is an alumni family
with a philanthropic foundation that gives regularly to the university. On campus, we
have the Sturm Law School and my own Communication Studies department is housed in
a building called “Sturm Hall.” The Sturms were at the reception because they gifted the
university a large amount of money to develop The Sturm Specialty in Military
Psychology within our Graduate School of Professional Psychology at DU.
As the reception was ending, a woman I recognized but couldn’t remember her
name spotted me from across the room and then excitedly walked towards me. She
worked in our university advancement office and a couple weeks prior had reached out to
the chair of my department because an alumnus of our program was visiting campus. He
was a Veteran who was interested in Military/Veteran research and my chair knew both
that I had recently switched my research to the same and served in the military myself so
she recommended I meet with him during his visit.
“I want to introduce you to the Sturms!” she said in a loud whisper when she got
close enough. “Who knows, they may be interested in your help.” She eagerly grabbed
my arm and led me over for an introduction. I didn’t have much time to think.
Oh my Goooood, just breathe. You ARE a Veteran. I AM a Veteran. That part
doesn’t even matter as much. I’m a scholar getting my Ph.D. And I study this. I’m going
to be an expert in this. Just act natural. Not like a Veteran, but not too feminine. Let them
know I take this seriously. Don’t smile too much! But OH MY GOD I’m SO excited! I
can’t believe they are opening this program this is SO PERFECT for my research and
bringing people here I can work with. Maybe we can start forming a community. OKAY
be professional. Give a firm hand shake.
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She leads me over to Emily and Stephen Sturm, the daughter and son of Donald
Sturm. Emily and Stephen are the ones overseeing the development of this project, she
tells me before introducing me, “Jeni is a Ph.D. student in Communication Studies and
her research is on military and Veteran reintegration. She is also a Veteran.” My heart
beats a little faster. Damnit, I hope they don’t ask.
“My major was communication too! That’s great!” Emily immediately responds.
Whew.
“That sounds really interesting, we’d love to hear more about it. Can you send me
an email and maybe we can meet with you and get your perspective on some things as we
work on getting this program going?” Stephen asks as he pulls a business card out of his
wallet. OH MY GOD!
“Yeah! Yeah, of course! That sounds great!” I respond with enthusiasm and take a
card from each of them.
That spring of 2015—switching my research, slowly beginning to contemplate
my service and identity as a Veteran, and then this event—was a turning point for me. I
was engrossed in a whole new body of research exploring Veteran reintegration, suicides,
and identity. I was learning so much about myself through the research and it empowered
me to continue exploring my own struggles with this identity. I slowly but surely started
to identify as a Veteran more and more, and it was my interactions with others who
perceived me as a Veteran, that helped validate me in this process and work through my
identity crisis of the time. I began to meet with the Sturm family and informally consulted
with them through some of the development of the new Sturm Specialty in Military
Psychology program. It was affirming that this prestigious family wanted to hear my
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perspective as a Veteran on the development of this new military psychology program.
The more I felt validated in identifying as a Veteran despite still struggling with my
experiences not fitting the dominant narrative, the more I yearned for community. I still
felt like I didn’t quite belong because I struggled to really see myself as a true Veteran,
but I yearned for familiarity and belonging. I actively sought out and met other studentVeterans on campus and after collaborating with our new Veteran Services
Representative, Damon, I quickly realized I wasn’t the only student-Veteran who both
needed and wanted to build community. Damon introduced me to another student, Jack,
and the three of us decided to build a national chapter of the Student Veterans of America
(SVA) at DU.
Jack was in the business school and he was a Veteran of the Army Special Forces.
He was laid back, reserved, and easy to work with. He cares as much or more than I do
about helping Veterans. We met that spring and spent the entire next year working to
develop the framework for setting up an organized and sustaining SVA chapter at DU.
Jack and I were both motivated and willing to dedicate the time necessary to have regular
meetings, recruit new members, write a mission and constitution, and set up an
infrastructure for communication, events, fundraising, and leadership board elections.
Jack and I worked well together but we had notably different personalities; I was more
organized, communicative, and eager and Jack was more laid back and reserved. I
struggled sometimes working with him because often I found myself wanting to take
charge, but then wouldn’t because I would feel intimidated. He was Special Forces. He’s
a legitimate Veteran. It doesn’t get more legitimate than that. It wouldn’t make sense for
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me to be the President. He should be President and me Vice President. He should lead
and I should support him.
I spent that entire year moving in and out of the Veteran identity. I was slowly
starting to understand more about my identity crisis and psychological darkness I
experienced my first year or so out of service, and the more I interacted with other
Veterans, the more I began to feel validated in this identity. It was like a double bind of
sorts: being around other Veterans made me feel validated and gave me a sense of
belonging and made me feel insecure and timid about my own military experiences and
Veteran identity. I was still engrossed in Veteran reintegration and suicide research up to
this point—research that my Veteran identity and military experiences were mostly
excluded from.
I was growing more and more frustrated with the research at this point and more
than ever saw the drastic need for cultural insiders of the military institution to be doing
this kind of work. I was frustrated the research was so exclusive and found myself
heavily critiquing and being more suspicious of research done by people with no direct
connections to the military. I questioned motive because I saw and personally felt the
repercussions of research done on a culture and group of people by those who do not
intricately understand the culture. But I knew how rare it was for scholars and academics
to also be Veterans. I yearned for mentorship with my work. I longed to work with
another scholar who was also a Veteran who would understand and help me to articulate
and navigate the tensions I was feeling, especially as a scholar committed to social
justice. I regularly asked Damon if he knew of anyone and to ask around to look for
faculty on campus who did Military/Veteran research. No luck.
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My struggled continued. I didn’t yet feel a sense of home or belonging in my life.
I didn’t understand why I was suffering so much. I didn’t feel like I fully fit anywhere—
not back home in rural Appalachia with my family and friends there anymore, not really
in my PhD program in Denver with my new peers, and not in the Veteran communities
and organizations I joined. I yearned for community and connection.
Spring: Looking within
The following year, in Spring of 2016, I took another research methods class. My
cognate area of studies in my Ph.D. program was in research methodologies and I was
eager to gather up as many tools as I could to study Military/Veteran experiences. This
class was called “InDIGI Qualitative Research methods” and was taught by an
Indigenous woman who was a professor in the Graduate School of Social Work. This
course was divided into three parts, epistemology (how we know what we know), ethics,
and embodiment in research. We began with epistemology, which included reading and
discussing indigenous and indigenist theories (Denzin and Lincoln; Foley), as well as
queer theory (Denzin and Lincoln). Then we spent the mid part of our quarter discussing
the ethics and values of doing this type of work, which included learning and discussing
things such as respect, reciprocity, relational accountability, witnessing, representation,
obligation of taking responsibility and paving the path, and claiming/creating space for
this work (Fox; Brant; Iseke). We ended the course with embodiment, where we centered
ourselves and our experiences, articulated our positionalities, developed skills with
poetry, photo voice, dance/movement, narrative, and performance, and perhaps most
importantly, we embodied our decolonized subjective selves, and took up space
(Archibald; Furman et al.; Szto et al.; Gubrium; Joyce; Lima and Vieira). We hosted a
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community event at the conclusion of our course to showcase our digital story projects
we had been working on all quarter.
This class was a transformative experience for me in many ways. I was a
cisgender, white woman with heterosexual privilege from the rural south in this class
made up of mostly of queer, transgender, and students of color; I was in a space that
necessitated and required me to be continuously critically reflective of my privileges. I
also was in this space doing research on Veteran identity, as a self-identified Veteran,
being taught and guided by an Indigenous woman. The purpose of this class was to learn
indigenous tools and methods of knowing and researching—our professor was teaching
us how to decolonize the way we understand and do research. In other words, I was in a
space designed to deconstruct colonial, empiricist, objective, homogenous ways of
thinking. Yet, I was there to learn research tools to help Service Members and Veterans—
people who belong to a colonial institution that privileges empiricism, objectivity,
homogeny, and collectivism.
I felt a tension rising in me through my first few class periods. I knew that
Indigenous people were colonized. Aimee Carrillo Rowe and Eve Tuck articulate settler
colonialism as,
The specific formation of colonialism in which people come to a land inhabited
by (Indigenous) people and declare that land to be their new home. Settler
colonialism is about the pursuit of land, not just labor or resources. Settler
colonialism is a persistent societal structure, not just an historical event or origin
story for a nation- state. Settler colonialism has meant genocide of Indigenous
peoples, the reconfiguring of Indigenous land into settler property. In the United
States and other slave estates, it has also meant the theft of people from their
homelands (in Africa) to become property of settlers to labor on stolen land. (4)
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I knew settler colonialism creates a borderland for indigenous people and that they
are colonized and placed within a persistent societal structure that is at contrast with their
own social systems. I knew that settler colonialism is violent. I knew that settler
colonialism happens through militarized force. What I did not know, is that U.S. Military
is a colonizing institution and though it is often omitted from history, the very formation
of the first forms of organized militarism in what is now the U.S. was for the explicit
purpose of colonizing Indigenous people for the claim of power, land, and resources
(Grenier). I did not know the U.S. Military was first formed to colonize.
I knew that the U.S. Military goes into other countries and cultures and sets up
military bases, deploys troops, and “frees” people who are oppressed—or who don’t have
the “freedom” like we have in the U.S. However, I did not yet see the U.S. military as a
colonizing institution. I had not yet held together the truth that the U.S. Military—my
Uncle Sam who redeemed me—had colonized Indigenous people. This truth was there
within me during the entire time I was in this class, but it was molded to fit into the
dominant ideologies that undergird the U.S. Military structure and system. As someone
who was part of this institution, I was molded to not see this truth or critically consider its
meaning. I was conditioned to not see this history—I was formed to perceive the military
as a redeeming institution with a savior image. I attended class with anxiety and timidity
and regularly reminded myself to listen and learn with an open mind.
Simultaneously, outside of class, I was working on revising a course I had
proposed to teach as a special topics class within my department the following year—a
course on military families. I had received feedback from the faculty in my department
about the course and the overarching revisions they prompted me to make revolved
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around including diverse voices and perspectives in the class. “What would a Veteran of
color think taking your class? What about the perspective of the military as a colonizing
institution—is there room for that voice in your course?” they asked.
I had a conversation with a faculty member in my department that I had been
interested in working with. He taught courses related to biopolitics and governmentality.
“You might need to take a side and decide what type of work regarding the military you
want to do,” he told me. The tension grew. I wondered what student-Veterans who might
enroll in my course would think about me including content that critiques the military as
an institution. I felt the anxiety bubble in my stomach. Do I have to choose between a
research agenda that focuses on improving the lives of those within the military
institution and research that instead focuses on critiquing the military as a hegemonic
system? What will my battle buddies think about that?
In another conversation with a colleague—another female Veteran in the School
of Social Work—we discussed our responsibility to speak for those who are still in and
their voices can’t be heard. Sabrina and I met at the off-campus student-Veteran dinner I
attended my first year and talked for hours about being women in the military and how
when you’re within the institution, you are silenced. We talked about what that means for
us now as academics and Veterans who are no longer within that system. Military culture
fosters unity, loyalty, and allegiance—things that make it incredibly difficult to critique
the military institution post separation (Hall, 2011). Patriotism and nationalism are
imprinted into us during our sacred liminality of IET. It can’t be undone. Indeed, our
“bodies thus bear the mark of both conscious and unconscious processes” (Krieger 351). I
felt hesitant to speak out, to speak negatively at all, about the military. I didn’t belong to
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the institution anymore, but the institution still was part of me. I constantly moved in out
of this military structure that was still part of me and civilian structures I now belonged to
as I navigated my liminal experiences of reintegration.
A few weeks into the InDIGI methods class, when we were learning about
indigenous theories, an inside joke emerged about the “White Supremacy Spirit.” We
joked about how the spirit of colonialism creeps up on us, surrounds us, enters us, moves
between and within us, often without us seeing it. “It’s the White Supremacy Spirit!” one
of would voice in the many instances we paused in acknowledgement of how our very
conversations, discussions, ways of understanding, were being influenced by western
ways of knowing.
Throughout my time in this course, I moved back and forth between my
subjective experiences, my tensions, my privileges, and my pain. I meditated on a quote
by an Indigenous writer that resonated with me, “As an Indigenous writer, I feel that the
gift of writing and the privilege of writing holds a responsibility to be a witness to my
people” (Brant 70). I thought about who my people are—my battle buddies in the
military, my people in Appalachia. I thought about all the different reasons we join and
how sometimes our reasons for joining (class-driven, citizenship, family
expectation/legacy) can be so disconnected from what the military is, does, and stands
for. I reflected more intently on my motives for doing the work I do. Who is this research
for?
The more time I spent in the InDIGI class, learning about colonization and honing
skills for decolonizing myself, the more I began to see my military in a different light and
the more questions I had. I spent a lot of time critically reflecting on the nature of the
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military institution, what it stands for and represents, and what it means for me having
been part of it. I revised my special topics course proposal I was working on and build in
an integrative approach to diversity. I included a variety of content that critiques the
military as an institution and illustrates its colonial nature. I found a TED talk titled,
America’s Native Prisoners of War (Huey). I read the description and built it into my
course content without watching it.
I continued on in the class and learned about colonization not only in the physical
sense of violence, genocide and stealing land and resources, but in the psychological
sense as well. Settler colonialism is a “persistent societal structure” (Rowe and Tuck 4)
and as explained by Victor Turner, a structure includes complex social systems. A social
structure is created and maintained by and through talk, both verbal and nonverbal. As I
began to understand colonization as a structure that shapes our social systems, much like
the military institution is a structure that shapes my social systems, sense of self, and
interactions. I began to understand and see how things like my very way of thinking
(prioritizing logic over emotion, for example) and being in the world is shaped by
colonialism and by militarism. In learning this, an unsettling truth kept bubbling up:
Colonialism
Is violent.
Genocide.
Who conducts the genocide?
Military
Soldiers
My military
I was a soldier
I am a Veteran
Colonialism. Genocide. Me. Guilt.
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Again, the purpose of this class was to decolonize ourselves and our ways of
knowing and interacting in the world. “De” is the Latin root for “off, down, away”. I was
slowly and painfully moving away from and peeling off the conditioning of seeing the
U.S. Military as a redeeming and saving institution. Part of this process was to learn
indigenous ways of knowing, and many of the methods we learned centered on
embodiment. We formed a circle and danced in class; dance as a way of knowing and
expressing. We read stories, folk tales, and poetry. We watched films, listened to music,
and analyzed the meanings and messages in photos. One day our teacher assigned a
homework assignment using the photo voice method. We were to post a photo in a
discussion thread on our course Blackboard site that represented a story we needed to tell.
Then, we were to “code” each classmates photo by writing and posting words that we
thought of when looking at their picture. I posted the following picture and in the figure
below, I listed my Classmates’ Salient Codes and then created my own Themes (left
column) based on their codes.

Figure 1. Home.
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I reduce my classmates’ codes into the five most salient themes represented in my
photo. The themes tell a story.
Table 1
Photo Voice Activity
Themes
Classmates’ Salient Codes
I yearn for a home, a sense of Crowded but empty, community, family, dependent,
belonging
just a number, silence, numbers, unison
I seek to make my own path

Ownership, follow my own dreams, be my best self,
bare, individuality, private

I have neither

Space, there is no in-between, paradox, identity,
transplanted, toss and turning

I am colonized

Organized, basics, sterile, in line, orderly, clean, steel,
scary, not private, terrifying

I am decolonizing

Comfort, intimacy, relaxation, dreams, settled

The following class period we got into groups to talk about our assignments and
what we discovered about each other based on the photos and about ourselves based off
our classmates’ codes. In my group was another woman from my department. Lili is an
international student who stayed at my home her first two weeks moving to Denver while
she worked to get situated and find a place to live. We didn’t necessarily stay close
friends over the course of our program together, but we had a special connection and
understanding between each other because of having lived together for those couple
weeks. When Lili saw I had titled my chosen photo for this project “Home,” she said
something that has stuck with me since. “It’s interesting you chose to call this home,” she
told me. “In the entire two years I have known you and you’ve lived in Denver, I’ve
never once heard you call this place home. Only Virginia, where your family is from. So,
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I think it’s really interesting and powerful that you chose to call this image, and this
place, home.”
Though I named the photo “Home,” the themes as I wrote them, suggest I was
feeling a lack of home. I yearned for a sense of home and belonging while also wanting
to make my own path, but had neither. I wrote these themes based off the codes my
classmates wrote. This photo I chose for the story I needed to tell, my classmates’ codes,
and my themes, all represent my experience of being in institutionalized liminality where
I was modifying to fit into different social structures. Further, this assignment as well as
the following one both are institutional artifacts that highlight identity tensions I was
experiencing in my liminal space of reintegration. As my classmate pointed out, me
naming this image “Home,” especially when that term is something I reserved only for
my Appalachian home, reifies the impact IET and my time in service had on my sense of
fitting and belonging in the world.
The InDIGI class neared an end and I completed my digital story for the class. My
story showed pictures of me in the military, including the photo from my Photo Voice
class assignment (Figure 1), and included the following voice over:
Digital Story Script
I joined the Virginia Army National Guard when I was 19 years old and served a
total of six years with my unit in Gate City, VA.
The military became part of who I was. It became part of my beliefs, my values,
my identity.
I didn’t join the military because of patriotism or family legacy. My reasons for
joining were tied to socioeconomic class—I joined for the money and education
benefits.
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My military journey often left me in liminal—in between spaces. Woman, soldier,
civilian, scholar.
The female soldier in me was well trained to always lower my head and drive on.
The other parts of me though, parts that clashed with what it meant to be soldier,
motivated me to identify and unmask inequality I knew was there.
In an institution of unity, discipline, and sameness, inequality likes to hide.
I slowly worked to take notice of things. Things like how the military as an
institution has colonized bodies throughout time—both the servicing bodies within
it as well as civilian bodies outside of it.
I’ve examined my perspectives, ideologies, my own body—to see how I’ve been
transformed through my training. Through the rituals, cadences, value systems.
I’ve also listened, to the stories and experiences of diverse people and
perspectives around me.
I’ve marched side by side with bodies that rupture the dominant narrative of what
a soldier looks like. Bodies that are not white, heterosexual, cisgender, male
bodies.
I question—what moments throughout my service have I seen these bodies rupture
ideologies that ground military culture?
And what injustices have I witnessed as a result?
Yes, we all wear the Army green. But does it fit us the same way?
The military is a homogenous culture—it values unity, collectivism, sameness.
Such unity has fostered some of the strongest bonds in my life—bonds with my
battle buddies. I value such unity and sameness.
But I also value social justice. Freedom. Difference. Uniqueness.
The Veteran in me needs to stay loyal, patriotic, stoic.
But the rest of me, needs to problematize. Needs to decolonize.
What is there under the Army green? What is there when we take the uniform off?
What military stories do our bodies need to tell?
I was nervous to show my digital story at our course community event. I
purposefully didn’t invite any of my Veteran friends on campus, because I was terrified
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of them seeing/hearing me critique the military. I didn’t think they would understand. I
imagined them questioning me, what do I mean by what military stories our bodies need
to tell? I was in a Ph.D. program, specializing in research methodologies and had just
spent ten weeks engrossed in a course learning indigenous tools and decolonizing my
way of thinking. This course was pivotal for me because the tools I learned led to my
own realizations that I had been colonized—or militarized as I like to call it—through
belonging to the military. I realized the military had a long-standing history of
colonizing. I also realized that I had these tools because I had access to this education.
Could my Veteran brothers and sisters understand in the same way without having these
tools too? How do I explain this realization to my people without offending them?
As I simultaneously worked to build my military family course I would teach next
spring, I was reading articles I would assign in class that critiqued the military and
dominant discourses about the military. I was having all these realizations and beginning
to see the military in a new light—but it took me a long time and a lot of education to get
there. It felt wrong even in a way. I had access to these critical tools in the first place
because of the military giving my access to higher education. I was afraid to critique. It
was different for me to critique in a course with peers who didn’t serve and it was a little
bit harder but still doable to teach a class where I engage in and teach my students how to
ask hard questions about the military. But—critiquing the military to other Service
Members or Veterans when I was still struggling with my Veteran identity felt very
scary. What if they didn’t even see me as legitimate? What if they saw me as some sort of
traitor? I want to help my brothers and sisters, not turn them away from me or bash our
military to them. I even questioned if I was allowed to critique the military. Could there
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possibly be any repercussions? As I sat down in the days after to write my final paper
that went along with my digital story I showed at our event, I felt both guilty and lost.
Guilty for critiquing my military. Guilty for feeling guilty for critiquing the military. I
didn’t know what my role was in all of this anymore. I felt like I was leaving this course
with more questions about my own identity as a Veteran than I had when I started.
Summer: Seeing within
As I struggled through writing this paper, I remembered the TED talk I had found
to show in my Military Family class I would teach the following spring, “America’s
Native Prisoners of War.” I decided it was time to watch it. I pull it up on the screen and
a knot began to form in my stomach. I learn about the Wounded Knee Massacre of 1890
when hundreds of indigenous people were massacred on the Lakota Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation in South Dakota (Huey). Massacred by the U.S. military—by my beloved
Army. I learn that:
Twenty congressional medals of honors for valor were given to the 7th Calvary.
To this day, this is the most medals of honor awarded for a single “battle”. More
medals were given for the indiscriminate slaughter of women and children than
for any battle in WWI, WWII, Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, or Afghanistan. (Huey,
2010)
I think about the heroism of receiving a medal of honor. I feel sick. I watch on the
screen how those white men were military heroes for massacring indigenous women and
children. The process of seeing these truths is painful. The military redeemed me and
brought me up and out of what I was born into. My military brothers and sisters are my
people. Most people in the military are from the rural south—my people. I feel guilt, fear,
anger, and pride. I feel guilty that I was part of an institution that was founded on white
supremacy and first formed to colonize indigenous people. I feel fear that somehow
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saying this makes me a traitor; a bad Veteran; an angry Veteran. I feel angry that we all
feel some sense of guilt, fear, and anger because no one—not even white, cisgender,
heterosexual males—can every fully be modified to fit into the military structure because
the military structure is rooted in and made up of a persistent social system based off a
false narrative of the military as a saving institution.
I ended this course sitting in this unsettling truth. Angry, I had so many questions.
What is the military really about? What kind of freedom are we fighting for? How does
being part of the military condition and colonize us to think, believe, and act certain
ways? How have I been shaped—both physically and physiologically – through serving
in the military? Does it matter if I went to war or not? Is just being conditioned into the
military institution and culture enough to cause struggles when I separate? Indigenous
methods taught me to look at other ways of learning and knowing—like what can our
bodies and movement teach us? What can art teach us? Thinking about research through
a lens of colonialism then, is the opposite—it’s research that values objectivity, logic,
reasoning, control. This is what dominates the research on Veteran reintegration and
suicide. This is what dominates military structure and culture. This is what has been
conditioned and imprinted into my very essence through the sacred liminality of IET
(Initial Entry Training) and then confounded through institutionalized liminality of TIS
(Time in Service): colonialism. I knew I needed to de-colonize, de-militarize, to find
home.
As the end of that spring quarter neared, we held our first official SVA leadership
elections. I chose not to run against Jack for the President spot; I was elected Vice
President. That school year ended and I decided to take a trip to India. I had learned
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meditation the previous year when my therapist referred me to a five-week long
meditation workshop. That and yoga became my dominant mechanisms for coping with
stress. At the end of that school year, I felt exhausted, lost, and broken and desired both
time and a place to simply be for a while. Once school released for the summer, I traveled
to India and attended a five-week long course to earn my yoga teacher certification.
My experience in India was unlike anything else I’ve ever experienced. I attended
a school in a small town called “Rishikesh” that ran along the Ganges River edging the
Himalaya Mountains. Rishikesh is the “yoga capital” of the world. I was immersed in
something that I loved and that felt healing to me and learning it in the place it originated
by people who grew up learning and living its philosophy. The school was four weeks
long, six days a week, twelve hours a day. Our last class every evening was an hour of
meditation. Our meditation teacher was a middle-aged man named Sanjiv and he had
experience studying meditation all across the globe, for over 30 years, and had published
17 books on the topic. I was humbled to learn from Sanjiv. One of the things I
appreciated most was the breadth of meditation techniques he taught us. He wanted us
each to develop and grow as individuals, but also among and with each other as a
collective.
One night he put us into small groups; there were six people in my group. Our
task was to spend the entire hour telling each other about ourselves. We were to take
turns speaking, going around the circle one at a time and spend 5-10 minutes just sharing.
When we weren’t speaking, we were to listen. I was the third person to speak. Right
before me, a woman named Mia shared. She spoke with a heavy Spanish accent. She was
thin and toned with long, dark hair that she had pulled into a bun on the back of her head.
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She was upbeat and full of energy and spoke for the first couple minutes about where she
was from and where she grew up. Her demeanor began to change as her sharing became
more vulnerable. “I am here to heal,” she said flatly. “I study naturopathic medicine and I
believe yoga is a great way to heal. I am in the Army…” she paused because her voice
began to shake as tears welled up in her eyes. We were sitting in a tight circle and she
was directly next to me on my right. Our knees were almost touching. My body went
tense when she said, “Army.” I wanted to look over at her but looked down at the floor in
front of me as she continued. I knew what was coming next.
“I have experienced a lot of pain and hurt in the Army,” she said. “It is very hard
for me to be a woman and to be from Puerto Rico. I don’t get respect and it can be
dangerous. But the military has given me so much too,” she said. “I am earning my
doctorate degree now and learning how to heal people,” she finished.
Tears rolled down my cheeks. I took a deep breath, wiped my face with my hands,
and looked over at Mia. “I was in the Army too,” I said. “It’s what I do now. I do
research to try to help people who struggle or are hurt in some way because of the
military. I love the military with all of my heart, but I hate what it can do to people. Let’s
talk.” I squeezed her hand, gave her a smile, then look back towards the rest of the group
and continue on with my sharing.
As class that night ended, Mia walked over to me after most people had cleared
out of the room. She gave me a big, tight hug and said, “I’m glad you’re here, Battle,”
before she let go. Battle. She called me Battle. This woman from across the world, who I
have never met and don’t know… here we are, both of us on similar but different
journeys, ending up in the same space looking for home and healing. We know each other
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without knowing each other. I know her story without having to actually know it, and her
mine. We are battle buddies, forever connected through experience and struggles.
Forever daughters of Uncle Sam.
Loss of structure: Resistance
Yoga as a practice and a lifestyle, the way I learned it in India anyway, is
indigenous. It’s subjective and it’s about listening to and learning from your body. I did a
lot of research before I chose where to attend my yoga teacher training. I chose India and
specifically Rishikesh, because it’s known as the birthplace of yoga. Especially after
taking the InDIGI research methods class and learning about decolonizing and
indigenous ways of knowing, I knew when I decided to attend a yoga school that I
wanted to go somewhere I would be taught by those who grew up learning and living the
practice. I wanted to go to the source. I recognize my class privilege in being able to
travel to India and attend this training. Likewise, I recognize I am a white woman from
the West who traveled to the East to learn a practice that is being appropriated by white
western women across the globe (Biswas; Lavrence and Lozanski; Shome; Vats).
In India, I was taught yoga by India teachers, who grew up learning from India
Gurus and Yogis. They taught me yoga is a spiritual practice, compass, and life
philosophy. My teachers brought up, on several occasions and using a multitude of
examples, what yoga is not about (cultural appropriation). “What is yoga pants?” my
yoga philosophy teacher asked us with a big grin one day in class before instructing all of
us to start wear loose-fitting clothing to class so our “bodies can breathe.” I learned how
to chant mantras in Sanskrit, practiced meditation for hours each day, was introduced to
the science of Ayurveda, took yoga philosophy classes, and participated in and witnessed
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spiritual ceremonies. I essentially “lived with the locals” for four weeks in a town where
both meat and alcohol were banned, without wifi, hot water, and on a strict “yogic” diet
of mostly rice. Then, I came back to my life in the west. I continuously work to stay true
to the wisdom imparted on me in India both in my own practice and the ways I teach
yoga to others. I knew while I was there, however, how hard that would be once I was
back here. I still buy and wear tight “yoga pants,” I have a mirror hanging in my own
yoga space at home where I practice (in India they had ZERO mirrors in studios and
always had us close our eyes during class if we were able to), and sometimes I post
pictures of myself on social media in various yoga poses. Living and following an eastern
philosophy (as I was taught it in India) as a western woman living in a western society
feels nearly impossible. I tirelessly work (and fail, and then keep working) to see yoga as
they taught me to see it: any experience of unity.
When I was in India I learned that the word “yoga” originates from the Sanskrit
word “yog,” which means “union.” Yoga, means union of mind, body, and soul. I spent a
lot of time thinking about colonial and indigenous research while learning this. It felt so
opposite. The military conditions recruits through psychological and physiological
control (Newlands; Siebold). They teach us how to think and act; they imprint our mind
and body. It feels like a separation of mind, body, and soul. We are taught how to take
orders on command without question. We have to mold and condition our physical
bodies. We have to pass height, weight, and physical fitness tests. We have to groom in
certain ways to meet hair and dress standards. We have to get approved and report any
tattoos and piercings. And we must walk, sit, stand, march, and speak in mandated ways.
We are psychologically conditioned to be secretive, stoic, and in denial (Hall). We learn
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to suppress emotion and to not show feelings. This is necessary to be successful in the
military; it’s part of the job. It’s behavior that serves a purpose within the military but is
inhibiting and affects our relationships with both others and ourselves, especially outside
of the military institution. Yoga on the other hand, teaches us to be present in the moment
and to sit with emotions and feelings in acceptance and nonjudgement. In India, learning
yoga and meditation feel like an indigenous way of knowing. In my body, I knew yoga
and meditation were healing something I didn’t even really know was broken. I did not,
however, know how to articulate this. Once again, I turned to research.
Fall: Resolving ambivalence
By this time is was nearing fall of 2016 and my third school year at DU was about
to begin. Things felt like they were looking up. It was our first official year having an
active SVA on campus and I was the Vice President. The new Sturm Specialty in
Military Psychology program on campus was well underway and two full-time people
had been hired—a Clinic Director who would run the off-campus community clinic
where student-therapists would treat Service Members, Veterans, and their families, and a
Faculty Director who would write and teach the courses and direct the research
conducted in the new program. When I found out the Faculty Director had been hired I
was thrilled and eager to meet him. There was a faculty member on campus now WHO
DID MILITARY RESEARCH! I emailed him immediately to meet; I told him I was
interested in talking about research and seeing if there was overlap in our work.
We met at a coffee shop off campus and he brought along one of his students in
the Graduate School of Professional Psychology who was also interested in
Military/Veteran research. After I ordered my coffee and sat down, I began my
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introduction by telling him about my academic background and then shared that I was a
Veteran of the Virginia Army National Guard. I felt nervous sharing that. I knew he was
a Marine Veteran because I had read his bio online. Please don’t ask. Please don’t ask.
“Oh great. Did you ever deploy?” It was like he just knew.
“No, my unit was never activated while I was in,” I responded quickly. I had said
that line so many times by now.
He paused for a second. Maybe he could see the intimidation in my eyes or maybe
it was his psychology background. “How do you feel about that?” he asked.
“It is what it is. Of course, I’m glad I didn’t have to go to war. But you know, you
train for it with the same people for so long…so there’s that part too,” I stumbled with
my answer before changing the subject back to research.
I shared that I had recently completed my yoga teacher training and I was
interested in exploring research around yoga/meditation and Veterans. He jumped right
on board with the idea, we sketched out a rough idea, and then made plans to follow up. I
went home and emailed him that night with another idea—to serve as his Graduate
Teaching Assistant for the first course on Military Culture and Psychology he was
teaching that fall. I proposed to help with teaching duties and do an independent research
project for credit hours where I would do the literature review and start the IRB
application for our yoga study. He accepted my proposal and we quickly got it approved.
Classes began and I was working as a GTA in the military psych class and doing
the independent research, I was Vice President of our new SVA, and I was taking a
course called “Mindfulness and Trauma” in the counseling department. I used that course
as an opportunity to explore more research on meditation and Military/Veteran
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populations. I was so eager to share the tools of healing with yoga and meditation I had
learned in India—tools that were semantic and connected mind and body. I had wishful
thinking the literature would reflect the truths I knew existed within these practices. To
the contrary, however, literature on yoga and meditation with Military/Veteran
populations feels very colonial. The research can be divided into controlled and
uncontrolled trials measuring whether yoga “works” to improve/heal certain conditions
Military/Veteran populations experience. Overwhelmingly, the research shows that yoga
and meditation practices work. It decreases PTSD (Jindani et al.; Johnston et al.), helps
women Veterans with alcohol and drug abuse (Reddy et al.), reduces anxiety for people
who are deployed and have combat stress (Stoller et al.), improves overall mental health
and quality of life (Stoller et al.; Groessl et al.; Fiore et al.), improves chronic pain and
depression and increases energy (Groessl et al.), improves hyperarousal in PTSD and
sleep quality (Staples et al.), and improves spiritual well-being, acceptance, and social
functioning (Fiore et al.). Research shows that practicing yoga/meditation helps Service
Members and Veterans in a variety of ways. However, research doesn’t know how. The
biggest “problem” with the research is that we can’t standardize, quantify, and prove it.
The absence of a coherent, standardized yoga program specifically tailored to this
population is inhibiting the work being done in this domain (Patwardhan; Jindani et al.).
All the aforementioned studies used different types, styles, and durations of yoga; mostly,
the studies are not replicable. Because the studies are not replicable, it can’t be “proven”
that yoga/meditation works to heal Military/Veteran populations.
Yoga has been used as a form of healing for thousands of years (Iyengar). I knew
this in my mind, body, and soul. I also knew that this truth had not been “legitimized”
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using western, empirical research tools and modes of inquiry. Further, for it to be
considered a “clinical” practice widely accepted, offered, and funded in military/Veteran
settings (like the VA), the standards of “legitimacy” were even more stringent.
Nonetheless, per the independent research as part of my GTA, I worked to develop a
study that would contribute something new—that would be true to the embodied and
subjective practice of yoga as I had been taught it in India while also be considered
“legitimate” research for Military/Veteran populations.
I struggled as I felt boxed into using objective, empirical, quantitative, colonial
tools to generate knowledge about a practice that felt so sacred, spiritual, subjective,
social, and decolonizing. I felt like we needed new knowledge. We needed a new way to
understand what was happening with Veteran suicides and reintegration. The research
paradigms dominating this work need to expand. The InDIGI research class and my
experiences and lessons in India with yoga taught me to think outside of the paradigm of
logic, reasoning, and “proving” right or wrong, legitimate or false. I started to open more
to things like sensory intelligence and knowing through emotions and intuition
(“Innsaei”).
I felt defeated almost before I began however, because these ways of knowing are
not valued or considered legitimate in the military I know. It’s the opposite. I wanted to
find a way to resist, for myself, for Mia, for all my brothers and sisters who suffered. I
wanted to contribute something new that accounted for all sorts of truths. How do I work
to change the system? I am privileged to have access to higher education and to have
these tools to think critically and to learn these new ways of knowing and experiencing
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the world. With privilege comes responsibility. The military gave me access to this
privilege. But then, who is my responsibility to?
That same fall quarter, a student Veteran at DU attempted suicide. I didn’t know
this person that well. But they were part of my community—part of the SVA that I was
building and leading. Jack called me and told me about it. I didn’t know what to do.
“Should I call?” I asked Jack. “Nah. They are checked into a hospital now and Damon
knows. We’re just gonna keep checking in,” he said. A couple months later I reached out
and connected and then brought this student-Veteran along with me to an event with The
Mission Continues, a local chapter of a national Veteran Service Organization.
Community is what we both needed.
Winter: A new redemption
It was December and the event was an Ugly Christmas sweater party. We had fun,
met a lot of new people, and as the night neared we walked towards our cars in the chilly
Colorado air. I felt a sense of pride about being a good SVA leader and reaching out to
student-Veterans on campus who needed support. “I’m glad you came tonight, Battle,” I
said with a big grin as I looked over for a response.
“You can’t call me battle. We didn’t serve together. You were National Guard!
You didn’t even deploy! Come oooooon!”
I felt a knot in my stomach. I brushed it off. Deny. Stoic. I was beginning to feel
more confident identifying as a Veteran, but still felt hesitant and intimidated doing so
around people who had military experiences of war and combat that fit the dominant
narrative I kept bumping up against. I wanted to resist. I am a Veteran too. It doesn’t
matter if I was National Guard and didn’t deploy. I served too! My service matters. I
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would have gone! I still signed up and was always ready and prepared. The military
changed me too. I get to have permission to feel the consequences of those changes too. I
kept quiet. I couldn’t find the words. I was so eager to find a way to articulate this. I was
so eager to find research that validated this. I also questioned—why did I need proof,
logic, and reason to validate what I feel in my very essence? Was this part of military
conditioning too?
A couple of days later I was at home browsing social media when I saw a post
recruiting for Veterans to volunteer to “deploy” to the Dakota Access Pipe Line (DAPL)
protests in North Dakota. Organized by Michael Wood Jr., former Baltimore Police
Officer and Marine Corps Veteran, the campaign for this assembly read, “We are
veterans of the United States Armed Forces, including the U.S. Army, United States
Marine Corps, U.S. Navy, U.S. Air Force and U.S. Coast Guard and we are calling for
our fellow veterans to assemble as a peaceful, unarmed militia at the Standing Rock
Indian Reservation on Dec 4-7 and defend the water protectors from assault and
intimidation at the hands of the militarized police force and DAPL security.” The tagline
for this call was, “We swore to support and defend the Constitution of the United States
against all enemies, foreign and domestic.”
I knew that line. It was from the oath I swore when I officially raised my right
hand and enlisted: "I, Jeni Hunniecutt, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support
and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; and that I will obey the
orders of the President of the United States and the orders of the officers appointed over
me, according to regulations and the Uniform Code of Military Justice. So help me God."
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They were taking the enlistment oath—a core military institutional artifact—and using it
as a form of resistance.
I pulled up the news and read that the North Dakota National Guard was
mobilized to Standing Rock to support the state police. I was both horrified and inspired.
I was both angry at and sympathetic for the NG SMs. Did they have a choice to be there?
Were they allowed to say no? I knew what the likely answer was to that. Did they want to
be there? Did they know what they were protecting? Do those SMs know the community
members—the water protectors—they are their pointing weapons at? How could they
participate in things like putting people in cages, shooting pellet bullets, and using tear
gas against civilians there—against the people they swore to protect? Could I have done
that? What about when the group of Veterans show up to protect and defend the water
protectors? Will the NG SMs point their weapons at their—our—own Veteran brothers
and sisters? The call for Veterans to deploy to protect the water protects felt so inspiring
to me, especially after having just learned these indigenous tools and truths in the class I
took. They were using the oath as resistance and it was so powerful. I wanted to resist. I
contemplated going but opted not to because I had an important job interview coming up.
The Sturm Specialty in Military Psychology (SSMP) was hiring! By winter of
2016, I was at the point in my Ph.D. program where I was finished with my coursework,
taking comprehensive exams, and beginning my dissertation research. I was almost
finished teaching, with only my military family course left to teach in the Spring. I had
been working as the GTA for the SSMP Faculty Director for a few months now and once
I learned they were hiring a full-time Outreach Specialist for the program, I leapt at the
opportunity. I had spent enough time engrossed in research on Military/Veteran suicides,
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research, identity, and Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) (Wahbeh et al.),
like yoga, to know most of this work came out of the mental and behavioral health
disciplines. This was an opportunity for me to embed myself deeper in the Denver
Military/Veteran communities, continue to help develop infrastructure for building a
Military/Veteran community at DU, learn more about military psychology, and earn extra
income while writing my dissertation! I applied for the job, passed a first-round phone
interview, and set up a day/time for the in-person interview.
Two days before the interview my best friend was over at my apartment and I was
showing her what outfit I planned to wear for the interview. It was a below-the-knee
length navy blue dress with nude tights and shoes with a small heel. My nails were
painted a light beige color, and I would wear minimal make up, dainty jewelry, and my
hair half up. “It’s perfect. Navy and beige colors are neutral. It’s not too feminine but also
not too masculine. The heels are not tall and the dress is conservative. Minimal make up
is good. But what about your nose ring?” she asks me.
I stop what I’m doing and look at her with wide eyes. “No.” I said shaking my
head.
“You have to take it out! They want you to be the face of the organization. The
face of a military psychology program. You can’t have a nose ring. Could you have that
in the military?”
“But I’m not in the military anymore,” I explain. “I GOT OUT!” She raises her
eyebrows at me.
Getting my nose pierced was the very first thing I did after I went home and
changed out of my uniform for the last time after my very last drill with my NG unit. I
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wanted my nose pierced for so long but couldn’t have it done for six years while I was in
the military. I even tried to once, about a year and half before I got out. I knew I was
getting out and cared less about repercussions at this point and thought I was sneaky
enough to pull it off. The problem was that when I got it pierced, I had to leave it in for
several months for the hole to heal before I could take out or change the nose ring
without it closing. I had drill every single month so even if I got it pierced right after a
weekend drill, one month between drills wasn’t enough time for it to heal. It was out of
regulation for me to have any facial piercings in uniform.
I did it anyway though. I got a nude colored nose ring and very painfully changed
the ring earlier than I was supposed the night before weekend drill. The next morning,
when people asked about it (it was clearly visible), I tried to play it off as having a bad
zit. That didn’t work so well—within three hours of being at drill that Saturday morning,
someone from my chain of command pulled me aside and made me take it out. The hole
closed before we were dismissed from our final formation that afternoon. So, after I
finally got out and took my uniform off for the very last time, I practiced my own small
form of resistance and immediately went and re-pierced it. It was one of the ways I “took
my freedom back” from Uncle Sam when I got out. I knew two other women Veterans
who also got their noses pierced right after getting out—I heard one of them once refer to
it as a “freedom ring.”
“Damnit. You’re right. This is bullshit,” I say to my friend. This is a military
psychology program and that means being engrossed somewhat in Military/Veteran
culture. It means still being somewhat militarized. I’m sure they wouldn’t say anything if
I kept it in…but would I be taken as seriously going on bases meeting with high-ranking
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officers and leaders? Do I look less like a Veteran with my nose pierced? But it’s my
freedom ring! I hesitantly and painfully took the ring out.
The interview was in the Buchtel Tower. It felt a little strange, but also very fullcircle. A year ago I stood outside that tower when it was rededicated to student Veterans
on campus, I then went on to build an SVA for DU student Veterans, I attended the
reception when they announced the SSMP was opening and met the Sturms then went on
to give input and perspective as things got off the ground. Now, I was here interviewing
in this place, with these people who had helped guide me to the place I was at in that very
moment. I knew almost everyone there—the new Clinic and Faculty Directors for SSMP,
Damon—our Veteran Services Coordinator I worked to build the SVA with, and Emily
and Stephen Sturm. I got the job and I let my nose hole close up indefinitely.
Duality: Black and white. The green.
Spring arrived and it was finally time to teach my special topics undergraduate
course I had been working on for the past year: [Re]Making the U.S. Military Family.
The students were so eager and we were learning so much together. About mid-way
through the quarter we spent a week talking about acculturation into the military
organization. We watched and unpacked military marching cadences and read about the
tactics of control and transformation that are employed in training to effectively adapt the
civilian body for military utilization (Newlands). After we unpacked the ways in which
the words, body movements, and collectivism inherent in military cadence drills function
to transform civilians into soldiers, a student raises his hand with an observation and
question, “This…” he pauses for a moment before continuing, “… is brainwashing. How
is this allowed?!” he asked with a look of disbelief.
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The class becomes silent. Everyone shifts their focus to me, waiting for my
response.
I pause for a moment, frozen with a rush of thoughts and emotions about my role
in and responsibility to this truth. There I stood before my class, my “brainwashed,”
militarized self; here to guide my students through a complexity of truths about the U.S.
Military, about Veterans, about my self. My goal for this class weighed heavy on my
heart: critique the military as an institution AND create space for empathy,
understanding, and compassion for those who have served. I make eye contact with my
only student in the class with official military ties: she is AN ROTC cadet and will
contract into the Army as an officer once she graduates from school. Her reciprocated
gaze challenges me: “are you going to let him say that about us? That we’re
brainwashed? What side are you on here?” I can hear her thinking. I take a deep breath
and repeat to myself a familiar phrase of perseverance, “drive on, soldier, drive on.”
“It makes sense to come to that conclusion,” I finally said. “I don’t know that I
would call it brainwashing necessarily . . .” I glance over at my ROTC student before
continuing, “but, yes, we’re conditioned, acculturated, taught…to think and act in certain
ways. To believe certain things. We have to respond, act, take orders without questioning.
This is necessary for some of the situations SMs find themselves in. In a life or death
situation, there isn’t time to think. This type of training is necessary for these types of
situations. But the question then becomes, how does this brainwashing—or conditioning,
filter into life after service? The same training that could save our life while you’re at war
can hinder the way you live your life outside the context of war and the military
generally. How do we reconcile this?” I continued on with the lesson.
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I was beginning to feel more comfortable identifying as a Veteran at this point.
Working as the Outreach Specialist for SSMP helped a lot because I was constantly
embedded in Military/Veteran communities and organizations. I was constantly hearing
stories that had parallels with my own and I was constantly receiving validation about my
Veteran identity through others perceptions of me as so. I was also getting more
comfortable feeling like I was in position where I both could and should openly critique
the military as a hegemonic institution. I was well-versed in research on Military/Veteran
experiences and felt determined to use my dissertation as an opportunity to shift
paradigms and perceptions around these experiences and topics. Despite feeling like I had
moved out of my own identity crisis as a Veteran and had found a new sense of
community and home, I was still struggling with structure. How do I move forward with
these new critical tools I have? How and where do I try to make change? What is my
mission now? How do I critique the system and try to change it and help my brothers and
sisters at the same time?
August 13, 2017
We don’t know how to answer these questions.
I struggle in knowing how to piece it all together.
The military became part of me.
I joined as an escape
From a system that did not serve me.
I became one who serves.
And my place in that system changed. It elevated. More respect. More financial
freedom. More opportunities. More experiences. More control over that life.
This and that, up and down, black and white. The green.
More control over that life meant less control
Over this new life
Where I must stand ready
To deploy, engage, and destroy
My enemies.
Enemies that want to control my freedom.
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A freedom that ironically
doesn’t feel so free
As I serve the people of the United States, and live the Army values.
Who’s controlling what freedom?
Wait, who is the enemy again?
Just switched systems.
Don’t question. Do what you’re told.
Drive on, soldier, drive on.
Experiences good and bad. A love-hate relationship, I used to say.
When the time came,
I chose freedom again
From an institution that saved me and then constrained me.
Screw you, Uncle Sam.
Caught me, broke me, built me, trained me, kept me.
And then sent me on my way
with a heroic future glimmering on the screen.
A new road before me
A new self only meant to discover
The old self was still there. The old system intact.
Under six years of enlisted escape.
Six years of enlisted experiences
Only to find
This life doesn’t fit with that one
This and that, up and down, black and white. The green.
In between.
How does this fit with that?
Where is freedom?
What is worth defending and protecting?
I wrote this poem the night after the Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville,
Virginia on August 12, 2017. This rally happened in my home state, where I served in the
National Guard. I knew that NG units had been activated to the scene there; units I served
with. It was a Sunday evening and I had spent the day working on my dissertation. I was
distracted though, as my mind was preoccupied worrying about the state of the nation on
a large scale and about my brothers and sisters in arms who might be on the ground there.
I worried not only about them being surrounded by violence, but also about them being in
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a morally conflicting situation. I got ahold of a friend I served with that was still in and
asked him what he knew and if our unit had been activated.
“Nah we weren’t but 229 MP [Military Police] company from our battalion was
on the ground from the beginning at the request of state police. This is the first time in
my 16 years a unit has responded to a riot with weapons and ammo. It’s bizarre. 116th
infantry is on standby if it doesn’t calm down soon,” he responded.
“Wow and 229 has a lot of black soldiers. Could you even imagine? I wonder if
they were given the option to not go,” I thought aloud.
“They’re all green, friend,” he responded with a laugh.
I roll my eyes and then say, “They got fucking militia there and shit.”
“Yep it’s ridiculous,” he responds.
“Read militia as: likely a bunch of vets. So we got vets fighting current service
members and black NG [National Guard] members breaking up Nazi white supremacy
rallies. WOW,” I say.
“Those ‘vets’ in the militia are likely a bunch of turd soldiers mixed in with a
bunch of racist air soft playing soldier wannabes. Still dangerous though,” he replies.
I pause for moment. “They actually had ammo? 229…was issued ammo? WTF,” I
exclaim.
[Note: “Ammo” is live ammunition—live rounds—real bullets as opposed to
“blanks,” which are rounds that make the loud noise but do not release an actual bullet
from the weapon when fired.]
“Well yeah, as you pointed out the militia was carrying guns and riot shields don’t
stop bullets. Plus, Antifa was threatening to Molotov cocktail riot control. They’re mixed
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in with the State Police it’s not like they’re operating on their own. The MPs train with
them 4 or 5 times a year on this. They’re very good at their job,” he tells me.
[Note: a “Molotov cocktail” is essentially a homemade bomb.]
“That’s good to hear.”
“The state police requested the weapons and ammo, we denied the request that
they bring m4s and only allowed m9s,” he continues.
[Note: m4s are automatic rifles and m9s are pistols.]
“Wow that they requested automatic rifles,” I say.
“When in a civil defense scenario, they’re outfitted with a block that prevents the
weapon from being switched to burst so just one round per trigger pull. But they ended
up not taking them.”
“You’ve not been out that long have you?” he asks me.
“Three years. Yep.” I reply.
“You’ve forgot your roots.”
“Noooo…” I start back in defense...
“Don’t start thinking we’re blood thirsty to kill protesters,” he interrupts.
“Of course I don’t think that,” I tell him. “It’s complex.”
“229 doesn’t want to be there either” he says.
“No I sympathize with 229. Not think bad of them.”
“Good. They’re good people.”
“Heartbroken of the realities people there are confronting,” I say.
“I know, it’s terrible.”
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“I know they’re good people. I just can’t imagine being a black soldier asked to
show up at a riot like that,” I go on.
“True. But hopefully they do it with pride knowing what they’re protecting,” he
says.
“That’s the thing though. Do they know what they’re protecting?” I reply.
“Freedom!” he says before we end the conversation and hang up.
About a week later my best friend was over again and we were sitting in my
living room, listening to Nora Jones, drinking watered down coke, and browsing through
our Facebook newsfeeds. We were taking a break from working on our dissertations. She
is writing about race and I am writing about the Veteran identity.
“Hey did you see this video I posted?” she asks me. She presses play and hands
me her phone. It was the Vice documentary called “Charlottesville: Race and Terror.”
Scenes of violence flash across the scene. Riots. People screaming. People in “full battle
rattle” with guns, shields, and bullet-proof vests. Nazi flags. Confederate flags. Black
people, white people, rainbow flags, crosses. The landscape I see on the screen is familiar
to me on so many levels. I grew up in southwest Virginia, a few hours south of
Charlottesville. I feel a pit in the bottom of my stomach. This is my homeland. These are
the people I grew up with, went to high school with, church with, served in the Army in
rural Virginia with.
I focus in on the scene and feel paralyzed as I absorb what I’m seeing. I’m
mortified at how much I recognize on the screen. How much I can see. How familiar it all
is.
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“There’s so many Service Members and Veterans there,” I say as I stare into the
screen with a glossy gaze.
“What?! Really? How can you tell?” my friend asks.
The clothes, the backpacks, boots, hats, black watches on the left wrists, dog tag
chain peeking out from his shirt collar, the haircuts and beards, equipment and gear. The
way he is walking with a purpose, the tone of his voice. He speaks with authority. He has
a mission, and he will accomplish his mission at all costs. The military is intricately a
part of who he is and because I was in the military and I study this now, I can see it in me
and I can see it in him too.
We were taught how to dress, groom, walk, talk, be. Belonging to and serving in
the military affects us psychologically and physiologically. The military is intricately part
of who we are. When we separate from service, or when we’re on “civilian time” and not
“on duty,” the military is still part of us. The structure and community that makes up the
social system of the military institution is still part of us. Living life outside of the
military system (having a civilian life), then, means existing in a place between
systems—a place of liminality. As Victor Turner explains, “liminal entities are neither
here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law,
custom, convention, and ceremonial” (95). Thus, the purpose of this chapter was to
highlight some possible identity tensions that exist in the liminal space of reintegration by
examining my own experiences (RQ1).
The tensions embedded within my narratives illustrate the loss of community I
felt when separating and how I struggled to embody the Veteran identity as my
experiences of service and reintegration did not fit the dominant narrative. I drew from
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artifacts that emerged during my experiences of RPS to illustrate my loss of community
as I searched for a sense of home (Photo Voice and Digital Story Script class projects).
As I took an indigenous research methods class designed to decolonize my ways of
thinking and behaving, I began to look within at the ways in which my self had been
militarized and colonized through belonging to and participating in the U.S. Military
institution, whether I ever went to war or not. As spring shifted into summer, I started to
see within as I traveled to India and engrossed myself in indigenous practices and
continued to demilitarize.
When I returned back to school the following fall, I illustrate how I began to feel
a loss of structure, which illustrates tensions I was feeling around loss of purpose and
mission. Who was I if I was no longer a guardian of freedom? What was I do if I no
longer bought into the American way of life? My stories illuminate the loss of structure I
felt as I explored and embodied new critical ways of thinking and adopted new paradigms
to guide my behaviors. I struggled between tensions of military conditioning around
discourses of freedom, patriotism, and nationalism and commitments as a social justice
scholar. I needed community and purpose and I was in a constant back and forth adapting
to find each. I wanted to blend and fit into the Veteran identity, but I also wanted to
resist. I moved towards a new redemption as I worked to resolve ambivalence I was
feeling between staying forever true and allegiant to my Uncle Sam and reclaiming
agency over my life while finding a way to change to the system that saved me and then
constrained me.
Am I brainwashed? Can I undo the conditioning? Can I reintegrate? Can we go
back? “How have I changed?” and “Who is my new self?” (Smith and True 149). I was in
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liminality. I didn’t know where I belonged and I didn’t know what my new purpose was.
“The attributes of liminality or oflimalpmona* (‘threshold people’) are necessarily
ambiguous, since this condition and these people elude or slip through the network of
classifications that normally locate states and positions in a cultural space” (96). In this
chapter, I illustrated “attributes of liminality” surrounding my experiences of
reintegration and the Veteran identity by narrating my experiences, anchored in
institutional artifacts. The artifacts throughout chapter three included class projects
related to my military service, the military enlistment oath, my nose ring, and a poem I
wrote. The artifacts helped me to question and interpret how power relations affect and
shape my Veteran identity. In the following chapter, I also employ autoarcheology (Fox)
as I explore how my sacred liminal experiences of military IET and TIS shaped my
experiences of reintegration and my transition into the Veteran identity.
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CHAPTER 4: YOU CAN’T GO BACK
I still grow frustrated sometimes doing this work. I feel like I’m constantly
moving between two oppositional modes of thinking: I am for the military or I am
against the military. I feel a deep sense of loyalty and pride for belonging to the military.
And, I feel guilty, afraid, and angry. I’m angry that the military as a total institution—it’s
legacy—is violent, oppressive, destructive, and unjust. I’m angry at my own ignorance of
actively choosing to join and participate in an organization with a long-standing history
of oppression and colonization. I’m proud too though—proud because I know the U.S.
military engages in all sorts of peace-keeping and humanitarian missions around the
world. I’m also proud of myself for doing something that less than 1% of the U.S.
population do—and succeeding at it. I’m also grateful; the military was there for me
during six pivotal years of my life. The military moved me up and out of what I was born
into. I wouldn’t take any of it back; I cherish the memories and experiences—all of them,
good and bad. I hold so close to my heart all of my brothers and sisters in arms and
recognize the powerful impact serving alongside them in the military had on my own
social awareness and evolution.
About a month ago I found out my old unit that I served with got orders to deploy.
Soon. To a place that really terrifies me to think about. It’s a weird feeling. I’ve been out
for almost four years now, so my unit has changed a lot and I probably don’t even know
most of the people there anymore. A handful though I do know, and I trained with them
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for six years for this. Now they are going to war. And I’m not going with them. I’m here,
writing about them going to war. It sucks. I was afraid of this when I made the decision to
get out. A small part of me wishes I was still in and could go with them. Mostly, I’m glad
I’m not though, and that makes me feel guilty. I’m so terrified and excited and anxious.
Why do they have to go? What’s their mission? What will they be doing and what will
happen? Are they going to be okay? Are they going to see and experience stuff that’s
going to haunt them for the rest of their lives? Will they grow? Will I lose any of them?
What will they go through when they get back?
I will live with these feelings all while they’re gone and for months after they
return home. These feelings are not new though, especially the guilt. It’s been there since
the beginning—since I finished my IET and joined my NG home unit. I always felt a
sense of not having done enough during my service, because I didn’t go active duty and
then my NG unit never even deployed. In the Army, people who’ve deployed to war wear
a patch on the right shoulder of their uniform. My right shoulder was always bare. A lot
of the people in my unit deployed to Iraq together in the early 2000s during the initial
invasion of Operation Iraqi Freedom. There were some other new people too who also
had a bare right shoulder. But mostly, they all went to war together and I hadn’t. I never
really felt legitimate. I didn’t have that experience to draw from. I wasn’t part of those
stories. I hadn’t earned my keep. I received so many benefits from the military—but what
did I really give back? Did I really earn the title of Solider? So many others had paid the
ultimate sacrifice. I didn’t want to pay that sacrifice, but I signed up to be willing to.
I also always felt a sense of fear about the possibility of getting deployed. I used
to make jokes about how absurd the thought of me in a war zone was. I always carried
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with me the same water bottle to drill—it was clear with a big pink peace sign on the
side. I got a lot of eye rolls when I carried that water bottle. I sometimes even told people
I was a “pacifist.” I’ve heard stories from people in my unit about morally impossible
situations they found themselves in at war. One story haunts me. I belonged to a
transportation battalion, which meant our overarching mission always centered on
transporting. We trained a lot in tactical driving, specifically how to drive in what’s
known as “convoys.” Because of how common IEDs (Improvised Explosive Devices—
i.e. roadside bombs) are in modern warfare, we are taught to drive with a strategic
amount of distance between vehicles. The thinking is that if one vehicle hits an IED, the
vehicle in front and behind it in the convoy won’t get hit too because of tactical driving.
We are trained to never stop a convoy unless we’re given explicit orders to do so. This is
because of strategized warfighting—for example, if one vehicle hit an IED, there could
be enemy hiding nearby waiting to attack the rest of the convoy when they stop to help
the hit vehicle. Or, in the case of in an urban area, there could be snipers hiding in
buildings. If you can help it, you never stop a convoy driving through cities because it’s
much harder to hit a moving target than a stationary target. A common strategy of the
enemy is to try and stop the convoys.
This happened to a close friend I served with, who deployed to Iraq during the
initial invasion of Operation Iraqi Freedom with my unit in the early 2000s. One night
when we were hanging out, after a few too many beers, my friend started weeping and
then told me a story. They were driving in a convoy, through a city, and a child was in the
road. In the middle of the road. A little girl. You can’t drive around the child because
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there might be IEDs planted on the sides of the road around her. You can’t stop because
you could get attacked. Drive on, soldier, drive on. They couldn’t stop.
We trained for this in basic training. We used video game technology to train in
marksmanship; imagine a dark room with rubber M16s connected to a huge screen. A
scene would emerge on the screen and you would have to decide who to shoot and when.
Many of the “characters” we had to shoot were middle eastern women with bombs
hidden under hijabs and little boys with weapons bigger than them. Doing this in training
was one thing but hearing my friends story made it real. I was terrified of ever being put
in a position where I would have to do something that would expose me to the darkest
sides of humanity—or worse, myself -- and haunt me for the rest of my life.
In addition to the guilt and the fear, I was also angry a lot during my time in
service. Most of my anger then was about being a woman in a man’s military. I hated
having to mold my body and my being to try to fit into something that I would never truly
fit into to. All the sexual harassment made me angry. It was constant, always, gross,
intrusive, and violating. And there wasn’t much you could do about it because if you
report it (assuming the person you have to report to isn’t the one harassing you), you get
ostracized. The patriarchy and masculinity is all-encompassing. I was angry at having to
work twice as hard to get event a fraction of respect my male peers got. Since separating
from service, these emotions still linger—sometimes they are loud, front and center, and
other times they are quiet, stoic even.
Will these emotions every truly go away? Since I separated from service I feel
guilt for not having done enough during my time in and also for choosing to separate and
leave my unit. Can I really call myself a Veteran? I’m afraid—I fear for my battle
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buddies who are still serving. I fear for my Veteran brothers and sisters and their mental
health, and I fear for the military family members I know who can only hold so much
weight before spiraling into their own form of psychological darkness. I feel angry—
WHY ARE WE STILL AT WAR?! I am SO angry watching my battle buddies prep for a
deployment to go fight “enemies” in a foreign land for some reason none of us will ever
fully understand. I am angry watching my Veteran brothers and sisters KILL
THEMSELVES because of our failure to not listen—to not fully understand the issues
and create real, efficient solutions. And then, all the while, I’m proud. I am proud I was a
U.S. Soldier. I am proud I am a Veteran. I am proud I belonged to such a strong,
powerful, diverse, cohesive institution.
Being a Veteran is to constantly live with these conflicting emotions; it is to exist
in a perpetual state of liminality between military and civilian social structures and
systems. The purpose of this chapter is to tease out and illustrate how this liminality is
formed through both IET and time in service. Specifically, this chapter addresses RQ2:
How might the experiences of U.S. Military Veteran reintegration be shaped by an
individual’s sacred liminal experience of military initial entry training as well as their
institutionalized liminal experience of belonging to the military institution? Like in
chapter three, in this chapter I also rely on Fox’s method of auto-archeology to elicit
stories related to military institutional artifacts that represent my experiences of
reintegration. Chapter four illustrates how the struggles and experiences related to
reintegration are not solely about war and post-combat difficulties but more so are related
to social conditioning and organizational assimilation that occurs during the sacred
liminality of military IET and institutionalized liminality of TIS.
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In chapter four, I rely on three dominant military institutional artifacts to navigate
my points: The Soldier’s Creed, the term/concept “Army Greens,” and the term/concept
“Battle Buddy.” Additionally, I incorporate artifacts such as journal entries, class
projects, and photos of myself in and out of uniform to exemplify points I make about
ideologies and discourses encompassing the Soldier’s Creed, Army Greens, and Battle
Buddies. The purpose is to show how these military institutional artifacts represent
dominant organizational ideals. These artifacts function to both physiologically and
psychologically mold members to fit into military structure—affecting our social
identities and experiences during reintegration. The specific journal entries, class
projects, and photos I included have two purposes: 1) they correspond with and reify
moments in time that reflect the chronological flow of this chapter: IET, TIS, and RPS,
and 2) they illustrate how the micro (my personal lived experiences) interacts with the
macro (ideological power structures and systems) related to the three dominant artifacts I
unpack in this chapter: The Soldier’s Creed, the term/concept “Army Greens,” and the
term/concept “Battle Buddy.” In the following sections I first share and unpack The
Soldier’s Creed, an Army institutional artifact containing an ideograph, which functions
to position the U.S. Military and those who serve in it as redemptive. I then move
chronologically in time, sharing stories and artifacts of “Army Greens” and “Battle
Buddies” from my IET, TIS, and RPS experiences to illustrate how social conditioning
during IET and TIS affects Veteran identity positioning and military transitionary
experiences.
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Freedom: “Give me liberty or give me death!”
It was week seven of Basic Training. We were in an old barracks that had been
emptied and cleaned out and the Drill Sergeants in my platoon had set up different
stations all around the room, each one a different test we had to pass. Basic training was
divided into three phases—red, white, and blue phase. Each was three weeks long and
before advancing on to a next phase, we had to pass tests to prove we were ready. I stood
tall at attention. My legs were straight with my heels touching and my toes pointed
slightly outwards on each side. My arms were straight down my sides, with my fingers
curled making a small cusp around the seam of my ACU (Army Combat Uniform) pants
on my outer thighs. My shoulders were back and down, my spine straight, my head
pointed forwards and my gaze fixed straight ahead. My face stoic—like a rock, showing
no emotion. Drill Sergeant Star sat in a medal folding chair directly in front of me. He
had a clipboard with a rating sheet in one hand and a black pen in the other. “Begin,” he
ordered once I was ready at the position of attention. I took a deep breath then with the
volume and enthusiasm of a new soldier, proclaimed:
“THE SOLDIER’S CREED…
I am an AMERICAN SOLDIER. I am a WARRIOR and a member of a TEAM. I
serve the people of the United States and live the Army values. I will ALWAYS
place the mission first. I will NEVER accept defeat. I will NEVER quit. I will
NEVER leave a fallen comrade. I am DISCIPLINED, physically and mentally
TOUGH, TRAINED and PROFICIENT in my warrior tasks and drills. I ALWAYS
maintain my arms, my equipment, and MYSELF. I am an EXPERT and I am a
PROFESSIONAL. I stand ready to DEPLOY, ENGAGE, and DESTROY the
ENEMIES of the United States of America in CLOSE COMBAT. I am a
GUARDIAN OF FREEDOM and the American way of life. I am an AMERICAN
SOLDIER.”
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The Soldier’s Creed is an artifact of Army culture that demonstrates structure
around constraining and enabling identity (Fox). The more I chanted it during my IET
(Initial Entry Training), the more it became part of my “essence” (Turner, 105) and
helped to prepare me for my new responsibilities as a soldier in the U.S. Army. During
my time of sacred liminality in BCT, “form [was] impressed upon [me] by society”
(Turner 105). The “society” of the U.S. Army become part of my very form through
conditioning tactics such as being made to memorize and repeatedly recite (in a very
specific way that entailed my physical body positioning) The Soldier’s Creed.
The history and story of The Soldier’s Creed has many layers. When the U.S.
Military first invaded Iraq in 2003, we came up against a new form of warfighting. No
longer was the enemy in a specific place wearing a specific thing, but they could be
anyone and anywhere. In 2003, six American soldiers were taken POW (Prisoner of War)
by Iraqi forces. One of these soldiers, Private First Class (PFC) Jessica Lynch, received
widespread media coverage. I remember hearing about PFC Lynch in basic training.
Don’t be like PFC Lynch, they told us when teaching us land navigation. Don’t be like
PFC Lynch, they’d whisper in your ear when you wanted to quit. The story goes, this
group of soldiers belonged to a Maintenance Company; they were mechanics. They were
driving somewhere in Iraq to a specific location and got lost (because they were from a
Maintenance Company and were not adequately trained in land navigation). When they
got lost, they found themselves in enemy territory, were attacked, and six soldiers were
captured and taken POW. They say Jessica Lynch never fired a single round.
The military analyzed this situation and concluded that our current system (both
during IET and in permanent duty stations) fostered more of an “I” then “we” mentality.
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The argument was that our training structures emphasized specialized job training more
than basic combat training, which includes things like land navigation (which keeps you
from getting lost and ending up in enemy territory) and marksmanship (Loeb). This then
led to an individualist versus collectivist mentality among troops—I have a specific job
and that’s all I need to know how to do. For example, thinking of oneself as a “mechanic”
rather than a “soldier.” This then inhibited military group cohesion, which consequently
hindered military effectiveness and lethality.
The solution to this problem, was the Warrior Ethos Program. A task force was
developed and the Soldier’s Creed was written. The Warrior Ethos consisted of four lines
embedded within the creed: I will always place the mission first. I will never accept
defeat. I will never quit. I will never lead a fallen comrade. This ethos was intended to
strengthen every level of military group bonding: primary, secondary, organizational, and
institutional. The creation of The Soldier’s Creed kicked off a campaign known as the
“Task Force Soldier.” This campaign was a commitment from military leadership to
ensure soldiers are adequately trained to be efficient in basic combat skills and to embody
the warrior ethos contained within The Soldiers Creed. The Warrior Ethos emphasize
prioritizing mission about all else, never quitting, and never leaving someone behind.
This new set of ethos, creed, and campaign went on to influence training tactics
employed through IET and TIS.
Tactics used to control and transform recruits’ bodies during military training
includes things such as specified ways to move/stand and routines/rituals like chanting
cadences, marching, and reciting creeds (Newlands). The Soldier’s Creed, Army Greens,
and Battle Buddies were all tactics used to control and transform my body and psyche
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during military Initial Entry Training. The Soldier’s Creed is the creed for the U.S. Army;
each branch has its own creed. However, despite each creed having differences reflective
of branch missions, they also all have commonalities. Each creed positions the U.S.
Military as a saving, and rescuing organization and each creed highlights the defending
and/or guarding of freedom and/or country. Though each military branch is unique and
has its own cultural elements, the military organization as a whole in the U.S. functions
as a collective social structure and system that centers on homogeny and collectivism.
Army Greens make sure I see that I’m green before I’m anything else so I will always
place the mission first, never accept defeat, and never quit. Battle Buddies helps ensure I
will never leave a fallen comrade. These institutional artifacts (Army Greens is specific
to the Army but Battle Buddies extends across the branches) help enforce the Warrior
Ethos contained in The Soldier’s Creed.
During IET the Soldier’s Creed became part of me and I chanted it with pride and
conviction. Yet, that pride and conviction faded as I moved out of sacred liminality into
institutionalized liminality once I graduated IET and joined my regular NG unit. The
creed and all it stands for continued to be a part of me through my time in service (and
inevitably is still part of me now), but the more time I spent in the total military
institution, and especially the more time I spend now outside of that institution, the less I
believe in what the creed stands for and what it means. The more time I spend separated
from the military institution, the more I question what it means for me to have this creed
and what it stands for imprinted into my very essence.
My positionality now, almost a decade after I stood in front of my Drill Sergeant
and recited this creed from memory and with such conviction, is a much more skeptical
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and critical one. Since that day, I have earned a B.A. in Technical and Professional
Communication, an M.A. in Communication Studies, I’m months away from earning a
Ph.D. in Communication Studies, I have traveled the world, I have lived outside of my
“box” of “white isolation” (DiAngelo) in central Appalachia, I served my six years in the
Army NG and was exposed to and experienced inequitable social structures during my
service. I have since spent the past three years not only negotiating my own identity as a
Veteran but serving in multiple capacities as a Military/Veteran advocate in my school
and local communities. The military gave me access to higher education and served as
my bridge between that day I recited the creed to Drill Sergeant Scar and now.
Now, I know how to think critically. What is “freedom” anyway? What is the
“American way of life” I pledged my life to guard? Now, I recognize my privileges that
have granted me tools to learn how to think critically. Now, I have a responsibility
because of those privileges. Now, the conviction I feel about being a guardian of freedom
and the American way of life, is much different than the conviction I felt then. Then, I
thought the American way of life was about having freedom to chase your dreams and
build a life that you want for yourself. I thought it was about opportunity, liberty, and
prosperity; this is what I learned. I was taught this by my white, heterosexual,
monogamous, middle-class, Christian parents, at my predominately white elementary,
middle, and high schools, in my church, and in the military. But now, after filling my
toolbox full of ways to think critically, I think about the American way of life a bit
differently.
The American way of life becomes something else when you consider how the
systems undergirding U.S. American society (and the American way of life) were
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established. These systems were established (i.e. our country and our military were
founded) by white, heterosexual, able-bodied, middle/upper class, Christian men. These
systems were created by people of these identity standpoints and perspectives for people
of these identity standpoints and perspectives. This means that anyone who doesn’t have
these identities must learn to adapt in a world undergirded by a system that was not
created by them or with them in mind. My perspective now, is that the American Dream
represents a system that oppresses a lot of people, a lot of others. When it comes to
having freedom to chase your dreams and build a life that you want—it’s much easier to
do that if you live within a societal and structural system built by people that look like
you, for people like you.
The inherent assumption in the American dream is that we all have equal access
to it—that we all have the same amount of freedom to live our lives the ways we choose.
We don’t. If I was alive and tried to join the military before 1948 when Congress (white
men) passed the Women’s Armed Services Integration Act, I wouldn’t have had the
freedom to do so. Actually, when I joined the military in 2008, Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell was
still in place—a policy that dishonorably discharged anyone in the military who revealed
a non-heterosexual identity. Those discharged from the military with any type of
discharge other than honorable have a higher risk of suicide (Reger et al.). More so, I was
limited to the jobs I could enlist into when I joined in 2008. It wasn’t until 2013 that the
combat exclusion policy barring women from direct combat jobs in the military was
lifted (by white men) and not until 2016 when it finally began to go into effect. If I was a
black man serving in the military before 1948 when Executive Order 9981 (signed by a
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white man) went into effect, I likely would have been serving in an all-black unit in a job
that had me directly on the front line.
We do not all have the same amount of freedom to live our lives how we choose.
We do not all have the same amount of access to the American way of life. So now, when
I think about being a guardian of freedom and the American way of life, I realize I don’t
want to be a guardian of this American way of life. Sure, we’ve “come a long way” in
that now as a woman I can join the military and black people serve alongside white
people. But the reverberations of this system are still felt today. 1 and 4 women in the
military experienced severe and persistent sexual harassment or gender discrimination in
2016 (Brignone). Black people in the military today experience bias in getting promoted,
discrimination in the military justice system, and poorer healthcare if they experience
PTSD (Burk and Espinoza). What is the freedom and American way of life we’re
guarding? Now, I’m much more reflective of my role in maintaining the oppressive and
hegemonic systems that undergird our society.
Alas, with this new perspective, I also fully recognize that it is because of the
military that I now have these tools to think critically about the military. Uncle Sam
brought me up and out of “what I was born into.” But what did he bring me up into? And,
what did it cost me to get here? What did Uncle Sam take from me and what did he give
me? I continue to walk the line between two oppositional modes of thinking:
I am for the military
or
I am against the military.
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“Freedom” isn’t “Free”
I cringe a little when I read the Soldier’s Creed now. And yet, despite cringing, I
could still stand up right now, ten years later, snap to the position of attention, recite this
creed from memory and still feel a sense of pride while doing so. Pride and shame?
Confusion? I don’t know any more—what freedom did I guard? What does freedom
really mean?
Michael Calvin McGee says the terms “freedom” and “liberty” are ideographs.
Ideographs are words/phrases that are “the basic structural elements, the building blocks,
of ideology”; they are intricately linked to culture (McGee, 7). Ideographs are
words/terms that incite community and shared meaning. Driven by the need to explain
such human collective consciousness (or political consciousness), McGee seeks to
understand how and why collective groups of people think and believe the same things in
the same ways. He is guided by the assumption that human beings think and behave
differently in isolation than in a collective. Following this, collective consciousness, then,
is composed of a falsity or a manipulation. The idea here is that we are
conditioned/taught/socialized from birth to think/behave/act in certain ways that are
culturally bound and as such, “pure thought” does not exist. The “falsity” is in the
conditioning/teaching/socializing. The essential question McGee seeks to answer, then, is
how such conditioning happens to incite political consciousness. What
causes/drives/shapes collective thinking? McGee explains how within the dominant
academic inquiries seeking to explain such collective consciousness, two primary modes
of thought exist: 1) Materialist argue collective thinking/behaving is formed by/through
ideologies; 2) Symbolists believe collective thought is formed through myth—through
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the stories told and passed down through time and culture. McGee, however, argues
collective consciousness is formed not necessarily through ideology or myth—but
through both. McGee queries the differences between ideology and myth before
describing how an ideograph is a word/term in which symbolism (myth) supplements,
rather than competes with, ideologies shaping political consciousness. He explains:
Ideology assumes that the exposure of falsity is a moral act: Though we have
never experienced a “true consciousness,” it is nonetheless theoretically
accessible to us, and, because of such accessibility, we are morally remiss if we
do not discard the false and approach the true. The falsity presupposed by “myth,”
on the other hand, is amoral because it is a purely poetic phenomenon, legitimized
by rule of the poet’s license, a “suspension of disbelief.” A symbolist who speaks
of “myth” is typically at great pains to argue for a value-free approach in which
one denies that “myth” is synonym for “lie” and treats it as a falsehood of a
peculiarly redemptive nature. Materialists, on the other hand, seem to use the
concept “ideology” expressly to warrant normative claims regarding the
exploitation of the “proletarian class” by self-serving punderers. (3)
Here, McGee explains how viewing collective thinking as being formed by
ideology necessitates taking a moral stance with the goal being to reveal the falsity of the
ideology and move towards a “true consciousness” (i.e. closer to social equality). On the
other hand, viewing it as myth is amoral because myths are stories with lessons of
redemption and therefore do not require taking a moral stance. Both forms contain a
falsity, but myths don’t drive us to want to make change in the way that unmasking
ideologies do. The difference is in the rhetoric—both ideologies and myths
condition/shape the ways we think and behave. For example, Veterans who have gone to
war are violent and dangerous. This is an ideology—it’s a dominant/common way
people think about Veterans in the U.S. This ideology often incites taking a moral
stance—not all Veterans are violent.
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However, this way of thinking is also influenced through myth—we watch
movies about and see reports in the media about violent and angry Veterans. We don’t
necessarily feel incited to take moral stances with these movies and media because they
are presented through story and often related to historical events in time. In this example,
when Veterans are violent is presented as myth, I don’t question it because it’s rooted in
story/history/time. However, when Veterans are violent emerges in a conversation I’m
having, I work to reveal the falsity of that ideology; the rhetorical form the conditioning
takes matters. The point is that whether it appears through myth or ideology dictates
whether I am motivated to take a moral stance or view it as amoral. What McGee teaches
us about collective thinking, however, is that there are words/phrases in our language that
are indeed ideologies that contain a falsity but are presented only as myth through
story/history/time/place. These ideographs are thus powerful ideologies, rooted in
discourse yet clouted in myth, and so are rarely thought of as something to contest.
Ideographs are “building blocks” of ideologies, blanketed in the rhetorical
language of myth; ideographs are ideologies told through stories. Because ideographs
are both—they become powerful ideologies which are positioned as amoral because they
are rhetorically used to story history (you don’t have to take a moral stance and prove it’s
false because it’s understood through story rooted in time/history/place). An ideograph is
bound within the culture it defines. The nature of an ideograph is common denominator
in usage throughout time. An ideograph should be understood vertically, in history,
related to events in time. In other words, if I wanted to understand how the word
“freedom” came to mean what it means within the U.S. (and became an ideograph), I
would look back through dictionaries and encyclopedias to find the earliest usages and
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references of the word within U.S. historical context. I would come to understand the
word and its meaning through understanding how it was used to describe cultural events
throughout time and history. McGee explains,
To learn the meaning of the ideographs “freedom” and “patriotism,” for example,
most of us swallowed the tale of Patrick Henry’s defiant speech to the Virginia
House of Burgesses: “I know not what course others may take, but as for me, give
me liberty or give me death!” These specific words, of course, were concocted by
the historian William Wirt and not by Governor Henry. Wirt’s intention was to
provide a model for “the young men of Virginia,” asking them to copy Henry’s
virtues and avoid his vices. Fabricated events and words meant little, not because
Wirt was uninterested in the truth of what really happened to Henry, but rather
because what he wrote about was the definition of essential ideographs. His was a
task of socialization, an exercise in epideictic rhetoric, providing the youth of his
age (and of our own) with general knowledge of ideographic touchstones so that
they might be able to make, or comprehend, judgements of public motives and of
their own civic duty. (14)
We understand what freedom is and means through how we have learned about it
in history, related to time and events, namely within education systems. In my middle
school social studies classes, I learned about Christopher Columbus and how he
“discovered America.” I learned about Thanksgiving and about how the pilgrims and
“Indians” broke bread over a shared table. I learned about how the U.S. Military formed
to fight for our freedom against the tyranny of Great Britain! I learned the phrase, “Give
me liberty or give me death!” I was taught that the Civil War was about freeing the slaves
and about when woman gained the freedom to vote. I was told how we fought in WWII to
defend our freedom after the attack on Pearl Harbor and to help free the Jews from the
Nazis. I learned about the Vietnam War differently, because of how much it was
protested and how the Veterans were treated when they returned home—freedom feels
more absent from this what I remember of the rhetoric of this war compared to others.
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Rhetoric surroundings the post 9/11 wars however, centers on freedom from terrorism,
especially since the attack on U.S. mainland in 2001.
We understand freedom both through its ideographical form in culture and
through our own our social identities. Freedom as contextualized within U.S. culture, and
especially within U.S. Military culture (the two are not mutually exclusive), represents
the “American way of life.” I am a guardian of freedom and the American way of life.
Again, the inherent assumption is that we have a choice to freely live life. Freedom is an
ideograph, though; it gains its meaning through how it is recorded/told throughout history
related to events in time. In the U.S., we understand freedom through the lens in which it
is written. As a white woman in the south, I grew up reading about and learning that the
U.S. Military formed to fight for our freedom against Britain. I did not learn that the very
formation of the first forms of organized militarism in what is now the U.S. was for the
explicit purpose of colonizing Indigenous people for the claim of power, land, and
resources (Grenier).
Further, unaware of my white, Christian, cisgender, heterosexual, able-bodied
privileges, I always understood that having freedom meant being able to live my life the
way I want, freely (rhetoric of the American way of life). The only inhibitions on my
individual freedom I ever remember feeling was related to being a woman and growing
up in a low-income family within generations of familial abuse cycles. Joining the
military gave me access to redemption for the latter two. The military freed me from
“what I was born into.” I learned that freedom redeems and that the U.S. Military—my
Uncle Sam—fights for and represents such freedom, not takes away freedom. My point is
that during Military IET—when being imprinted with creeds that contain ideographs such
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as freedom—there is an assumption of shared meaning. This shared meaning and purpose
of being a “guardian of freedom and the American way of life” is a “building block” of
military culture and the military institution. This shared meaning is conditioned and
becomes part of our very essence through sacred liminality, especially through training
tactics such as Army Greens and Battle Buddies.
But this meaning is false. The shared meaning is false. The shared meaning
assumes we all experience these concepts in the same way—it assumes we are all the
same. It promotes collectivism and homogeny rather than recognizing individuality,
perpetuating powerful ideologies of color and gender blindness (DiAngelo). The U.S.
military first formed to colonize indigenous people, not fight for our freedom against
Britain. We formed because of settler colonialism. Settler colonialism is a “persistent
societal structure” (Row and Tuck, 4). So, does being a guardian of freedom and the
American way of life really mean being a guardian of the persistent societal structure of
settler colonialism?
I continue to walk the line:
I am for the military
or
I am against the military.
This
Is liminality.
Indeed, for me to claim the U.S. Military is a colonizing institution—especially as a
Veteran of the U.S. Military—feels inherently unpatriotic. It feels like a betrayal. At the
same time, as I continue to apply critical tools to understand the military institution and
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my experiences related to it, it feels like Uncle Sam betrayed me. This way of thinking
critically about the U.S. Military is incredibly hard to do when the military is rooted in
the ideograph of freedom because it’s power is in its ability to disguise as myth and
therefore be positioned as amoral. The military exists to defend, guard, and protect
freedom. Freedom has a shared meaning and that meaning is conditioned to not be
critically questioned and assessed. Thus, the military is positioned as having a righteous
mission of being a guardian of such freedom and the American way of life. The military
both redeems those who serve in it through sacred liminality of advancing into a higher
structure, and those it serves through providing guardianship of freedom. Are part of the
tensions of Veteran liminality about consistently molding and adapting to fit into an
identity rooted and based in falsity?
My final point regarding freedom as an ideograph in the Soldier’s Creed is to
explain how this ideograph also functions to create a sort of hierarchy within
Military/Veteran culture. Again, we understand ideographs as they are written in history.
As McGee explained regarding the ideographs of “freedom” and “patriotism,” most of us
learned the tale and associated phrase, “give me liberty or give me death.” We are taught
that freedom is worth dying for. The military conditions that the ultimate sacrifice for
country is the sacrifice of one’s life fighting for freedom. I will always place the missions
first. I will never accept defeat. I will never quit. As part of the U.S. civilian and
especially military culture, fighting and dying for freedom is redemptive. The military
gives out medals, we have “gold star” military mothers and families, holidays, and
national memorials and structures to honor our fallen heroes. The ultimate hero is one
who gave their life for country. If one doesn’t die fighting for freedom but was physically
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wounded fighting, they are also revered as hero—our wounded warriors (Blair). Beyond
this, we have Veterans with invisible wounds and moral injuries—they are broken inside
but physically unscathed (Litz et al.). However, because the military conditions us to be
disciplined, physically and mentally tough, trained and proficient, those with invisible
wounds are not positioned as heroes as much as they are mentally weak, broken, or angry
and violent. This sets up a binary that many Veterans find themselves living between as
we navigate this liminal identity: we’re heroes or we’re broken. But what if we’re
neither? Perhaps all of us who fall short of the ultimate sacrifice—loss of life fighting for
freedom—feel some layer of guilt, shame, or regret for not having done enough. For
those of us who served and did not die fighting for freedom, do we fall short of
redemption? Did we accomplish our mission? What did I ever do during my service to
guard freedom and the American way of life? I never went to war. I was never wounded.
The military did not break me, it redeemed me.
Freedom?: Give me liberty [of self] or give me [psychological] death!
In the previous section I highlighted how the military institutional artifact, The
Soldier’s Creed, functions to shape perceptions of the military institution and service as
redemptive and heroic, based on a shared cultural and historical meaning of freedom. The
purpose of articulating freedom as an ideograph is to 1) articulate how a shared meaning
and identity around the U.S. Military exists and to challenge it through revealing its
falsity—we are not all the same and our intersecting identities such as race, gender,
sexual orientation, ability, and class (Crenshaw) all impact our relationship to freedom;
and 2) to highlight how freedom as an ideograph functions to create a type of Veteran
identity hierarchy. True heroes gave their life defending freedom. True Veterans have
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gone to war and been in combat. Reintegration is conceptualized as being about post-war
struggles rather than social and identity implications of belonging to and separating from
the military institution (Zogas). However, during IET and TIS, we are conditioned to
embody a collective identity with a collective mission and shared meaning about such
mission. During IET, we go through sacred liminality and are imprinted with this
identity, mission, and shared meaning. Throughout institutionalized liminality during
TIS, conditioning continues to happen as we consistently work to embody such identity,
mission, and meaning, sometimes also finding ways to resist. Finally, during
reintegration experiences, we carry with us the identity, mission, and shared meaning of
the U.S. Military institution and transition into the Veteran identity, which is situated
between military and civilian societal structures and systems.
In the following section I center institutional artifacts of the “Army Green”
uniform/concept and “battle buddies” as a concept to further illuminate how such
conditioning happens in IET, TIS, and then shapes Veteran identity tensions during
reintegration. Starting with IET, I first show how the concepts of “Army Green” and
“battle buddies” function as powerful discourses in Army culture that condition us to see,
think, and act as if we are all the same and dismiss difference (race, gender, sexual
orientation). I show how I was formed to be Army Green but nonetheless still felt and
saw difference in myself and in my battle buddies. Next, I illustrate how during TIS, we
adapt to mold into Army Green, or resist, and either way—suffer the consequences and
loss of individual freedom. Finally, I explain how this tension continues through the
transition from Service Member to Veteran identity during RPS, illuminating how you
can’t go back once imprinted with the persistent social structure of the U.S. Military
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institution during sacred liminality of IET and institutionalized liminality of TIS.
Throughout each section, I rely on additional artifacts such as journal entries from IET as
well as my own body as an artifact to further illustrate identity tensions rooted in
conditioning surrounding the artifacts of The Soldier’s Creed, Army Greens, and Battle
Buddies.
Initial entry training
When I was in BCT, the Drill Sergeants used to tell us we were all “Army
Green.” They told us that when we wear the uniform, we’re not male, female, black, or
white, —we’re soldiers—we’re all green, which is a rhetoric of color and gender
blindness and erases all issues of power. In a book chapter where I write about my
experiences of militarizing my femininity, I share the first time I received my Army
Green uniform during my IET:
I remember when I was first issued my uniforms in BCT. I stood in an assembly
line, with both male and female soldiers, waiting to step forward so my size could
be determined and then I could be issued uniforms. I remember stepping forward
and standing in front of a male Drill Sergeant who was seated at a desk in front of
me. I waited to be asked my size, which I knew for this particular uniform was a
small, as I had uniforms back home I had worn for months during my recruit
sustainment training I went through before shipping out to BCT—uniforms that
were a comfortable size small. “What size?” he asked without looking up. “Size
small, Drill Sergeant” I replied with the volume and enthusiasm of a new soldier.
He looked up. He looked me up. And then he looked me down. Up and down.
“Medium,” he called over his left shoulder. And the female supply Sergeant from
the back brought me size medium uniforms. I tell this story to illuminate how the
military sought to disidentify my femininity during the socialization process into
the US Army. Having pants that were too big served to be one of my most
annoying experiences in all of BCT. I wore those too-big of pants everywhere and
every single time I pulled my belt tighter or held my pants up with my hands as
marched, ran, or crawled, I was reminded of what I am and what I am not—of
what I was trying to become. I remembered that I am not to show my body—the
body of a female. What is the message? We are all soldiers and we all wear the
same uniform—a uniform that when put on, dismisses any identities that may
serve as a contradiction. (Hunniecutt 50).
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The Army Green uniform is the actual Army Combat Uniform (ACU), but the
term “Army Green” represents more than the physical uniform itself. I will always
maintain my arms, my equipment, and my self. Not just while in uniform and not just my
arms and my equipment. I will always maintain my self. During my sacred liminal
experience of BCT, it was the militarizing of my femininity as a cisgender woman where
I felt the most tension in maintaining my self. I felt how my female-ness did not fit. I
knew that we were all the same and that I wore the uniform just like the males there—but
I could noticeably feel how my gender did not fit into the Army Greens. Putting the
uniform on became a sort of monthly ritual for me. A day or two before drill, I would
remove any nail polish or out of regulation jewelry I had on and I would make sure my
hair color was in regulation (and cut if it was too short to be pulled back into a bun).
There’s an entire manual of Army regulations that tell us how to dress.
The morning of drill, I would put on about 1/3 of the make-up that I wore every
other day. It’s not too much make up to where it’s out of reg and I look like I’m there to
find a man, but enough to where I still feel decently comfortable in my femininity. I even
had specific underwear and bras that I reserved only for my ACUs; they were my
“granny panties.” The uniform fit terribly; it’s not made for a woman’s body. Once I
heard the Army was researching a uniform for woman that would fit us better, but I never
actually saw one (and I worked in supply and had access to all the new gear and uniforms
we routinely got). The size small pants fit me the best, despite being a little snug around
my hips. The waist was always too big… but there was never enough room for my hips.
The fabric was starchy and itchy. I didn’t mind the patrol cap we wore (only when
outside) though. It always made me feel a little bit like a badass when I had my patrol cap
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on. Putting the uniform on was like stepping into another identity. When drill weekend
rolled around, I would tell my civilian family and friends it was time for me to go “play
Army.” I never felt pretty wearing the uniform. I didn’t feel confident as a woman. I did
feel something else though. I felt elevated in another way. Like I was stepping into an
identity that was redeemed, heroic, and tough. To feel this way though, I had to adapt. I
couldn’t be both; I couldn’t be a pretty soldier.
As Brownson (2014) explained, “females in the military consciously adopt gender
strategies to manipulate other actors’ perceptions of them” (p. 783). In my experience of
IET, I was directly taught to dis-identify with femininity in order to fit. Brownson (2014)
found “failure or misuse of a female’s biology in any of the three categories of physical
fitness, personal/sexual relationships, and professional/occupational obligations separates
her distinctly from male [Marines]” (p. 773). Through IET and during my time in service,
I regularly and routinely managed my femininity. As a woman, I had to wear long
spandex under my physical training uniform (the males did not). My drill sergeants
confiscated the female recruits’ razors and regularly inspected our body hair to make sure
we were not shaving; my body no longer belonged to me. I was disciplined in basic for
having a “high pitched voice” and for smiling too much. All the while, my sexuality was
always heightened because I was a woman in a man’s military. My male peers (and
leadership) flirted with me, objectified me, and urged me to still model cultural norms of
femininity. For me to always maintain my self and to be an expert and a professional in
the U.S. Army to fit into the Army Greens, I had to adapt and mold my performance of
femininity to fit the institutional military identity—a hyper-masculine identity that
dismisses difference. They tell us we are all Army Green—but I both felt that I was
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different because I’m a cisgender woman, and I still saw difference in others; I still saw
black and white.
March 18, 2009
Journal from Basic Training
Today was a shitty day. Homesick. The girls in my platoon were all being bitches.
Honestly I just really felt kind of alone all day. Being upset with the people here I
guess triggered the homesickness. What is it with black girls? I’ve been sheltered
for too much of my life. It’s like they come in packs. And they’re loud and rude
and but into other people’s business they have nothing to do with. The white girls
here don’t act like that. I feel like I’m so much more mature in that sense. There’s
a way to go about everything. I dunno, like I said, I’m not even used to being
around black girls at all really. Maybe it’s just how they are. Fuck it though, I’m
here for three more weeks. I don’t want to make enemies in my platoon and be
miserable for the next three weeks. Just gotta finish it out. I’ll be home soon
enough. Then I’ll have to adapt again. Find my new place in my old world. I hope
it’s not as hard as adapting to this, here. I hope I’ve changed for the better. I
wonder how I’ve changed. I know that I have a greater appreciation for the little
things in life. I’m more patriotic, I’m happy to be part of something serving my
country. Before I came here, the American flag didn’t mean nearly as much. I
have more self-respect now too. I think also that I’m not gonna be nearly as lazy.
Hopefully I’ll be more motivated in every aspect of my life, school, work, fitness,
my relationships.
I was a 19-year-old white girl from the south who grew up in white isolation
(DiAngelo) embedded in discourses of white supremacy, conservatism, and patriarchy.
My grandfather wouldn’t let my black nephew come to the family cookouts, the black
high school student at my school always got in trouble, and now these black girls in basic
were being “loud and rude” and butting into my business. I read black bodies as unruly
and undisciplined (Yancy). Despite spending several weeks in basic training being
conditioned with the ideology of color blindness as we were all Army Green, I was still a
prejudiced white girl from the south. This journal entry is saturated with discourses of
white supremacy and my perception then was that my way of interacting in the world (as
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a white person) was superior (The white girls here don’t act like that). We were supposed
to all be green—but I still saw black and white. I note throughout the entry things like,
“I’ve been sheltered for too much of my life,” and “Like I said, I’m not even used to
being around black girls at all really.” I recognized that I come from an area that is 90%
white (“ARC study”) and have been “sheltered” from diversity but made no attempt to
think critically about my thoughts and behaviors as a white woman. Rather, I dismissed it
(Fuck it though), and then highlight the necessity of having to communicate across
difference so that I was not miserable for the next three weeks, again centering myself. I
was aware at this point of how being a woman in the military meant you had to modify
yourself to fit. I, if even on a subconscious level, knew that the Army Green uniform did
not fit me like it fit the men there. I was not yet aware, however, of my expected
performance of white femininity both in larger society and in the military space in
particular. I did not yet realize or understand, that for people of color—and for
transgender or LGBTQ SMs—the Army Green fit even less than it did on me.
The second part of this entry reflects the ideological assumptions that underlie the
Soldier’s Creed. I see difference but ignore it because it prevents me from succeeding.
“Just finish it out.” I’m being redeemed to something better. This mirrors rhetoric of the
American Dream—just work hard and you can achieve; it ignores and erases structural
barriers. I knew that I was “changed for the better” somehow. But I wondered how. I felt
purpose, patriotism, and pride for “serving my country.” The flag now meant more to me
than it did before I experienced the sacred rites of passage of IET into the U.S. Army—
sacred liminality. I knew that I was moving up and out of my “old world.” I was moving
into a higher structure and system. Simultaneously, I speak of struggle in this entry. I
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recognized I would have to “find my new place in my old world” and hoped it would not
be “as hard as adapting to this, here.” What I did not yet see or understand, was how
“changing for the better” meant sacrificing and losing my individual self, outside of what
I was experiencing during that time in the sacred liminal space of IET. I was dismissing
and ignoring structural barriers. There, it was worth it for me to mold and sacrifice my
sense of self because I was being “endowed with additional powers to enable [me] to
cope with [my] new station in life” (Turner 96). The suppression of self then felt worth it.
It didn’t feel like a loss—it felt like a gain. However, as I aggregated from the sacred
liminal space of IET and transitioned into institutionalized liminality when I joined my
NG unit, I started to see and feel the structural barriers; I became much more aware of
how much of my individual self I was sacrificing to be a guardian of freedom and the
American way of life.
Time in service
August 19, 2009
I HATE being here. Being home, back in school. What the hell’s wrong with me?!
When I was there I absolutely could not wait to get home and now that I’m home I
don’t want to be here. I’d rather be there. Without all of this. None of this matters.
I feel depressed. I want to cry. I want to be with my Army friends. I want to go to
Afghanistan with them. Would I be happy in Afghanistan though? It’d be worse
than this when I got home. And it’s like no one understands. I don’t even
understand. I can’t even explain it. I’m miserable. So unhappy. I want to be
happy. I’m trying. Maybe I should just have a better attitude. It’s hard. They
should tell you this when you enlist. That the transition back to civilian life is
harder than the transition to Army life.
This second journal entry was written a few months after I had completed IET and
illustrates a state of psychological darkness—an identity crisis of sorts—related to a shift
in social systems and consequently feeling a lack of belonging overall. I felt this way
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after returning home from being in IET for nearly five consecutive months. It’s important
to point out this way of feeling isolated, misunderstood, disconnected, and unhappy is not
isolated to transitioning home from war—it’s prevalent during any type of transition
between military structure and an outside system. Albeit type of service matters: Active
duty SMs are sent to a duty station upon completing IET and NG/Reserve return their
home state and begin monthly drilling with the unit they signed up to join. In other
words, active duty SMs transition from IET to another full-time military structure and
NG/Reservist SMs transition from IET back to their civilian systems. NG and Reserve
SMs constantly move between civilian and military structures, acting as sort of
“transmigrants” in the form of social hybrids bridging the civilian/military worlds
(Lomsky-Feder, Gazit, and Ben-Ari). This journal entry represents a social process and
outcome that encompasses transitioning between the structure of the U.S. Military
institution and an outside system as a National Guard soldier still maintaining a civilian
life. Though one form of reintegration cannot be applicable to all persons/experiences
(Lazier et al.), there is a commonality of adaptation among all forms of military
transitionary experiences—specifically, social adaptation. Both this entry as well as the
previously shared journal entry when I was still in basic training, speak to adapting and
modifying the self to fit into a new structure. They both also represent structural barriers I
faced: during IET, I had to mold my civilian feminine self to fit the military identity;
during TIS, I had to continue to mold my civilian feminine self to fit the military identity
while simultaneously adapting my now militarized self to fit into my civilian life outside
of the military. I was always “neither here nor there . . . betwixt and between the
positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial” (Turner 95).
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In the first journal entry I write, “I hope it’s not as hard as adapting to this, here”
when thinking about being home again. I noted how I had to adapt to the military system
there at basic. Likewise, in the second entry from after I had returned home, I felt anger,
guilt, and shame for my inability to adapt back to my old social systems. I was struggling
to modify my new militarized self to fit into my civilian social structures. I perceived this
struggle to be something I should not be experiencing when I wrote, “What the hell’s
wrong with me?!”, which is line with military psychological traits of secrecy, stoicism,
and denial (Hall). I felt I was in “a vague and undetermined place created by the
emotional residue of an unnatural boundary . . . a constant state of transition,” what
Anzaldúa refers to as a “borderland” (25). This is institutionalized liminality—a constant
state of transition—a perpetual process of modifying the self to fit into social structures.
September 12, 2012
Public note I wrote on my Facebook profile
Cost of Freedom
I’m wondering right now about freedom, about the cost of freedom, about who is
really free. After my ex-boyfriend and I broke up I swore to myself I would never
date anyone in the military again. I decided I was done competing with Uncle
Sam, as silly as that may seem. But for those of you who have never been with
someone who belongs to some branch of the military or have never seen a
military relationship up close and personal, there are sacrifices that have to be
made that civilian couples don’t typically have to encounter. With my exboyfriend there was a constant, underlying, never ending fear. Fear of when he
would have to go. Fear of if and when he did go, would he come back. Fear of
having to go days and weeks without talking to him, without knowing where he
was or if he was safe. In a sense I felt like I never really had him, had all of him,
wholly and completely. Because he didn’t have all of himself to give to me. I’m
in the same boat myself though, as part of the military. You see, when you join
the armed forces, you sign part of your self away. The government owns you, in a
sense. Make what you want of it, but it’s true. I could get a call right now, right
this very second, and have to leave. Have to drop out of school, have to leave my
job, have to hug my parents and my friends and my boyfriend goodbye and go
somewhere, to a foreign land, to “defend” the freedoms we’re all so leisurely
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enjoying. What does that mean, though? What does it mean for those whom I
commit myself into a serious relationship with? It means I can’t really give all of
my own self to them. Because, well, I don’t own all of that self to give. The
government compensates us for our time and our service, yes. But can they really
compensate us for the ownership of our self? Hell, in a drastic light, it’s a form of
prostitution. The government pays me and when they want and how they want, I
will do exactly what they want. At the cost of others, of all the others who know
and love me. Could you sign? Give you give up ownership of your very self to
“defend” the freedoms we all enjoy here in the United States? If you ever consider
joining, be sure you can answer these questions.
At the time of writing this, I had been part of my NG unit for roughly three years.
I was living within institutionalized liminality and drastically feeling the loss of freedom
of individual self. My tone in this writing is very different than my tone in the journal
entry from Basic Training. This reflection does not indicate feelings of freedom and
redemption. Rather, this entry illustrates how I was struggling with the costs of being a
guardian of freedom and the American way of life. I am still at this point conceptualizing
freedom as something we are “so leisurely enjoying” and seeing it as something that we
all have equally here in the U.S. As indicated by the quotation marks around the word
“defend,” however, I was beginning to question the nature of the military I belonged to as
being redemptive. The focus, tone, and purpose of including this artifact is primarily to
exemplify the extreme loss of self I felt being part of the military during my TIS of
institutionalized liminality. This artifact is an example of how the macro was interacting
with the micro for me. The more I felt the constraints of my own freedom to live my life
how I chose, the more I began to question, “who is really free?”
And the more I questioned, the more I wanted to do something about it. Michel
Foucault teaches us that where there is power, there is resistance. I found miniscule ways
to resist during my TIS—or at least tried to. I got my nose pierced about a year or so
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before my ETS (End of Time in Service) date. As I shared in chapter three, that didn’t go
over so well. I was made to remove it at the first drill I attended after I got it pierced (my
nude colored nose ring didn’t work) and it closed up immediately. It seems menial, but
this is one small example of the many things—the choices of individual expression of
self—that I had to sacrifice during my TIS in order to adapt and fit into the Army Greens.
I could try to resist as much as I wanted when I was on civilian time and not at drill, but
nonetheless, what I did in my civilian life was still dictated by my military identity. The
military was all-encompassing, even as a NG civilian-soldier. After my very last day at
drill with my NG unit, I went and got my freedom ring. First I drove home to change out
of my uniform. I was slow and consciousness taking my uniform off that very last time; I
knew I would likely never wear it again. I slowly unzipped my ACU top and grazed my
fingers over the unit patch on my shoulder before pulling it off. I untied the shoelaces of
my sandy brown combat boots I had worn for the past 6 years, the same boots issued to
me in basic training. I pulled off my long green army socks then stood up and walked
towards the bathroom. I let my hair down out of the tight bun on the back of my head and
looked up close in the mirror at the little bit of eye make-up I had on. I didn’t feel any
different. I got dressed in civilian clothes and drove to the tattoo parlor.
Reintegration
I question sometimes if making an active choice to end your time in service and
separate from the military institution is the ultimate form of resistance for us SMs. They
did everything they could to keep me in. It costs the military less to keep us once we are
trained than it does to replace us with someone new. They dangled large cash bonuses
and more student-loan repayment money in front of me. I was offered a promotion, a list
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of schools I could attend for more training, and the option to change jobs and even
advance from enlisted to officer. I turned it all down. I was done. I reaped the benefits I
initially joined to get and I was done living my life with Uncle Sam breathing down my
neck. In the ethnography class I took in the Spring of 2015 when I first switched my
research agenda to military/Veteran research and studied Veteran reintegration, I wrote
through my own thought process of choosing to separate from service:
April 27, 2015
Ethnography project reflection notes:
I had to walk away from the financial security—from the money. I had to walk
away from the psychological security—I knew it would always be there—THEY
would always be there. I had to walk away from the experiences I had yet to
have—I will now never deploy with my unit I spent six years training with. I had
to walk away from my battle buddies—leaving behind the memories, the secrets,
the intergroup status I’ve grown akin to over the past six years. But it came down
to them or me. It was stay in and have those things, or get out and have the
freedom to be whoever I wanted to be. It became about the little things for me.
It was not having to wear my hair in a tight, rounded, perfectly tidy bun on the
back on of my head for hours upon hours at a time. It was being able to wear red
nail polish, or any nail polish for that matter. It was being able to walk into a
room full of soldiers and not have everyone turn around and stare at me because
of my gender. It was having the freedom to have my Mom add an undertone of
violet color to my hair to add some dimension. It was being listened to and heard.
It was wanting to feel sexy but needing to silence that desire. It was wearing
clothes that actually fit. It was not being sexually harassed. It was not having to
pee in a cup every month while a superior watched. It was being able to wear my
normal clothes that I wear the other 28 days of each month without being slut
shamed. It was not worrying about if my hips moved when I walked. It was being
able to put my hands in my pockets and text on my cell at the same time as
walking without fear of reprimand. It was being able to talk back and say no when
I disagreed. It was being able to voice my opinion and be listened to. It was not
being looked at like a giggly little girl. It was having privacy again. It was not
being out in the middle of the woods when I’m exhausted and hungry and angry
and having to “hurry up and wait” just one more time. It was not having to take a
PT test every year and stress and stress for months prior about if I can pass the
two-mile run or not. It was not having to have my pants tucked perfectly into my
boots. It was not having to have yearly physical health assessments where I have
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to put my feet in stirrups in a RV in a parking lot and let a strange doctor give me
an exam because I forgot to bring my own paperwork. It was not being ignored
anymore because I’m a woman. It was being allowed to say no and walk away if I
wanted to. It was not having to give respect to someone because of the rank on
their uniform rather than because they earned it. It was not having to any longer
give respect to those people who have so blatantly and intently violated mine. It
was not having to be quiet and take it when that happened. It was to be seen for
who I am—for the person that I choose to be.
During IET and my first couple of years in my unit, the uniform was
uncomfortable to wear, yes, but it felt worth it because the uniform made me feel
redeeming, heroic, and like I was doing something honorable and courageous. I was
willing to go to war to be a guardian of freedom and the American way of life. The more
time I spent within the institutionalized liminality of TIS, however, the more I felt the
inequity inherent in the military social structure. As a NG SM, I constantly wove in out of
military and civilian systems and the more time I spent in this liminal space, the more
uncomfortable and intolerable the Army Green uniform became for me. Most of what I
wrote in the previous artifact illustrates the dissonance I felt being a woman in the U.S.
Army. I felt I had to sacrifice my own individual freedom of expression as a cisgender
feminine woman to be part of the military institution. When I chose to get out, I knew I
was giving up both the structure and the community the military provided me, but it was
worth it to once again “have the freedom to be whoever I wanted to be.” I again here am
perceiving freedom as choice. When I was in sacred liminality of IET, the self-sacrifice
was worth it because I was working towards something—a higher structure. However,
after spending time in institutionalized liminality during TIS, I came to feel the little
things—freedom of choice to be who I wanted to be—were no longer worth sacrificing
for the community and structure the military provided me. The more I saw and felt the
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inequities within the military system, the more I wanted to resist. One way I did that was
through seeking ways to reclaim my body.
Nancy Krierger teaches us that bodies “bear the mark of both conscious and
unconscious processes” (351). As Ronald Pelias explains, “It starts with the recognition
that individual bodies provide a potent database for understanding the political and that
hegemonic systems write on individual bodies” (420). Turner suggests, that “the wisdom
that is imparted in sacred liminality is not just an aggregation of words and sentences; it
has ontological value, it refashions the very being of the neophyte” (105). I could feel the
military owned me and I wanted to find small ways to reclaim agency over myself and
my own body. In addition to my freedom ring, I also reclaimed my body by getting a
tattoo after I finished IET.
My sister and I wanted to get our first tattoos together, but we didn’t decide on
what we wanted to get until a couple months before I shipped out to basic training. I
couldn’t get a tattoo because my body had to be in the exact condition it was when I
shipped to basic as it was when I went through the Military Entrance Processing Center
and signed my enlistment contract. It was out of regulation for me to get a tattoo then. My
body wasn’t my own to do what I pleased with anymore. Uncle Sam was all-compassing.
So, we had to wait. The second day I was home after I graduated from my job training,
my sister and I went to get our tattoos.
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Figure 2. Body
When SMs and Veterans are on long periods of leave or separate from service
completely, we’re known to do things like get tattoos (Pionke and Osborne) or especially
for men, grow big beards. This isn’t just limited to when we return home combat because
reintegration is about the social implications of joining and belonging to the military
institution. It’s not just about experiences we may or may not have at war—it’s about
how being in the military intricately becomes part of who we are—our minds, bodies, and
souls. Thus, during periods of transition when we’re between the military and outside
systems, we find small ways to take our bodies back. But because we can never go back,
there will always be traces. I never felt like I could ever be fully one or the other. I was
always stuck in between. After I joined the Army, I drastically altered my performance of
femininity in my civilian identities. I never again felt like I could completely and totally
embody femininity without there still being this underlying, nagging layer of
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militarization. I was militarized. The military was in my essence. Likewise, I could never
fully fit into the military identity either though because I was a woman. It was about the
little things; how Uncle Sam (the macro) wove into every area and component of my life
(the micro)—from what underwear I wore to how many days of my life I walked in fear
and guilt.
I believed that once I separated from service, these “little things” would instantly
go away. I was a NG soldier, not active duty. I constantly shifted between the military
and civilian life and so was in a constant ebb and flow. Even when I wasn’t physically at
drill—I had to always be mission-ready and available. Uncle Sam came first in my life
over everything and everyone else. I felt it both psychologically and physiologically. My
body wasn’t my own anymore. I separated from the service fully realizing all it had given
me, happy to leave behind what I was tired of giving, and confident I would not be
negatively impacted since I never deployed or experienced military related trauma. Once
I separated, I would take the redemption with me and leave behind the constant back and
forth of having to adapt between who I wanted to be and who I had to be in the military.
Yet as illustrated in chapter 1, once I got out, I experienced an identity crisis and an array
of struggles that many Veterans face during reintegration. I did not associate any of my
challenges of that time as having to do with separating from the military though. On the
contrary, when I initially separated from service, I viewed my time in the military as the
most redemptive experience of my life.
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Figure 3. Visual Narrative of Redemption
It was October, roughly three months after I separated from my NG unit and
moved to Colorado and I was taking my first class at the University of Denver as a Ph.D.
student. The course was called “Visual Narratives of Women’s Health” and as a class
assignment the professor asked us to create a visual narrative of a time in our lives we
experienced a form of redemption.
We sat with our tables arranged in a square so we were all facing each other, and
one by one had a show and tell with our Visual Narrative of Redemption artifacts. When
it was my turn I held up my paper for the class to see. “My redemption is about my
military service,” I began.
“First, the background paper for the whole thing I like a lot because I think it
looks like rays of light, which is a good image for redemption. On the left here is my old
crest from my National Guard Unit in Virginia. The motto of the crest is “Construct and
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Conquer.” We wore this crest as a patch on our uniform. Over the crest, I wrote the
Soldier’s Creed,” I shared before reading the creed aloud.
“Wow, that doesn’t leave much room for failure,” my professor said once I finished.
“That’s the Army,” I shrugged my shoulders then continued on to describe the rest of my
artifact.
“I drew two versions of myself here on the other side—me as a college
cheerleader, which is what I was before I joined, then me as a soldier. In the military, you
are part of a collective and we don’t use our first names. So I wrote my rank and last
name under that version of myself and also wrote ‘civilian-soldier’ because I was
National Guard not active duty. Under the cheerleader version I wrote my first and last
name and wrote ‘college student, cheerleader, civilian’ because those were my primary
identities before I joined. In the cheerleader me, I used my favorite color—purple—as
background paper and drew myself as feminine with my hair down, a big bow and smile,
and my hands gently folded in front of my body. In the soldier version, I used green—the
color of the Army—and drew myself in uniform, with my hair back, a stoic look on my
face not showing emotion, and my hand on my hip indicating a sense of redemption,
heroism, and pride.
I had gone from being a college cheerleader at a private, Christian college in rural
Appalachia—an epitome of white femininity—to wearing Army Green as a soldier and
guardian of freedom and the American way of life. It’s interesting that I chose to depict
myself as a cheerleader in the civilian image, as this is perhaps the most drastic
opposition in my social identity that I remember feeling. I used to joke about how I
“traded in my pom-poms for a combat boots and an M16.” I also remember feeling very
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disconnected from my college friends when I returned home from IET (as reflected in the
journal entry from 8/19/09)—college friends that I was on the cheerleading team with. I
believe this represents the way I felt about femininity at this time and is a consequence of
military conditioning to minimize and suppress performances of femininity in order to
mold into the hyper-masculine soldier identity. Since before even officially signing the
dotted line and joining, I felt both the need to hide and the heightened visibility of my
femininity in the military.
This artifact was made after I had separated from service, however. I chose to
leave the military to regain freedom of self-expression; I assumed I would not feel a need
to ever militarize my femininity again after the final time I wore the Army Green
uniform. I had left all of those “little things” behind me when I separated, I never went to
war and wasn’t wounded. During my sacred liminal experience of IET, I felt redeemed—
both redeemed personally because of what the military was giving me (community,
structure, upward mobility), and redeemed within my social structures as I was now a
guardian of freedom and the American way of life. I served our country and was therefore
perceived as a hero. During my time in service, however, I did not feel like a hero nor did
I feel redeemed; I started to feel the inequities—I felt like I was giving up my freedom to
be a guardian of freedom. After I separated, I believed that feeling of sacrificing my own
freedom would go away. I knew I was no hero because I never went to war. I also knew I
was not broken, because I never went to war. The only way knew how to reflect on my
military service was through the lens of redemption—through the color of Army green.
What I did not realize then, and what research on Military/Veteran suicides, reintegration
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and identity fails to capture, is that once we put the Army Greens on, we can never fully
take them off.
The purpose of this chapter was to explore how experiences of U.S. Military
Veteran reintegration might be shaped by an individual’s sacred liminal experience of
military initial entry training as well as their institutionalized liminal experience of
belonging to the Military institution (RQ2). I relied primarily on the Army institutional
artifact of The Soldier’s Creed to question and interpret how organizational power
relations affect and shape my individual identities (Fox). When we go through Military
IET, we’re imprinted with hegemonic discourses of nationalism, patriotism, and stoicism.
Deep rooted ideographs of “freedom” perpetuate a dominant way of thinking about the
U.S. Military as a type of “savior” and idolized institution that serves the people and
guard the American way of life. As ideographs are the “building blocks of ideologies,”
they contain a falsity. The U.S. Military originally formed for settler colonialism.
Therefore, characteristics of the Soldier and the Veteran identity are rooted in ideologies
of settler colonialism—i.e. white nationalism. The U.S. Military originated and formed to
colonize people of color, like indigenous people and slaves (Grenier). With this history
often hidden, however, discourses of pride and “service to the people” dominate the way
most people think and talk about the military, especially in the post 911 era. Give me
freedom or give me death. This ideograph undergirding military structure creates a
Veteran identity hierarchy where dying fighting for “freedom” is revered as the highest
level of heroism. What freedom are we dying for? We’re conditioned to be loyal and to
not question orders; to always accomplish the mission. To never accept defeat. To never
quit. To never lead a fallen comrade.
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One way this imprinting happens is through teaching concepts like Army Green
and Battle Buddies (which perpetuate color and gender-blind ideologies and erase issues
of power). As “artifacts play a generative role in autoethnographic practices” (Fox 124),
my journal entries, notes, images, and class project all reflect the liminal spaces I moved
between throughout my military transitionary experiences of IET, TIS, and RPS. Further,
they demonstrate structure around constraining and enabling of my identities among and
between the military and outside systems. These artifacts “are not meant to
metonymically reference the experiences of all [Veterans], nor do they completely
represent my individual experiences” (Fox 125). They do, however, show how dominant
ideologies surrounding [the] Veteran identity and reintegration causes tensions in [my]
daily lived experiences.
I am no hero nor am I wounded.
Or am I? Within my first six months of RPS, I suffered an identity crisis and
experienced physiological darkness. I never deployed to war, I never served in combat,
and I never experienced military-related trauma and I still suffered an identity crisis when
I separated from the military institution. Reintegration is not about post-war or combat
difficulties, it’s about the social implications of serving in and belonging to the military
social structure. Veteran identity is a process and product of living among and between
systems in a perpetual state of liminality (Turner). During sacred liminality of IET, we’re
imprinted with structure (The Soldier’s Creed, Army Greens) and with community
(Battle Buddies). The structure conditions us both psychologically (to view the military
as a savior and guardian of freedom and our service in the military as personally
redemptive) and physiologically (molding our bodies and performances of self144

expression to fit Army Greens). We are socialized to be blind of difference; to suppress
our own and to not see others. We’re taught this is a good thing, as in the military, “who
you are entirely depends on your willingness to surrender who you are” (Junger 176).
IET is when this socializing and imprinting primarily happens and then when we
transition into our TIS, we shift into institutionalized liminality. Turner articulates how
within institutionalized liminality, “transition has become a permanent condition” (109).
During our TIS, because the U.S. Military is a total institution (Goffman), transition
between the military system (structure and community) and outside systems becomes a
permanent condition. As the military system in rooted in an ideograph of “freedom,” it
contains an inherent falsity. Therefore, the Veteran identity is essentially a permanent
condition of adapting to fit into a system that you will never fully fit into (because of its
falsity). Gloria Anzaldúa similarly refers to this state of institutionalized liminality when
she writes about borderlands:
la mestiza is a product of the transfer of the cultural and spiritual values of one
group to another . . . Cradled in one culture, sandwiched between two cultures,
straddling all three cultures and their value systems, la mestiza undergoes a
struggle of flesh, a struggle of borders, and inner war. (100)
Finally, at some point, we all separate from service, which is when Veteran
suicide susceptibility is highest (Reger et al.). It’s not necessarily about what we did or
didn’t do during our Time in Service; it’s about the loss of structure and community. This
is a loss we all feel. It often manifests as little things as we find ways to resist and reclaim
a sense of agency in our lives—our minds, bodies and souls. But halt—we can never go
back. The military is intricately part of who we are; it’s part of our essence.
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We’re imprinted to see it
as redemptive and heroic.
If we don’t
it’s because we’re angry or broken.
If we’re angry or broken
it’s from war and/or combat.
The military system is never addressed, never critiqued. The social implications
of joining and belonging to the military social system are rarely accounted for. To create
effective policies and programs to foster successful reintegration processes, we need to
better understand the process and product of reintegration—we need to understand it is
NOT solely about war and combat experiences; it is social and it is communicative. We
need to view and conceptualize reintegration as a process of social identity
transformation. We need new language and new conceptualizations of this experience.
We need to adapt our understandings to overcome the barriers that prevent us from
healing. We need awareness and we need union.
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CHAPTER 5: ADAPT AND OVERCOME
Throughout this dissertation, I have shared my story. I joined the military for
access to a life better than what I knew as a 19-year-old girl living in rural Appalachia. I
served for six years in the Virginia Army National Guard, never deployed, then chose to
get out when my time was up. When I got out, I didn’t expect to experience the
whirlwind of chaos that I found myself in. I experienced a loss of both structure and
community when I separated from service but didn’t have the language or understanding
around why this mattered and what it meant for my functioning, my relationships, and my
mental health. I went through an identity crisis but didn’t contribute it to reintegration
because I didn’t consider myself a Veteran when I separated. My story of service didn’t
fit the dominant narrative of what I thought a Veteran was. Because I didn’t identify, I
didn’t seek out help—I didn’t look for, nor was I offered or even had access to resources
that could have been helpful to me at that time.
As an academic who believes in the power of healing through writing, I turned to
research for answers. I had an inkling that the dissonance I was experiencing at the time
related to identity, but I didn’t yet understand how. I looked to research on Veteran
suicides first—I sought to understand why so many Veterans were taking their own lives.
This research shocked me because of its incoherence—there was no organized tracking
system for Veteran suicides in place, the research was inconclusive and contradictory,
and only war Veterans were included as participants in most of the research. It was the
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study by Reger et al. and their finding that suicide risk is not related to deployment but is
actually about separating from service that shifted the direction I took in my own
research.
If Veterans weren’t committing suicide because of trauma from war, then what
was going on? I never deployed, so maybe the psychological darkness I experienced after
I separated was related to my military service? I realized that coming home from war and
separating from service had one major thing in common: they were both forms of Veteran
reintegration, so I turned to that research next. Much to my dismay, I found Veteran
reintegration mirrored Veteran suicide research—it was exclusive and wasn’t offering up
many answers. I did not see myself or my experiences of military service and
reintegration represented in this research either. Focusing exclusively on the experiences
of reintegration post deployment from war, this body of work was also missing an
important part by not exploring experiences of reintegration post separation. I especially
knew this was true after reading Mark Reger and colleagues’ finding that Veteran suicide
susceptibility was related to reintegration post separation from service, regardless of
deployment experience or not. I saw a big problem: both bodies of research attributed
Veteran suicides and reintegration challenges as being about war and specifically, combat
experience. Even in research that highlights the importance of family and social
relationships in reintegration, research participants were exclusively war Veterans and
most of the research inquiries centered on coping with war experiences. If we only recruit
war Veterans for all research done on Veteran suicides and Veteran reintegration, then
inevitably the main conceptualizations and understandings of these phenomenon will
center on war and combat. At large, the research in these domains is failing to account for
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the social implications of joining, serving in, then separating from the social structure of
the U.S. Military institution; we are missing identity.
A notable finding in the research on Veteran reintegration is the lack of a coherent
conceptualization, definition, and framework for reintegration. The commonality seems
to be that there cannot be one single cohesive way to explain reintegration because it is
such an individuated, circumstantial, subjective experience. My goal for this dissertation
then, is to offer up a new way of thinking. The process of reintegration entails a shift in
social identity. To understand how reintegration is a process of identity transformation,
we must understand how military organizational assimilation and conditioning occurs, we
must be well-versed in military cultural norms and behaviors, and we must acknowledge
the impact of living between the societal military/civilian divide in U.S. culture. We must
account for power and for relationships. An identity framework of liminality is useful
here, as liminality is about living between social structures.
Turner teaches us there are two types of liminality: sacred and institutionalized.
Sacred liminality has a purpose; it functions as a space that breaks us down so we can be
rebuilt to fit into our higher position in our new structure. Sacred liminality is temporary.
Military Initial Entry Training, including Basic Combat Training and Advanced
Individual Training, is a period of sacred liminality whereby recruits are transformed
from civilians to warriors; this is where institutional, leader, and peer bonding primarily
take shape (Siebold). Once recruits graduate IET, we join our assigned military units and
transition into our Time in Service, or institutionalized liminality, where organizational
bonding develops (Siebold). Institutionalized liminality is a perpetual state of liminality
with no finite ending or aggregation into a higher state; institutionalized liminality is not
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always chosen. Not all U.S. Military Veterans chose to join the service (Vietnam draft)
and not all of us choose to get out—sometimes our service gets cut short, sometimes we
actively choose to separate, sometimes we choose to make a career of it and separate in
our later years, and sometimes we die fighting. Choice matters and the reasons we choose
to join the military matters, especially as reason for joining impacts how closely members
orient within the organizational identity (Hall) and thus, establish organizational bonding
necessary for military group cohesion (Siebold).
Our level of organizational bonding impacts our experiences of institutionalized
liminality. When I separated from service I saw the military only in a redemptive light,
despite choosing to separate because of the lack of individual freedom I felt serving cost
me. My reason for joining directly shaped my organizational bonding, which then
directly shaped my perception of the military post separating. I joined to be redeemed
and when I got out I saw the military as my redeemer. Before I joined, I saw the military
in a “savior” light because this is how U.S. culture and the socializing I received as a
white woman in the rural south taught me to see it. During my Time in Service, however,
my perception shifted. Army Green didn’t fit that well, it was uncomfortable, and it was
no longer worth the tangible structure (resources) and community it provided me. I got
out and then once again, saw the military as a redemptive, saving institution, despite the
individual loss of freedom and self I experienced while I was in.
My military conditioning taught me to be secretive, in denial, and stoic (Hall). I
still have a tint of Army Green on my lenses and can’t seem to completely wash it off. It
doesn’t matter if I ever deployed or not—I served, I was imprinted, I adapted and molded
myself to fit the best I could. If the military is part of my essence, it’s part of how I see
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the world. It’s part of my self-perception, part of my composition, part of my
relationships with others, part of my career, part of my life paths. Current research
methods and participant criteria in studies on Veteran reintegration do not account for
this; it misses my social experiences surrounding identity. At large, Military/Veteran
research reflects the military institution; it’s rigid, controlled, empirical, cold, and
colonial. Thus, I chose to employ critical qualitative tools for this project and write out
my stories to allow you to see, feel, and understand how reintegration is a process and
product of identity transformation. I wrote performatively, relied on institutional artifacts
as my guide, critically reflected on the Veteran identity tensions I experienced during my
liminal space of reintegration, and then illustrated how these tensions were shaped by my
IET and TIS.
I wrote through my own loss of community and search for home. I showed you
my own process of looking and seeing within as I navigated my responsibilities as a
critical scholar and to my people. I revealed my emotions, thoughts, and behaviors
confronting Truths about my Uncle Sam that were hard to swallow, hard to say aloud,
and hard to share with others. I uncovered my own loss of structure as I questioned how
serving in the military had changed me and what it meant for my life now outside of the
military. I engaged in resistance and illuminated my challenges in doing so. I found my
voice and I’m using it to tell you that Veteran suicides are so high because we don’t
understand reintegration. We aren’t giving SMs tools they need to navigate a drastic shift
in social identity they experience during periods of military transitions between systems.
The military is intricately part of who we are—it’s part of our essence and it’s been there
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since we advanced from the sacred liminality of IET. Military social structure has been
imprinted in our being.
The societal structure undergirding the military system is rooted in the ideograph
of freedom and positions the U.S. Military as being a type of “savior” institution that
guards freedom and the American way of life. Thus, those who serve in the military are
seen as socially responsible, heroic, and redeemed. Give me liberty or give me death;
freedom is worth fighting and dying for. This discourse functions to establish a type of
invisible hierarchy within Veteran culture and identity and I argue causes many Veterans
to experience dissonance around their identity and their service. The ideograph of
freedom undergirding the U.S. Military social structure contains a falsity in that it is
understood through a false, “color blind” (DiAngelo) history. We are all Army Green. We
are conditioned to fit. We go through a sacred rite of passage and become part of the
military organization. We train to fight in war. Our “form [was] impressed upon [us] by
society” (Turner 105) of the military total institution during our IET and it was then
confounded during our military service. Our psychology, physiology—our very
essence—was broke down then molded into a warrior self. We were transformed, trained,
and conditioned to fit into a uniformed and homogenized identity in order to belong and
fit into the total military institution.
We can all wear the Army Green, but we are still white, black, brown, straight,
queer, man, woman, transgender, Appalachian, immigrant, cheerleader. Our social
identities matter. If actively choosing to separate from service is an act of resistance
against the military institution, perhaps that means we’ve realized Army Green doesn’t fit
us. The reality then becomes, regardless of whether it ever fully fit the right way or not,
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we will never be able to completely take it off. The structure and community of the
military has been engrained into us and when we separate, we experience an extreme loss
of each as we struggle to navigate functioning in civilian systems as a self that has been
militarized. In other words, we lose the military structure and community we had, but we
never lose the militarization of our selves we experienced during IET and TIS—we take
that militarization with us back into our civilian systems after service. Sebastian Junger
tells us that
Brotherhood has nothing to do with feelings; it has to do with how you define
your relationship to others. It has to do with the rather profound decision to put
the welfare of the group above your personal welfare. In such a system, feelings
are meaningless. In such a system, who you are entirely depends on your
willingness to surrender who you are. Once you’ve experienced the psychological
comfort of belonging to such a group, it’s apparently very hard to give up. (276)
In the military, who you are entirely depends on your willingness to surrender who you
are. This is what reintegration is about: understanding who you were, who you
surrendered, who you became, and who you will be now. As Tyson Smith and Gala True
explain, when Veterans transition out of service, we confront questions such as “How
have I changed?” and “Who is my new self?” (149). Our conceptualizations and
understandings of Military/Veteran reintegration need to account for these questions.
If we understand that the military is intricately part of who we are and we cannot
ever return or go back (because we’ve been imprinted during sacred liminality of IET) to
our old civilian systems with the same sense of self, world view, and communicative
patterns and behaviors, then how can conceptualizing “reintegration” with new language
help? How can a new definition and framework help us to create a new self that, in a
cohesive, unified, pluralistic way, is able to live among and between differing structures
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and communities? How might finding a new way to talk and think about “reintegration”
and Veteran identity shatter the hero/broken binary and move away from exclusive and
misleading associations of war and combat? How can we label, define, and conceptualize
these experiences in a way that creates room for difference, resistance, and movement
towards union? As a Veteran and a scholar who wants to help improve the well-being and
quality of life for Military Service Members, Veterans, and their families, this is my
mission—my new redemption.
Drive on,
soldier,
drive on.
Rhetoric shapes our collective understanding of a concept (McGee). In the
following sections I first review frameworks, concepts, and definitions that inform the
new language and definition I propose for reintegration: Military/Veteran Differential
Adaptation to Transition (MVDAT). It’s necessary at this point, to note the tension
between employing autoethnography in this dissertation—a method that centers
subjectivity and is not about generalizability—and then proposing a general theoretical
framework/model. Narrating my own tensions and experiences surrounding the Veteran
identity and reintegration has led me to develop this framework that accounts for both the
macro and the micro. In the following sections, I articulate a theory of Veteran identity
that considers “how does my story speak in relationship to larger stories of cultural
Others like myself? Where do the ‘I’ and the ‘we’ separate? Do they?” (Calafell 9). The
framework is designed to center identity. It claims space to understand how dominant
narratives and power systems undergirding the military institution (the macro) intersect
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with the lived experiences of differential, individual identities in conflict with the military
system (the micro). MVDAT is based on differential experiences, which is at the core of
autoethnography itself. What is general about differential experiences, is that we all have
them.
Veteran identity: A new consciousness
In the following sections, I propose a new conceptualization for Military/Veteran
reintegration. First, however, I review frameworks and concepts that inform my proposed
theory. I review Nancy Schlossberg’s Model for Analyzing Human Adaptation to
Transition, which provides a useful, comprehensive definition of “transition” and outlines
characteristics influencing the process of adaptation. Next, I draw from Antonio Tomas
De La Garza and Kent Ono’s theory of differential adaptation, which calls attention to
problematic assumptions with current conceptualizations of “adaptation” before pointing
out how through adaptation processes, individuals also have the capacity to employ forms
of resistance against assimilation that functions to disrupt and change the host culture.
Finally, I explore the ecological framework (Bronfenbrenner), complimented by family
systems theory (Bavelas and Segal), to illustrate the importance and interdependence of
proximal relationships in the process of reintegration. Following this, I propose a new
term and definition for reintegration, which I name “Military/Veteran Differential
Adaptation to Transition” (MVDAT).
Model for analyzing human adaptation to transition
Nancy Schlossberg proposed a Model for Analyzing Human Adaption to
Transition, which attempts to explain “What determines whether a person grows or
deteriorates as the result of a transition?” and “Why do some people adapt with relative
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ease, while others suffer severe strain?” (3). She explains that people continually
experience transitions throughout life that result in new networks of relationships,
behaviors, and self-perceptions and that we all differ in our abilities to cope with change.
Schlossberg defines transition as “an event or non-event that results in a change in
assumptions about oneself and the world and thus requires a corresponding change in
one’s behaviors and relationships” (5). Adaptation to transition, she explains as a being a
process of shifting from being completely preoccupied with the transition to integrating it
into your life.
The Model for Analyzing Human Adaptation to Transition, then, identifies three
major set of factors that influence adaptation to transition: characteristics of the
transition, the pre- and post-transition environments, and the individual. First is
characteristics of the transition, which include: role change as being a gain or a loss
(when I separated I lost my military community and tangible structure but gained
individual freedom); affect as positive or negative (I felt good about getting out and sure
it would not negatively affect me); source as internal or external (I decided to get out
rather than being non voluntarily discharged); timing as on-time or off-time (it was on
time for me because I had been accepted to a Ph.D. program and had a plan moving
forward); onset as gradual or sudden (I had time to make my decision to separate and
process it was happening); duration as permanent, temporary, or uncertain (can I get back
in? Should I get back in? Is there an end to the liminality of reintegration?); and finally,
degree of stress involved in the transition, which is dependent on all the previous factors.
Next, Schlossberg outlines the characteristics of pretransition and
posttransition environments: interpersonal support system (I experienced a loss of my
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military and civilian communities when I got out and moved to Denver); institutional
support (I do not qualify for most Veterans Affairs benefits and never received any
support for reintegration from my unit when I separated); and physical setting
(cohabitating with my ex-partner that I had an unhealthy relationship with when I moved
to Denver did not help). Finally, the model articulates the characteristics of the
individual experiencing the transition: psychosocial competence, including self-attitudes,
world attitudes, and behavioral attitudes (my self, world, and behavioral attitudes all
improved through practicing meditation and yoga); sex and gender (I never should have
taken out my freedom ring for that job! Will I ever stop militarizing my femininity?);
age, including life stages (my age allowed me to blend in with my graduate peers in
school); state of health (my psychological health negatively affected my physical
health—I developed disordered eating as a result of anxiety my first few months out);
race-ethnicity (I was a white girl who grew up in white isolated rural Appalachia—Army
Greens fit me a little better than SMs of color); socioeconomic status (I had somewhat of
a financial sustainability plan moving forward); value-orientation, to include religious,
spiritual, and moral commitments (I still have that water bottle with a peace sign on the
side that I used to carry to drill); and previous experience with a transition of a similar
nature (the only basis of comparison I had was returning home from IET). According to
Schlossberg, all three sets of factors interact and determine whether one can adapt or fails
to adapt. “Ease of adaptation to a transition depends on one’s perceived and/or actual
balance of resources to deficits in terms of the transition itself, the pre-post environment,
and the individuals sense of competency, well-being, and health” (8).
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This model is useful in understanding reintegration as a process of transitioning
that Veterans adapt through or fail to adapt. Both returning home from a deployment and
separating from service ignite a change in assumptions about our self and the world and
we either adapt our relationships and behaviors to accommodate this change, or we
struggle in maintaining preoccupied with the transition. This model is significant because
it includes social identity factors in the individual characteristics, it accounts for
environmental influences, and it prioritizes the importance of relationships and
institutional support. Yet, I take issue with the way this model positions the lack of
adaptation as a “failure.” The Veteran identity is a liminal one; we exist between civilian
and military systems, including structure and community. We cannot ever fully fit into
one or the other; because we are both. The Veteran identity is a form of institutionalized
liminality; there is no summation or aggregation—there is no end to the transition.
Framing the transition as “adapt” or “fail to adapt,” then, only re-establishes the
hierarchy: Veterans who are broken are a “failure to adapt.” This model moves us closer
to the social implications of reintegration, yes, but it’s still not accounting for the
liminality of this experience.
Theory of differential adaptation
Antonio Tomas De La Garza and Kent Ono surface the same problem with
dominant conceptualizations and theoretical approaches to “adaptation.” When
discussing adaptation in the context of immigration, they first point out the problem in an
inherent assumption that all experiences are similar enough to create a reliable
generalized model. The same has been true for reintegration conceptualizations—they
fail to account for the inconsistencies in lived experiences. De La Garza and Ono explain
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how “traditional adaptation theories also assume a unidirectional relationship between the
individual and society. The society changes the individual, not the other way around”
(274). They argue that this assumption leads to equating adaption to assimilation and
further, assumes that assimilation is both desirable and inevitable. Agency, again, matters
here in that if the transition is not chosen, it may not be desirable. Yet, within this
framework of adaptation, it is still inevitable. Similar to the Model for Analyzing Human
Adaptation to Transition, this line of thought assumes not adapting to transition results in
failure. This sets up a binary: you adapt or you fail to adapt and suffer the consequences
and any efforts to resist are a hindrance to adaptation. In the context of Veteran identity
and adapting back into the family after war or back into civilian society after service
separation, this binary emerges: you’re a hero or you’re broken.
De La Garza and Ono point out that “no thought is given to the ways that the
destination society may adapt to the immigrant, the immigrants’ culture, or the
immigrants’ expectations” (272). For example, in the mid 1970s many Vietnam Veterans
were returning home from war and experiencing agitation, irritability, hostility,
hypervigilance, flashbacks, fear, anxiety, depression, loneliness, isolation, insomnia, and
nightmares. These Veterans were socially perceived and positioned as being hindrances
to society, as failing to adapt. They were broken, angry, and dangerous war Veterans. It
wasn’t until 1980 that this thinking shifted, however, when civilian society adapted to the
influx of Vietnam Veterans rejoining civilian culture. Eventually, physicians realized the
issues these Veterans were having was related to external factors, like trauma, rather than
an inherent internal weakness. They weren’t failures to adapt; they needed medical
attention. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder was officially added to the American
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Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders and the
aforementioned symptoms became diagnosable (“PTSD History”). Veterans influenced
the host culture.
The “theory of differential adaption” is a “nonuniversalist framework that
acknowledges the radical diversity of immigrants’ experiences, immigrants’ agentic
efforts to navigate pressures to assimilate, and the potential they have to reshape
subjectivities, culture, and society” (De La Garza and Ono 270). This theory accounts for
the diversity of lived experiences and holds space for resistance. It “recognizes the ways
immigrants resist pressure, and even foment or make gradual (perhaps initially
imperceptible) changes to their host culture” (De La Garza and Ono 275). Though this
theory was developed for the context of immigration, it directly applies to
Military/Veteran reintegration, notably because it distinguishes between assimilation and
adaption:
The primary distinction we draw between adaptation and assimilation is the role
of the subject. People do not assimilate; they can be assimilated and can tacitly or
actively participate in their own or another’s assimilation. Assimilation, therefore,
is pressure applied by a State and its associated culture to individual subjects to
conform. (De La Garza and Ono 276)
What De La Garza and Ono are arguing is that we are active subjects who chose to adapt
or resist cultural assimilation; we are not assimilated—we choose to adapt or to resist
assimilation. Instead of adapting to fit, we may find ways to resist and change our host
culture. They propose, “the space between assimilation and adaptation continually
produces new conditions of possibility for subjectivity that can aid communication
researchers in understanding the relationships among discourse, the social world, and the
individual subject” (276). The “space between assimilation and adaptation” sounds a lot
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like the space of liminality, in that it’s uncertain, ambiguous, challenging, and represents
existing between social structures and systems.
In the context of the military (in the all-volunteer force, that is), we join the
military and enter into the sacred liminal space of IET and are assimilated into military
structure. In IET, if you do not assimilate, you are discharged. Entering into and
completing IET contains a transition and we either adapt or we resist the assimilation.
Resisting can result both in consequences and/or in incremental changes to military
culture from a bottom-up approach. Some people adapt easier than others; Army Green
fits some of us better than it does others. Differential adaptation theory assumes “society
has the potential to limit attempts to adapt and be accepted” (277). This is where other
social identity factors become most relevant. As a cisgender woman in the U.S. Military,
my attempts to adapt and be accepted into military organizational and institutional
structure were limited. Now as a Veteran outside of the military institution, my attempts
to adapt to civilian societal assimilation is also limited—my experience of military
service doesn’t fit the dominant narrative. While I was in, I perpetually and habitually
adapted myself to fit into the military identity. Now that I’m out, I continue to perpetually
adapt myself to fit into the Veteran identity.
During IET, our level of adaption of self is temporary and contextual. We then
aggregate sacred liminality and transition again into institutionalized liminality when we
join our units and serve our time as guardian of freedom and the American way of life.
Here, we must continue to adapt, or find ways to resist throughout TIS. Once we separate
from service, we once again transition, this time out of military structure into civilian
society as our now militarized selves. Now, we must assimilate into civilian society
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taking with us all the military assimilation we’ve adapted to during IET and TIS. The
military is a total institution and is composed of communication patterns, norms, and
behaviors distinctly different than civilian society. When we separate from service, we
can adapt or resist to the pressures of being stoic, loyal, and patriotic and always viewing
Uncle Sam as redemptive. We can be heroes, we can be broken, or we can reject both
and attempt to change the culture rather than adapt to assimilate. Though, society has
the ability to limit our efforts to both adapt and resist (De La Garza and Ono). The
Military/Civilian divide in U.S. culture limits Veterans attempts to adapt to life without
military structure and community. Mridula Mascarenhas explains, “A culture of
militarism prefers the stoic veteran who is tight-lipped about the ravages of war but
remains enduringly loyal to the military” (84). The “military/civilian divide” in U.S.
society encompasses the lack of understanding between individuals who never served in
the military about the realities, challenges, and lived experiences of us who have. Many
of these realities, challenges, and lived experiences go unnoticed by civilian peers and in
fact, “84% of post 9/11 Veterans reported the public does not understand the problems
they and their families face and 71% of the general public agrees” (Kirchner 117). As
pointed out in much of the literature on Veteran reintegration, this is the where the
importance of interpersonal and familial relationships emerges.
Ecological framework and family systems
Virginia Gil-Rivas and colleagues relied both on the ecological framework
(Bronfenbrenner) and family systems theory (Bavelas and Segal) to describe reintegration
in an article that summarizes influential factors of reintegration and recommends research
and practice ideas to promote wellness for military families. The ecological framework
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positions adaptation as happening “within and between the multiple systems in which
individuals and families are embedded” (177). Like liminality, this framework highlights
the nature of being within and between. More so, the ecological framework accounts for
individual, proximal, and distal influences on adaptation (Gil-Rivas 177). Individual
influences include things such as age, gender, education, race/ethnicity, and history.
Proximal factors are those with a direct influence on the individual such as spouses,
caregivers, coworkers, and friends, and distal factors are things with an indirect influence,
like organizations, institutions, and culture. Gil-Rivas points out how family systems
theory compliments the ecological framework because it accounts for interdependence
within the family system.
When we separate from the military, we experience loss of structure and
community. We lose our military family—our brothers and sisters, our Uncle Sam. Leslie
Baxter and Dawn Braithwaite claim the core characteristics of a “family” include longterm commitment, relations created through biology, law, or affection, enmeshment in a
kinship organization, ongoing interdependence, and institutionalization. They explain,
“’family’ is a social group of two or more persons, characterized by ongoing
interdependence with long-term commitments that stem from blood, law, or affection”
(3). In the military, we are a family. We gained this community and formed closed bonds
with our Battle Buddies because of the structure of the U.S. Military institution. It’s a
total institution (Goffman; Smith and True). “In such a system, who you are entirely
depends on your willingness to surrender who you are” (Junger 276). In the military, who
you are depends on your adaption to fit; it’s about identity.
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Research on Military/Veteran reintegration and suicides as is, is missing this. The
ecological model and family systems theory are useful in theorizing reintegration as a
concept, especially because they illuminate the influences of relationships and culture.
Yet alone, they fail to comprehensively capture the nature of adaption. Christine Elnitsky
and colleagues incorporated the ecological model into their proposed universal definition
for reintegration: “MSMV [Military Service Member and Veteran] reintegration is both a
process and outcome of resuming roles in family, community, and workplace which may
be influenced at different levels of an ecological system” (2). This definition is the most
inclusive I have seen and is able to be applied to various types of military adaptive
transition experiences, such as transitioning in and out of IET (sacred liminality),
transitioning home from war, transitioning back and forth for drills and trainings, and
transitioning out of the military institution as a whole.
However, family, community, and workplace are all types of social systems and I
think it’s important to explicitly include “social” in the definition. Particularly as Anna
Zogas explains how reintegration challenges are currently associated almost exclusively
with post-war/combat difficulties, it is paramount to shift conversations to centering the
social implications that stem from belonging to and participating in the military
institution as a whole. This argument parallels the findings of Mark Reger and colleagues
that show Veteran suicides are correlated with RPS and not with RPD (Reintegration Post
Deployment). Even in the current reintegration literature as is, the concept of
reintegration is framed as being about reintegrating back into the family (Collinge et al.;
Demers; “When Veterans Return”; Di Leone et al.; Hinojosa and Hinojosa; Knobloch et
al.; Pfeiffer et al.; Theiss & Knobloch) and/or into community (Collinge et al.; Pfeiffer et
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al.). These are social experiences and highlight the urgent need for social implications of
military IET and military service to be at the center of our conceptualizations and
definitions of reintegration. Likewise, “family, community, and workplace” encompass
some proximal and distal factors, but not all (i.e., romantic partners, friendships, media,
culture at large).
Further, using the word “resume” as it is in Elnitsky et al.’s definition limits the
way we think about the experience of reintegration. “Re” is the Latin root for “back.” The
military intricately becomes part of who you are. You become impressed upon by
military structure and society (Turner). There is no going back once you go through the
sacred liminality of IET and become endowed with additional “powers” (Turner) and
become part of the total military institution. We do not resume roles in our families,
communities, and workplaces. Perhaps some of us, some of the time, return to our same
physical families, communities, and workplaces; perhaps we go back to the same people
and places. Physiologically and psychologically, however, we do not go back. We do not
resume. We are anew. Socially, we have been modified to fit into a new system.
Therefore, we may find ourselves back in the same social systems in which we left, but
our lenses through which we perceive those same systems has become militarized; they
have become the color of Army Green. We need space to recognize that we have been
socially impacted by service and that we have no tools and no language for understanding
and much less articulating, how. I suggest the idea of “resuming roles” sets up us for
failure. Language shapes our reality and our perceptions.
Likewise, the same logic applies with the term “reintegration.” The word means
to integrate back. I question how conceptualizing this process and experience in a way
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that inherently means to go back is creating unrealistic expectations and not allowing
space for recognition that military service changes a person, especially socially. Where is
room for resistance in our adaptation process? Where is recognition that we also impact
and change the cultures assimilating us? Further, not only is this experience (of
“reintegration”) social (it’s about our family, community, and workplace roles and
communicative interactions), but it’s fluid and sometimes it reaches a state of aggregation
(graduating from IET or having a welcome home ceremony after a deployment) and other
times it does not (separating from service). Because the U.S. Military is a total institution,
even once you reach a state of aggregation from the sacred liminality of IET, you actually
aggregate into a state of institutionalized liminality through being a full member of the
military institution.
Once you become a part of the military institution—once military ideologies are
imprinted into your psyche and physiology—you can never go back. It is perpetual
liminality. There is no way to undo imprinting that occurs during sacred liminality. There
is a way to resist adapting to assimilation, however. It’s important here to once again
highlight the distinction between sacred liminality and institutionalized liminality. Sacred
liminality is a temporary period that functions to imprint the essence of a person to mold
them to fit into a higher structure. Sacred liminality is “a symbolic milieu that represents
both a grave and a womb” (Turner 97). It is not just a grave—it is also a womb. Sacred
liminality signifies and fosters a type of rebirth; you sacrifice self to gain status.
Institutionalized liminality, on the other hand, does not always follow sacred liminality.
Institutionalized liminality is the grave without the womb. In the context of immigration,
it is unlikely immigrants experience a period of sacred liminality whereby they are
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“fashioned anew and endowed with additional powers to enable them to cope with their
new station in life” (Turner, 96). Rather, they are cast into institutionalized liminality
where they are pressured to assimilation and seen as a “failure to adapt” if they don’t.
Therefore, in the context of Military/Veteran adaptation and identity, because all SMs
must graduate IET, we all experienced IET; we all experienced sacred liminality and
were “born again” as guardians of freedom and the American way of life. We cannot
return to the womb—not during TIS and not after we separate from service. We do not
reintegrate; we do not go back. We adapt and overcome. Drive on, Soldier, drive on.
Military/veteran differential adaptation to transition
I define Military/Veteran Differential Adaptation to Transition (MVDAT) as a
social identity process and product of differentially adapting to transition between distal
and proximal factors of the U.S. Military structure and an outside system. In this new
language and definition for reintegration, I hope to disrupt and shift conceptualizations of
this experience to center social identity, account for differences in lived experiences, and
highlight the liminality of this experience. I draw from both the Model for Analyzing
Human Adaptation to Transition (Schlossberg) and the theory of differential adaptation
(De La Garza and Ono) to create the term. When we join the military, ship to Basic
Training, graduate IET, deploy for war, attend weekend drill, come home from war, come
home from weeks training in the field, or separate from military service, we experience a
transition. That is, a change in our assumptions about our self the world that direct a
change in relationships and behaviors (Schlossberg). During a transition, we either adapt
and assimilate or we resist and force the structure to adapt to us—it’s differential because
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it’s individuated. Not adapting is not akin to a failure to adapt, as perhaps we are finding
ways to resist. Maybe we get our nose pierced anyway.
In the definition for MVDAT, I outline it is a social identity (because it’s
subjective, social, and about identity) process and product (because identity is fluid and
institutionalized liminality is perpetual) of differentially adapting (because we’re active
subjects and we do not assimilate—we are assimilated) to transition (an event or nonevent that results in a change in assumptions about oneself and the world and thus
requires a corresponding change in one’s behaviors and relationships) between (because
it is a liminal space of in-betweenness) the distal (organizational and institutional) and
proximal (peer, leader, environmental) factors of the U.S. Military structure (a
persistent physical and psychological structure) and an outside system (drawing from
ecological framework and family systems theory). Within this definition and
conceptualization, there is room for my and others’ differential experiences; it is
inclusive of all forms of military transitioning. It doesn’t associate our realities of
adapting to being solely about war and combat experiences; it highlights the proximal
and distal factors that influence our adaptation. It sees and identifies power. It recognizes
our experiences of adapting to transition are differential because we all have intersecting
identities (Crenshaw). It gives us space to resist without positioning us as broken,
wounded, or failures for doing so. It knows the U.S. Military is a total institution made up
of a persistent societal structure that is unique from outside systems. Military/Veteran
Differential Adaptation to Transition is a process and a product of both sacred and
institutionalized liminal identities. As I move closer to uncovering a new form of
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redemption, I unify my ambivalence through employing tools to decolonize my
militarized self.
Unifying ambivalence: Moving towards indigenous perspectives
Gloria Anzaldúa imparts la mestiza is the product of living between borderlands.
“Cradled in one culture, sandwiched between two cultures, straddling all three cultures
and their value systems, la mestiza undergoes a struggle of flesh, a struggle of borders,
and inner war” (100). La mestiza is pressured to assimilate, yet she experiences
differential adaptation to transition. One culture is already imprinted into her—she must
find a way to integrate and unify the old with the new. The work of la mestiza is to create
a new consciousness. Anzaldúa imparts the wisdom of her own mestiza consciousness
when she eloquently articulates this continual creative motion of soul work:
She has discovered that she can’t hold concepts or ideas in rigid boundaries. The
borders and walls that are supposed to keep the undesirable ideas out are
entrenched habits and patterns of behavior; these habits and patterns are the
enemy within. Rigidity means death. Only by remaining flexible is the mestiza
able to stretch the psyche horizontally and vertically. La mestiza constantly has to
shift out of habitual formations; from convergent thinking, analytical reasoning
that tends to use rationality to move toward a single goal (a Western mode), to
divergent thinking, characterized by movement away from set patterns and goals
and towards a more whole perspective, one that includes rather than excludes. The
new mestiza copes by developing a tolerance for contradictions, a tolerance for
ambiguity. . . She learns to juggle cultures. She has a plural personality, she
operates in a pluralistic mode—nothing is thrust out, the good the bad and the
ugly, nothing rejected, nothing abandoned. Not only does she sustain
contradictions, she turns the ambivalence into something else. She can be jarred
out of ambivalence by an intense, and often painful, emotional event which
inverts or resolves the ambivalence. I’m not sure exactly how. The work takes
place underground—subconsciously. It is work that the soul performs. That focal
point or fulcrum, that juncture where the mestiza stands, is where phenomena tend
to collide. It is where the possibility of uniting all that is separate occurs. This
assembly is not one where severed or separated pieces merely come together. Nor
is it a balancing or opposing powers. In attempting to work out a synthesis, the
self has added a third element which is greater than the sum of its severed parts.
That third element is a new consciousness—a mestiza consciousness—and though
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it is a source of intense pain, its energy comes from continual creative motion that
keeps breaking down the unitary aspect of each new paradigm. En unas pocas
centurias, the future will belong to the mestiza. Because the future depends on the
breaking down of paradigms, it depends on the straddling of two or more cultures.
By creating a new mythos—that is, a change in the way we perceive reality, the
way we see ourselves, and the ways we behave—la mestiza creates a new
consciousness. The work of mestiza consciousness is to break down the subjectobject duality that keeps her a prisoner and to show in the flesh and through the
images in her work how duality is transcended. The answer to the problem
between the white race and the colored, between males and females, lies in
healing the split that originates in the very foundation of our lives, our culture, our
languages, our thoughts. A massive uprooting of dualistic thinking in the
individual and collective consciousness is the beginning of a long struggle, but
one that could in our best hopes, bring us to the end of rape, of violence, of war
(Gloria Anzaldúa 101-102).
In the work that I do, I think a lot about war. When I’m deep in the throes of
trying to find a way to make reintegration easier, to find some grand solution to the
Veteran suicide phenomenon, I always come back to the same thought: if we could only
end war. I feel so silly when I think that, like I should be standing on a stage wearing a
long gown and a crown, spouting about “world peace.” But it’s true. I do want world
peace. Don’t we all?
Unfortunately, I don’t know how to solve world peace… yet (Drive on, Soldier,
drive on!). But I do know that Veteran reintegration and suicides are not about war; they
are about belonging to an institution that exists to construct and conquer in the form of
war. I know that like la mestiza, the work of a Veteran is to create a new consciousness.
We must look in the mirror and ask ourselves “How have I changed?” and “Who is my
new self?” (Smith and True 149). We must have language that accounts for our
disruption to and process of identity related to our military entrance, service, and exit. We
need a way to identify and understand the imprinting into our essence that occurred
through IET and TIS. Especially because outside of these contexts, these habits and
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patterns are the enemy within. Rigidity means death. We need outlets for understanding
and articulating how belonging to the military institution imprints habits and patterns
within us that can become the enemy within outside of that system. We must shift to
divergent thinking, where we consider the whole perspective of social identity and
include rather than exclude. We should not focus solely on deployment and combat
experiences when talking about Military/Veteran transitionary experiences. As Veterans,
we must cope by developing a tolerance for ambiguity. Uncle Sam taught us to adapt and
overcome. We must learn to juggle the binary cultures we live among and operate in a
pluralistic mode, where we take the good, the bad, and the ugly. And then we must turn
that ambivalence into something else—something unified. This is work only the soul can
perform. We must change the ways we perceive reality, the way we see ourselves, and the
ways we behave. We must disrupt paradigms and show through our flesh and the images
of our work how our duality is transcended.
Critical reflection
Exactly how, though, do we do that? For me, this dissertation—the stories I’ve
told, the literature I’ve analyzed, the conceptualizations I’ve shifted—is work my soul
performed. Sandra Faulkner and Shelia Squillante, as well as Anne Harris and Stacy
Holman Jones’, suggest practical strategies for writing about the self performatively.
They categorize strategies for purpose, audience, ethics, structure, craft, and evaluation
criteria. They first ask, “What are your goals of this writing?” and “What do you want
your piece to do?” My professional goals for this dissertation were 1) to argue that the
current ways we are researching reintegration is exclusive and inhibiting and has led to
conceptualizations and understandings of reintegration to be solely about post-war and
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more explicitly, post-combat difficulties; 2) to illustrate the nature of liminality in
military IET and TIS and to shift our thinking towards identity; 3) to illuminate social
struggles and challenges of [the] Veteran identity during [my] reintegration experiences
4) to highlight how Veteran identity dissonance is rooted in the conditioning that happens
during military Initial Entry Training (IET) and experiences during Time in Service (TIS)
and ; 5) to propose and advocate a new term and subsequent conceptualization for
reintegration that is comprehensive, inclusive, and centers the social manifestations of the
Veteran identity.
My personal goal for this dissertation was to take some space to heal—to write
through my own experiences of IET, TIS, and reintegration so that I can more fully
understand how my struggles are connected. This work is my new consciousness; my
new redemption. I write to speak my truth and though I realize that all our truths are
different, I both expect and hope that my stories also shine some truth into the realities of
all my brothers and sisters in arms—because all of you are part of me, this story is both
for and about you too. As I chose to employ tools in this project that call for critical
reflection, I must consider “how does my story speak in relationship to larger stories of
cultural Others like myself? Where do the ‘I’ and the ‘we’ separate? Do they?” (Calafell
9). I wrote about experiences of struggling with my Veteran identity to shine light on
dominant discourses of the Veteran identity. I identified the inherent assumption in
current conceptualization of reintegration and Veteran identity of deployment and combat
experience. I illustrated how the diversity of individual experiences is being excluded; I
showed how the “’I’ and ‘we’ separate.” I wrote to heal and now after this process, I have
more clarity around my experiences of Military IET, TIS, and MVDAT and how my
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struggles are connected. My aim for these goals is to influence transdisciplinary research
on Military/Veteran reintegration and identity in a way that leads to more comprehensive,
inclusive, and effective program and policy development. If they are gonna prepare us to
go to war, I want them to prepare us to know how to heal from being prepared to go to
war.
Considering audience, Faulkner and Squillante, as well as Harris and Holman
Jones, propose, “Whom do you want to reach?” and “What do you want the audience to
do, feel, and believe after experiencing your work?” I wrote this work for myself,
Veterans, and scholars doing Military/Veteran research. For myself, I wanted to claim
space to voice my experiences, make sense of them, and learn and heal through the
process. I want Veterans who experience this work to be inspired to tell their own stories,
question their own experiences of military service and how it changed them, and move
towards their own form of a mestiza consciousness. And for scholars, my hope is that this
work influences your discourses and conceptualizations around Veteran identity and
experiences of military service in ways that leads to more inclusive, comprehensive, and
holistic research inquiries.
For ethics, they ask, “Are you able to write this piece now?” and “Who is
implicated in the writing?” I can write this piece now because I have been separated for
long enough and because I now have the tools to be capable of this work. I could not
have written this my first, or perhaps even second year out of service. It has taken a lot of
time and a lot of soul work to wipe the Army Green off my lenses. And still, after all this
time and work, a tint of green remains. Even now, when I think of who is implicated in
this writing, I think of my brothers and sisters in arms and about what some of them
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would think and say if they read this work—if they read the things I wrote about our
military, our Uncle Sam. I worry about how I am implicated through the stories I have
told about myself.
Faulkner and Squillante urge me to reflect on structure and craft in my writing
and ask, “What structure will work and how can you include research in your writing to
achieve your purpose and establish veracity?” and “Have you paid attention to the line,
the music in the piece, form, aesthetics, voice, narrative truth?” (4). I chose to employ
autoethnography, which combines subjective experiences, power and culture, and theory
and writing, to achieve my purpose of disrupting and shifting conceptualizations of
reintegration and Veteran identity. I draw on autoarcheology (Fox), a form of
autoethnography that relies on institutional artifacts as anchors to elicit stories to achieve
veracity and narrative truth in my work. The institutional artifacts I presented throughout
this project represent accurate truths throughout my experiences of military IET, TIS, and
separation. Finally, considering criteria, they propose, “How should your piece be
evaluated?” and “How will you know if you have achieved your goal(s) for the piece?”
(4).
This piece is not intended to be evaluated using measures of evaluation pertinent
to scientific or clinical research. This is not an empirical, quantitative, objective research
project. Rather, it is intentionally designed to be a decolonized, demilitarizing, critical,
qualitative, subjective research project. In the broad landscape of Military/Veteran social
science research as I know it, this piece perhaps will be cast into the realm of
“complementary” or “alternative.” “The borders and walls that are supposed to keep the
undesirable ideas out are entrenched habits and patterns of behavior; these habits and
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patterns are the enemy within. Rigidity means death” (Anzaldúa 101). This piece is
intended to disrupt and evolve paradigms. “Only by remaining flexible is the mestiza able
to stretch the psyche horizontally and vertically” (Anzaldúa 101). Thus, my work is to
differentially adapt.
I now have a better understanding of “How have I changed” and “Who is my new
self?” (Smith and True). I realize that I am privileged in that I have access to higher
education where I can learn and gather tools to critically reflect on these questions. I
realize the military gave me access to this privilege. I still find myself moving between a
binary way of thinking about the military and my time in it—good or bad, right or wrong,
gain or loss. How I have changed, is that I realize it’s not either/or, it’s both/and. I
focused on military structure and community throughout my stories, as I believe these
two things encompass the proximal and distal, primary and secondary military group
cohesion, reflect the ecological framework for reintegration, and emphasize the
interconnectedness of relational and familial systems. I see the assimilated structure and
community that I differentially adapted to throughout all my forms of military transitions
as both good and bad, gain and loss.
In terms of structure, the military gave me access to higher education and
provided me with resources to move up and out of what I was born into. It gave me a
mission—a greater sense of purpose and social responsibility. It taught me discipline,
responsibility, maturity, and new skills. It gave me new, unique experiences. And, the
structure of the military system also took away my individual freedom over self. It forced
me to adapt to assimilation. It branded me with an Army Green uniform that never quite
fit just right. Instead of changing the uniform to fit me better, it forced me to adapt myself
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to fit the uniform. It told me the uniform fits us all the same way—that our differences
did not matter because the uniform represented a shared meaning, a shared purpose, a
shared identity. And sometimes, that shared identity is powerful and beautiful and fosters
an untouchable connection between strangers. I will always have Battle Buddies. I will
never leave a fallen comrade and they will never leave me. And, despite our shared
identity, purpose, and connection, we still need room for our difference. Our intersecting
identities matter. We need language and concepts that account for both/and rather than
either/or.
Future research
This is where I believe contributions from the field of Communication Studies
would be most useful. This project is primarily rooted within intercultural
communication, as it is a study on identity that employs a critical identity framework of
liminality. Likewise, the theory of differential adaptation is housed within intercultural
communication. Much of the literature on Veteran suicides, reintegration, and identity,
however, emerges primarily from mental and behavioral health disciplines. Yes, some
Veterans experiences can be medicalized—but what about social identity implications
that aren’t diagnosable? The main theme throughout this project is that these topics are
about identity and as identity is communicative in nature, research in these domains at
large needs to expand to include communicative modes of inquiry. For instance, the sub
disciplinary area of organizational communication would be helpful in directing research
that explores military organizational assimilation, organizational exit, group cohesion and
dismantling, and organizational and institutional identity. Further, family communication
researchers can contribute much by exploring how military units and groups function as
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family systems and what a loss of such system then entails. Likewise, it would be useful
to understand the role of familial relationships within the new concept of
Military/Veteran Differential Adaptation to Transition. We know that Veteran suicides
are a pressing issue. We know that adaptive transitionary struggles exist. What we need
to understand, is why. Critical, qualitative, communicative research inquires can help
explain the why.
Finally, once we have a better understanding of the why, we need to move
towards how to help. When Anzaldúa writes about the new mestiza consciousness, she
explains that la mestiza operates in a “pluralistic mode” and thrusts nothing out. La
mestiza knows how to sit with and sustain the “good, the bad and the ugly” (101).
Anzaldúa tells us that la mestiza takes the ambivalence of sitting with these
contradictions and turns it into “something else.” This happens when she is “jarred out of
ambivalence by an intense, and often painful, emotional event which inverts or resolves
the ambivalence” (101). Anzaldúa tells us she doesn’t know how this happens or what
prompts the jarring. All she knows is that “the work takes place underground—
subconsciously. It is work that the soul performs . . . it is where the possibility of uniting
all that is separate occurs” (101). Anzaldúa is writing about the unification of mind, body,
and soul. La mestiza consciousness is the product of such unification.
As I inch closer towards my own new consciousness of Veteran identity and
reflect on “how I have changed” and “who is my new self,” yoga comes to mind. As I
shared throughout my story, it was the practice of meditation and yoga that centered me
most through my storm of psychological darkness. I traveled to India and I learned the
word “yoga” means “union.” The job of the Veteran is to create a new consciousness—to
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unify the conflicting structures of all that is separate. To be able to unify, we need tools
and outlets for doing so. Warren Price writes about how the leisure activity of fly fishing
gave him tools he needed to cope with combat-related PTSD after returning home from
war: “Once my friend got me to the river, something changed. Knee-deep in the water
and surrounded by nature’s grandeur, the symptoms plaguing me began to dissolve, and
for the first time in years, I finally felt at peace” (Price et al. 197). The way Price writes
about his experience (“something changed . . . I finally felt at peace”) mirrors what
Anzaldúa wrote about reaching union after being “jarred out of ambivalence by an
intense, and often painful, emotional event which inverts or resolves the ambivalence”
(101). We need research that helps us to understand how people become jarred out of
ambivalence, turn inward, and feel the peace of a unified self.
Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) modalities offer an abundance
of tools and strategies that teach one skills necessary to reach physical and psychological
states of union. Helane Wahbeh and colleagues conducted a systemic review of CAM
studies for PTSD and found scientific evidence of benefit for repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation and acupuncture, hypnotherapy, meditation, and visualization.
However, evidence was unclear or conflicting for biofeedback, relaxation, Emotional
Freedom and Thought Field therapies, yoga, and natural products. As I learned when I
dove into research on yoga and meditation practices with Military/Veteran populations,
this work is also very rigid, empirical, objective, and quantitative. Baldwin and
colleagues surveyed 508 Veterans and 252 (49.6%) reported CAM use. We want ways to
unify ourselves. Our adaptation to transition is differential—we need tools that account
for this. We need room for our difference and our collective militarized selves. If we
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change the way we frame and talk about Veteran suicides and reintegration, it will
change the way we think about solutions. We must adapt and overcome to establish a
new consciousness of Veteran identity.
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